PLAN COMMISSION
Village of Deerfield
Agenda
January 9, 2020
Deerfield Village Hall, Franz Council Chambers
Public Hearing Meeting 7:30 p.m.
Public Comment on a Non-Agenda Item
PUBLIC HEARING
(1)

Public Hearing: Request for a Special Use to Permit the Establishment of a
Restaurant for Brunch Café at the South End of the Cadwell’s Corners
Shopping Center, and an Amendment to the Commercial Planned Unit
Development (PUD) for Exterior Changes to the Cadwell’s Corners Shopping
Center (Property Owner Norcor Cadwell Associates and Business Brunch Café)

(2)

Public Hearing: Request for a Special Use to Allow a Massage Establishment
in Unit A3 in the Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center at 405 Lake Cook Road
(Property Owner Mosaic Properties and Development and Business Asian Foot
Spa)

(3)

Public Hearing: Request for a Special Use to Allow a Massage Establishment
in Suites 119 and 100B in the 400 Lake Cook Road Building (Property Owner
Imperial Realty and Business A Plus Massage)

Document Approval
(1) Deerspring Park Pickleball Courts Recommendation
(2) 1085 Lake Cook Road Guidepost Montessori Recommendation
(3) December 12, 2019 Plan Commission Minutes
Items from the Commission
Items from the Staff
Designation of Representative for the next Board of Trustees Meeting
Adjournment

MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: January 3, 2020
RE: Public Hearing on the Request for a Special Use to Permit the Establishment of a
Restaurant for Brunch Café at the South End of the Cadwell’s Corners Shopping Center,
and an Amendment to the Commercial Planned Unit Development (PUD) for Exterior
Changes to the Shopping Center
Subject Property
The subject property consists of Cadwell’s Corners shopping center. The subject
property is zoned C-2 Outlying Commercial District and is a Commercial Planned Unit
Development. The subject property is approximately 8 acres in size and currently
developed with a 79,774 square foot shopping center. In 2017, the Village agreed to
remove the 1981 restaurant restriction for a portion of the shopping center south of the
Pet Supplies store (Ordinance O-17-20) and in 2019 the Village approved a Special Use
for a health club in part of the space that was occupied by the former Fresh Thyme
grocery store (Ordinance O-19-22).
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: R-3 Single Family District – Deer Run Subdivision, single family homes
South: C-2 Outlying Commercial District (across Lake Cook Road) – North Shore
University Health System medical offices
East: R-2 Single Family District – Briarwood Subdivision, single family homes, and North
Shore Evangelical Free Church
West: C-2 Outlying Commercial District (across Waukegan Road) – Shell Gas Station,
Parkway Bank & Trust, McDonalds and other commercial uses
Southwest: C-2 Outlying Commercial District – Just Tires and BP Gas Station
Proposed Plans
The petitioner is seeking a special use to allow a 5,100 square foot sit-down restaurant
known as Brunch Cafe to be located at the south end of the Cadwell’s Corners shopping
center. The petitioner is also seeking an amendment to the commercial planned unit
development to allow a change to the existing façade as well as changes to the exterior
colors of the shopping center.

Brunch Café Restaurant
The proposed 5,100 square foot Brunch Café is a breakfast and lunch restaurant. The
proposed restaurant plans on applying for a liquor license to serve alcoholic beverages
with its breakfast and lunch offerings. Brunch Café currently has 8 locations in the
Chicagoland area with two more restaurants scheduled to open in 2020. The petitioner
is proposing to lease the tenant space at the south end of the Cadwell’s Corners
shopping center for the restaurant. The restaurant will be open daily from 6:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. The petitioner’s material indicate that the menu will feature traditional
breakfast and lunch favorties, along with decadent specialty items. Brunch Café also
features a full service catering company, providing food for business meetings,
corporate functions and social gatherings.
Brunch Cafe is primarily a sit-down restaurant with carryout orders making up 5% of
customers. On average, the restaurant will employ approximately 22-25 persons, but
anticipating only 10-12 people per shift. The restaurant will provide seating for
approximately 150 customers and projected annual sales for this location is expected to
be approximately $2,000,000 to $2,500,000. The petitioner’s material indicates that
Brunch Café receives about 3 deliveries per week, typically between 6:00 a.m. and 7:30
a.m., depending upon the deliverer's route schedule. The Cadwell’s Corners property
owners will be constructing a brick trash enclosure on the subject property that will be
in compliance with the restaurant restrictions from Ordinance O-17-20 (see attached).
The petitioner’s material has indicated that they will put automatic door closing hinges
on the trash enclosure doors to ensure that the doors remain closed when not in use.
The petitioners understand that Brunch Café is obligated to comply with Rear Delivery
Area Restrictions and Front Delivery Area Restrictions in Ordinance O-17-20. Ownership
has also discussed the frequency with the Village’s Commercial Waste Hauler,
Lakeshore Recycling and they have agreed on a 3 day a week pick up to prevent
overflow or over packing of the dumpster. Lakeshore Recylcing doesn’t pick up prior to
6:30AM and is willing to work with ownership and Brunch Café on the timing of pickup
to reduce disturbances to the neighbors. Ownership will also incorporate power washing
the garbage enclosure to reduce and control odors emanating from the dumpsters.
Painting the Exterior of the Shopping Center and Other Improvements
The Cadwell’s Corners property owners are in the process of replacing the former Fresh
Thyme tenant space with two new tenants. The first tenant, Planet Fitness, was
approved in 2019 for a 21,637 square feet health club facility with a new entry
elements. The second tenant will be a Dollar Tree retail store occupying 9,266 square
feet (a Permitted Use). The Cadwell’s Corners property owners plan to build a new
entry façade over the tenant space and relocate the main entry doors.
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The shopping center owners would like to simplify and update the color scheme of the
shopping center to improve the look of the shopping center for customers, neighbors,
and prospective retailers looking to locate at the shopping center. The building
elevation drawings with the proposed colors along with color samples can be found in
the petitioner’s materials.
The petitioner is also addressing two other items to note: 1) replacing existing parking
lot fixtures with LED lights to improve nighttime lighting. This plan is about 4 weeks
from completion and can be reviewed by the Appearance Review Commission. The
existing light poles will remain and only the new fixtures are proposed. 2) adding one
accessible parking space in front of the Athletico/Planet Fitness space. 3)Landscape
plan plans to be submitted next week.
Zoning Conformance
The petitioners are seeking a Special Use for the proposed Brunch Café at the south
end of the shopping center. They are also seeking an amendment to the existing
Special Use/commercial planned unit development for the exterior changes to the
shopping center. Attached are the Special Use standards.
In 2017, the Village lifted the restaurant restriction on portion of the shopping center
located south of Pet Supplies Plus and required all restaurants to seek approval of a
Special Use if they wish to locate in this area (restaurants under 3,000 square feet in
size in C-2 zoning district are a Permitted Use, but the Village indicated that all
restaurants in this shopping center would be a Special Use with the lifting of the
restaurant restriction). With the lifting of the restaurant restriction in the area south of
the Pet Supplies Plus store, the Village also required restrictions on restaurant
deliveries, and the refuse areas as outlined in Ordinance 0-17-20 (see attached).
Access
The vehicular access points on Waukegan Road and Lake Cook Road will not change as
a result of the proposed site plan changes. Currently, two vehicular access points serve
the Cadwell’s Corners shopping center. The Waukegan Road access point is a
signalized access point. The other access point on Lake Cook Road is right-in right-out
only. There is a also vehicular connection between Cadwell’s Corners and Just Tires
that was approved in 2014 as part of the reconfiguration of the parking lot (the
developer owns both of these properties). Cars exiting Just Tires onto Waukegan Road
cannot make a left turn due to a barrier median and are only be able to make a right
turn out to exit northbound, and no left turn can be made out of Just Tires onto Lake
Cook Road due to the barrier median.
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Recall that with the 2014 Waukegan roadway improvements, no left turns out of either
Lake Cook or Waukegan roads are possible due to the barrier medians.
Parking
According to Village Code, the required parking for the shopping center is based on the
total amount of parking required for the uses in the shopping center. When Cadwell’s
Corners was approved in 1981, a 15% parking reduction factor was granted for nonsales areas in the shopping center.
Sit-down restaurants require one (1) parking space for each 60 square feet of gross
floor area, and carry-out restaurants require one (1) parking space for each 120 square
feet of gross floor area. The proposed 5,100 square foot Brunch Café, (serving
breakfast and lunch only) would require: 82.88 spaces (95% Sit-Down or 4,845 s.f. / 60
= 80.75 spaces plus 5% Carry-Out or 255 s.f. /120 = 2.13 spaces for a total of 82.88
spaces, and with the 15% reduction = 70.448 spaces = 71 spaces)
Proposed: Brunch Café: 83.03 spaces (83.03 spaces with 15% reduction=70.448
spaces)
Planet Fitness: 144.2 spaces (144.2 spaces with 15% reduction=122.57 spaces)
Pet Supplies Plus: 44.67 parking spaces (8,933 s.f. / 200 s.f. = 44.67 with 15%
reduction = 37.969 spaces)
Calico: 19.85 parking spaces (6,655 s.f. = 1 space for the first 1,000 s.f., and 18.85
spaces for the remainder 5,655 s.f. / 300 = 18.85 spaces, 16.87 spaces with 15%
reduction)
Queens Nail Boutique: 19.5 spaces (13 chairs/stations x 1.5 = 19.5 spaces, with 15%
reduction = 16.575 spaces) (using the requirement of 1.5 spaces per chair/station)
Sport Clips: 10.29 parking spaces (1,544 s.f. / 150 = 10.29 spaces, with a 15%
reduction = 8.746 spaces)
Athletico Physical Therapy: 9.95 spaces (2,488 s.f. / 250 = 9.95 spaces, with 15%
reduction = 8.45 spaces)
Vacant Space*: 158.08 spaces (31,617 s.f./200 = 158.08, with 15% reduction =
134.37)
Total Parking Required: 489.57, with 15% reduction= 416.13
*All of the vacant space in the shopping center was figured into the parking
requirement at the retail requirement of one (1) parking space for each 200 square feet
of gross floor area.
Based on the required parking above, a total of 416 parking spaces are required for
Cadwell’s Corners shopping center after granting a 15% parking reduction for the
shopping center that was previously granted for this development. In 1996, when
major renovations were made to the Cadwell's Corners PUD, a parking exception was
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previously granted for this commercial PUD to provide 340 spaces on the property in
lieu of the required 423 spaces. 339 spaces are currently provided for the shopping
center. The proposed restaurant does not result in the parking requirement going above
423 spaces.
Note: The parking in most PUDs is based on the shared parking concept where the
various uses are busy at various times of the day, and not all uses in the development
are busy at the same time, and therefore a parking space can do a certain amount of
double duty - this parking situation is inherent in most PUDs. Most commercial PUDs in
the Village are short of the parking requirements when the sum of all the uses in the
development are added together which is common in PUDs with shared parking.
The petitioner engaged a traffic consultant Gewalt Hamilton, Inc. to prepare a traffic
impact and parking study for the proposed Brunch Café Special Use. In February 2017,
Gewalt Hamilton Associates conducted a traffic and parking study for the Cadwell’s
Corners shopping center that study contemplated the addition of two restaurants;
Brunch Café and Firehouse Subs. Since that study, the 30,9000 square foot Fresh
Thyme supermarket has closed, that space is being replaced with two businesses:
Planet Fitness at 21,600 square feet and Dollar Tree at 9,300 square feet. Brunch Café
is still proposed in the south end of the shopping center while the Firehouse Subs
restaurant is no longer being proposed. The key findings from this study indicates that:
the combination of Brunch Café, Planet Fitness and Dollar Tree generates fewer trips
during three peak hours (weekday AM, weekday PM and Saturday midday peak hour);
no physical changes in access operations are needed; and the Brunch Café parking
demands can be accommodated in the Cadwell’s Corners parking lot. For more detailed
analysis please see the petitioner’s Traffic and Parking Study Update dated November
13, 2019.
Employee Parking
The petitioner has indicated that early morning employees will be directed to park in
the middle of the parking row east of the restaurant to maintain distance from the
nearest neighbors (+/- ten spaces from this area going south towards Lake Cook up to
the dumpster enclosure are to be left open for customer parking). As the morning
progresses and more employees arrive, they will be directed to fill in spaces closer to
neighboring residential so as to minimize earliest morning impact. The petitioner’s
material also indicates that should noise from this parking area impact neighboring
residential areas, employee parking can be directed to the strip of parking just east of
the Just Tires building or along Waukegan Road, further away from any residential
areas.
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Remaining Potential Restaurant Use South of Pet Supply Plus Store
In 2017, the Village removed a restaurant prohibition in the Cadwell’s Corners shopping
center, which lifted a restaurant restriction, and allowed 12,900 square feet of space
located south of the Pet Supply Store space for restaurants when approved as a Special
Use (Ordinance O-17-20). In 2017, the petitioners also indicated to staff that they did
not have any interest in filling the entire area south of Pet Supplies Plus with all
restaurant/food users. However, the ownership wanted to provide prospective
restaurants the option of size and location at the south end of the shopping center.
Ownership did not want to limit restaurant users to the tenant spaces facing only Lake
Cook Road, because they wanted the option to offer restaurant tenant spaces facing
Waukegan Road. The remaining space allowed for restaurant use is approximately
7,800 square feet (12,900 square feet – 5,100 square feet) if the Brunch Café Special
Use is to be approved south of the Pet Supply store.
Deliveries/Loading
The petitioner’s material acknowledges that Brunch Café is obligated to comply with the
Rear Delivery Area and Front Delivery Area per their lease agreement. The Rear and
Front Delivery Areas are explained in the attached Ordinance O-17-20. Brunch Café
anticipates approximately three (3) deliveries per week on average. The petitioner’s
material indicates that most deliveries are expected to be made from the Lake Cook
Road entrance between 6:00 a.m. and 7:30 a.m., depending upon the deliverer's route
schedule.
Trash Enclosure
The Cadwell’s Corners property owners will be constructing a brick trash enclosure on
the subject property that will be in compliance with the restaurant restrictions from
attached Ordinance O-17-20. Ownership has discussed the frequency with the Village’s
Commercial Waste Hauler, Lakeshore Recycling and they have agreed on a 3 day a
week pick up to prevent overflow or over packing of the dumpster. Lakeshore
Recylcing will not be from picking up prior to 6:30AM and is willing to work with
ownership and Brunch Café on the timing of pickup to reduce disturbances to the
neighbors. Ownership will also incorporate power washing the garbage enclosure to
reduce and control odors.
Signage for Brunch Cafe
The petitioners have finalized their sign plan and have provided a drawing in Exhibit E
of their materials. The petitioner wall signage will be on the west and south building
elevations, and signage panels on both the Lake Cook and the Waukegan Road pylons
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as shown in their building elevations, Exhibit E. The petitioner’s material indicates that
the “Breakfast Lunch” text of their signage is part of the Brunch Café logo.
Business Wall Signs
Number:
Permitted: For each use occupying a ground floor, one (1) sign facing a public street,
public right-of-way, or parking area.
Proposed: The petitioner is proposing one (1) wall sign facing Waukegan Road and one
(1) wall sign facing Lake Cook Road.
Area:
Permitted: Front and rear wall - 8% of the area of the building wall to which the sign is
affixed or 80 sq. ft., whichever is greater.
Proposed: The west wall sign facing Waukegan Road is 32.33 square feet and the south
wall sign facing Lake Cook Road is 75.35 square feet.
Location:
Permitted: Wall signs may be located on the outermost wall of the principal building
fronting a public street, public right-of- way, easement for access or parking area.
Proposed: The petitioner is proposing one (1) wall sign on the west building elevation
facing Waukegan Road and one (1) wall sign on the south elevation facing Lake Cook
Road.
Height:
Permitted: Wall signs may not project higher than the roof deck or 30 feet above the
curb level, whichever is lower.
Proposed: The south wall sign is 4.41 feet above the roof deck requiring a sign
exception and the west wall sign is 0.74 feet above the roof deck (ARC can grant
exceptions for height up to 3 feet).
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Approved Sign Criteria for Cadwell’s Corners Shopping Center
The shopping center sign criteria states that signage differing from this sign criteria will
require written approval of the Landlord, and approval of all governing authorities of
the Village of Deerfield. The petitioner’s materials indicate that the height of a double
line of text to be 59.2” on the south elevation which is greater than the maximum 52
inches height of two lines of text requiring an exception to the approved sign criteria.
Also the proposed letter stroke for the south and west elevations are 6.6” and 4.3”
respectively which is greater than the 4” that is allowed requiring an exception to the
approved sign criteria. The height of the south and west wall sign above the roof deck
will also require an exception to the approved sign criteria.
Existing Pylon Signs Along Waukegan Road and Lake Cook Road
The petitioner is proposing to add two (2) sign panels on the Waukegan Road pylon sign
and two (2) sign panels on the Lake Cook Road pylon sign. The proposed pylon panel
drawings, which uses the Brunch Cafe logo font instead of the required Friz Quadrata
font requiring an exception to the approved sign criteria. The Cadwell’s Corners Sign
Criteria restricts the half panels to a uniform font, but several of the businesses use their
own fonts because they were grandfathered in. The Brunch Cafe sign panels would
match the other half panels in size and color.
Appearance Review Commission (ARC)
The Appearance Review Commission reviewed the petitioner’s signage plan at their
October 28, 2019 meeting. The following is a summary of their comments from that
meeting:







The ARC liked the proposed three (3) black, fabric awnings on the south
elevation. They thought it would soften the entrance and make it stand out from
the rest of the building.
The ARC is in favor of granting an exception to the Cadwell’s Corners Sign
Criteria to allow the height of two (2) lines of letters to be greater than 52”.
The ARC is in favor of granting an exception (variation) to the Cadwell’s Corners
Sign Criteria to allow the height of two (2) lines of letters to be greater than 52”
The ARC is in favor of granting an exception to the Cadwell’s Corners Sign
Criteria to allow for a letter stroke greater than 4”.
The ARC is in favor of granting an exception to the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance
to allow for the south and west wall signs placed above the roof deck, as they
believe centering the signs will look better.
The ARC is not in favor of allowing Brunch Cafe to have a tag line on their wall
and pylon signs, because they believe it is not necessary to clarify the business
concept of only serving breakfast and lunch, because their business name is
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Brunch Cafe. In the past, other businesses have requested tag lines, and they
are usually denied unless they are part of the registered business name (i.e.
Portillos Beef. Burgers. Salads). Brunch Cafe is not registered with the Illinois
Secretary of State with a tag line.
The ARC is in favor of granting an exception to the Cadwell’s Corners Sign
Criteria to permit the Brunch Cafe logo font on the pylon panels.

The Appearance Review Commission reviewed the petitioner’s plans for exterior
improvements at Cadwell’s Corners Shopping Center at their October 28, 2019 meeting.
The following is a summary of their comments from that meeting:
Exterior Paint – The petitioners explained that the current exterior paint colors were for
Fresh Thyme, which is no longer a tenant in the shopping center. Two (2) new tenants
are taking over the Fresh Thyme space and are requesting new colors. The Owners
would also like the color change to attract more businesses. The proposed colors are
two (2) neutral shades of grey. The metal painting process was discussed to ensure
the paint would not peel from the roofs. The petitioners are going to submit paint
samples for testing before determining which paint system to use. The ARC was in
favor of the selected paint colors and the metal painting process. They felt the changes
would give the shopping center a much needed update.
Extended Wall – An extended wall for the Dollar Tree sign to be placed is proposed to
appease the future tenant (Dollar Tree) to the south of Planet Fitness. They explained
that the space leased by Dollar Tree does not have a suitable place for a wall sign.
They would like to extend the wall all the way across their storefront to differentiate
between the two (2) businesses and provide Dollar Tree with a more prominent
entrance. The ARC was in favor of the extended wall. They felt the extended wall for
the Dollar Tree wall sign would alleviate confusion by directing people to the
appropriate businesses.
Entrance Doors – The petitioners are proposing to reconfigure the storefront doors for
Dollar Tree. The current doors are leftover from Fresh Thyme and are located beneath
the Planet Fitness sign. The Owners believe this will confuse people and would prefer
to move the main entrance doors below the Dollar Tree extended wall explained above.
The ARC was fine with the doors being moved but would have preferred the doors to
be centered below their sign. The petitioners explained that their store layout lends
itself to the proposed configuration. The ARC was in favor of moving the doors to the
proposed location.
Prefiling Conference Minutes
Attached are the November 14, 2019 Prefiling Conference minutes.
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APPROVED
PLAN COMMISSION
VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
Minutes
The Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield called to order a Workshop Meeting at 7:30
P.M. on November 14, 2019 at the Village Hall, 850 Waukegan Road, Deerfield, Illinois.

Present were:

Larry Berg, Chairman
Al Bromberg
Blake Schulman
Jennifer Goldstone
Elaine Jacoby
Bill Keefe
Justin Silva

Also present:

Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner
Daniel Nakahara, Planner

Chairman Berg swore in all who plan to testify before the Commission.
Public Comment on a Non-Agenda Item
There were no comments from the public in attendance on a non-agenda item.
Mr. Nakahara reported that the Village received a resident letter regarding recreational
cannabis, which has been distributed to the Commission and entered into the record as public
comment.
WORKSHOP MEETING
(1)

Prefiling Conference: Request for a Special Use to Permit the Establishment of a
Restaurant for Brunch Café at the South End of the Cadwell’s Corners Shopping
Center, and an Amendment to the Commercial Planned Unit Development (PUD)
for Exterior Changes to the Cadwell’s Corners Shopping Center

The Petitioner Sean Devine with New Castle Properties, representing the property owner of
Cadwell’s Corners, Norcor Cadwell Associates, stated that there are three parts to their request,
which include; a Special Use for a Brunch Café restaurant, façade changes to improve visibility
for the new tenant Dollar Tree, and updating the color scheme for the entire shopping center.
Mr. Devine provided an overview of these requests.
Mr. Devine stated that a restaurant ordinance was put into place for the center in 2007, which
affects Brunch Café’s new Special Use Permit application. The ordinance addresses effect on
the neighborhood and buffering and requires that restaurant ownership must follow the
requirements of the ordinance to mitigate potential issues. Mr. Devine stated that they were
looking for experienced restaurant operators who can easily follow these guidelines, as they are
good business practices. He commented that high quality restaurant operators are incentivized
to operate in harmony with their neighbors and they are confident they have found this in
Brunch Café. Mr. Devine added that the requirements of the restaurant ordinance will also be
explicitly stated in the lease with Brunch Café.
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November 14, 2019
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Andy Zatos introduced himself as the owner of Brunch Café, which is a full service breakfast
and lunch restaurant and offers catering, and banquets. He stated that they are excited to be in
Deerfield, which will be their tenth location in the Chicago. Brunch Café also has a location in
Arizona. He added that they are a higher end breakfast and lunch restaurant with fresh menu
items and a creative twist on traditional breakfast and lunch dishes.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if this location is similar in size to their other locations. Mr. Zatos
replied that their locations are between 4,200 to 5,400 square feet and this location is around
5,000 square feet, which will be about average for their restaurants. They will have room for a
coffee bar with fresh squeezed juices and desserts, which not all locations can fit. He
commented that this is a great space where they are able to have all elements of the restaurant.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that he read Brunch Café would be applying for a liquor
license. Mr. Zatos reported that all Brunch Café locations have liquor and primarily serve Bloody
Marys and mimosas as well as cold coffee brews with liquor or other requested drinks. He
stated that they are not a bar, but they do offer liquor as a convenience to customers.
Mr. Zatos shared that Brunch Café’s will be open 6:30 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. every day and will have
10 to 12 employees per shift. They have four suppliers for deliveries and delivery times vary. He
stated that they would abide by delivery restrictions required by the Village for minimal impact
on the neighborhood. Chairman Berg asked what types of trucks make deliveries. Mr. Zatos
replied that most are box trucks but one supplier, Cisco, sometimes has larger trucks. Mr. Zatos
is confident they can request a smaller truck as they have a good business relationship with
Cisco.
Chairman Berg asked Mr. Ryckaert to review the restaurant delivery restrictions for this center.
Mr. Ryckaert stated that per the 2017 ordinance that removed the restaurant restriction south of
the Pet Supplies Plus, deliveries in the rear can only be made between 8 A.M. and 5 P.M.
Deliveries prior to 8 A.M. must be made to the front of the center. Additionally, trucks cannot be
idle, or remain on the property for more than 60 minutes. Commissioner Bromberg commented
that abiding to these 2017 restrictions would be necessary to keep good relations with the
neighbors. He added that he sees this as being the only potential issue with this Special Use
Permit application. Mr. Devine reiterated that all regulations in the restaurant ordinance for the
center are in the lease with Mr. Zatos, and Brunch Café will be obligated to follow these
restrictions including delivery requirements.
Mr. Devine provided information regarding their application and the Special Use Permit and
restaurant ordinance restrictions. He stated that when the center’s restaurant ordinance was put
in place, the main concern was noise affecting the neighbors from restaurant employees,
patrons and deliveries, as well as adequate buffering. Mr. Devine stated that the restaurant
location in the center is the furthest point from residential, which is the best place for a
restaurant to be in the center. Additionally, because Brunch Café is only a breakfast and lunch
restaurant, there will not be nighttime disruptions from employees or patrons. Mr. Devine stated
that they believe these factors will mitigate some concerns and he reiterated that they would
follow all requirements of the center’s PUD and restaurant ordinance regarding deliveries.
Mr. Devine commented that neighbors might also be concerned about organic waste and odors
from restaurant uses. He shared that to safeguard against this, they will be adding a new brick
garbage enclosure. He pointed out the location for this on the site plan, which will be the furthest
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point possible from the residential, and the furthest from the woods to deter pests. Mr. Devine
added that their garbage contractor would also be responsible for cleaning the trash enclosure
frequently by cleaning up spillage and power washing.
Commissioner Keefe asked about refuse collection times. Mr. Devine replied that the center’s
tenants contract their own refuse collection and he is not exactly sure of pick up times. He
stated that he would have this information for the Public Hearing. He added that they would also
put in place a pest control contract for the exterior of the restaurant area and that per his lease
Mr. Zatos is obligated to maintain a pest control service for the interior of the restaurant.
Mr. Devine stated that they also plan to have a process in place for responding to concerns from
the neighbors. There are currently two signs located on both entrances to the back of the center
with the management company’s information and phone number. They can also consider
adding a sign to the garbage enclosure and can include any Village numbers if suggested. Mr.
Devine reported that a parking study is underway with Gewalt Hamilton and it will be reviewed
with Village staff in advance of the Public Hearing.
Chairman Berg asked if they have determined where Brunch Café employee parking will be and
suggested that they might have space in the rear. Mr. Devine replied that they will consider this
or have also discussed a strip of parking adjacent to the church. Commissioner Jacoby
commented that the church is close to residential and neighbors may not like the noise of cars
there so early in the morning. She suggested that they could also park along Waukegan Road in
the center’s front parking lot.
Chairman Berg suggested that the pole lighting in the parking lot be looked at, as it seems dimly
lit. Mr. Devine agreed and reported that they are currently looking at updating the parking lot
lighting to improve this.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that this is good use and he believes it will help the mall.
He commented that a potential issue is that the neighbors are sensitive to deliveries and
garbage pick-up. Mr. Devine stated that he would talk to the trash hauler and work out a
schedule to mitigate impact on the neighborhood.
Mr. Devine explained the request for façade updates for the center’s new tenant, Dollar Tree.
He stated that Fresh Thyme closed in 2018 and the space was heavily marketed for about 12
months. There was not much interest and larger users gravitated to Deerbrook Mall. Planet
Fitness eventually leased out 21,900 square feet of the old Fresh Thyme space and will open in
a few weeks. Dollar Tree is now interested in leasing the remaining 9,200 square feet but has
some concerns about the façade and signage. Mr. Devine commented that the center’s anchor
space is a difficult space because of poor visibility from Lake Cook Road due to the gas station
and tire store. Dollar Tree was concerned from a visibility standpoint and wants signage on the
front of the center. Mr. Devine showed an image of the front of the center where Planet Fitness
and Dollar Tree will be located and where the proposed signage will be. Dollar Tree will not
have as much frontage due to the configuration of the spaces, so they would like to allow for
more frontage with signage on the façade to provide for more of a presence. Mr. Devine stated
that Dollar Tree’s lease is contingent on the expanded signage. Mr. Devine added that this
request will not have any impact on the neighborhood, and they believe it fits well with the
center and that Dollar Tree will be an excellent tenant.
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Commissioner Goldstone asked about the entrances of Planet Fitness and Dollar Tree relative
to the signage. Mr. Devine pointed out the entrances and the proposed signage locations on the
images shared.
Commissioner Bromberg asked Village staff if the Appearance Review Commission has
reviewed this request. Mr. Ryckaert reported that the ARC has already reviewed and approved
this request and they will work with the Petitioners on the final details.
Commissioner Jacoby asked what colors the Planet Fitness and Dollar Tree signs will be. Mr.
Devine replied that he is not sure of the final colors and they will work with the ARC on this as
certain colors are allowed per the PUD sign criteria. Commissioner Goldstone suggested they
present a rendering with proposed signage including colors at the Public Hearing.
Commissioner Schulman asked Mr. Devine to point out the front entrances for Planet Fitness
and Dollar Tree relative to their proposed signs. Mr. Devine pointed out that the Planet Fitness
space is not completely over its wall sign (previously approved by the Village) and stated that
the ARC was fine with the placement of the doors and the signs. He added that Dollar Tree has
a standard layout and chose to have the door in this location to fit their layout.
Commissioner Schulman asked if the building height is also changing, or just the façade. Mr.
Devine replied that the building height is changing but it will be in line with the current step down
portion of the anchor façade and the roofline. The portion where the roofing shows will be
eliminated and the concrete area for signage will be extended.
Mr. Devine next discussed their proposal to update the colors of the center. He displayed an
image of the center today and shared that the paint color scheme was done to match Fresh
Thyme and was approved with that store in 2014. He commented that they are not thrilled with
this color scheme, but it was required by Fresh Thyme. They now wish to update the paint
colors and removed red and green color scheme currently present. The current colors date the
center and they believe updating it will unify the center, freshen up the look and make it more
modern. They will use warm and muted grays to match the brick. Mr. Devine stated that this
request will have no impact on the neighbors, and they believe it will fit in better with the
surrounding centers.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that he is in favor of these requests.
Commissioner Jacoby confirmed that Brunch Café would have two signs, one facing west and
one facing south.
Mr. Devine stated that they will take a deeper look at signage after the ARC’s comments and
before the Public Hearing and will have updated renderings. He added that the ARC also
requested that they remove the border around the main entry facade where the old Barnes and
Noble sign was located to be consistent with the overall design of the center.
Mr. Ryckaert reported that the Public Hearing on this matter would take place on January 9,
2020.
(2)

Prefiling Conference: Request for a Special Use to Allow a Massage
Establishment in Unit A3 in the Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center at 405 Lake

Village of Deerfield
2019 Zoning Ordinance Map

Subject Property

SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
1. Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
3. Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
4. Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
5. Effect on Neighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
6. Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or are being provided.
7. Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
and other visually incompatible uses.
8. If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.
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VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD

LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

ORDINANCE

NO.

0- 17- 20

AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE REMOVAL OF THE RESTAURANT
PROHIBITION

AT CALDWELL' S CORNERS SHOPPING CENTER FOR THE AREA

SOUTH OF THE EXISTING PET SUPPLY PLUS STORE TO THE END UNITS
FACING LAKE COOK ROAD AND THE SIGN PLAN FOR PYLON SIGNS

WHEREAS, Norcor Cadwell Associates, LLC, an Illinois limited liability company, c/ o
Newcastle Properties LLC, the owner of the property commonly known as Cadwell' s Corners
Shopping Center ( the " Owner") and legally described on Exhibit A attached hereto ( the " Subject
Property"),

has petitioned the Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield for approval of

amendments to the Cadwell' s Corners Commercial Planned Unit Development ( the " PUD")

authorizing: ( 1) the removal of the restaurant prohibition at Cadwell' s Corners Shopping Center

for the area of the shopping center south of the existing Pet Supply Plus store to the end units
facing Lake Cook Road, as legally described on Exhibit B attached hereto and shown as the
Subject Area" on the Site Plan drawing on Exhibit C attached hereto, incorporated herein, and
made a part hereof by this reference; and ( 2) the sign plan for pylon signs for a larger sign face for

the two ( 2) existing pylon signs as shown on the pylon sign plan drawing on Exhibit C; and
WHEREAS, the Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield held a public hearing on
May 11, 2017 pursuant to public notice duly given and published as required by statute and
conforming in all respects, in both manner and form, with the requirements of the statutes of the
State of Illinois and the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Deerfield; and
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WHEREAS, the Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield, after considering the
evidence, testimony and supporting materials offered at said public hearings, submitted its written
report to the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Deerfield recommending approval
of: (1) the removal of the restaurant prohibition at Cadwell' s Comers Shopping Center for the area
of the shopping center south of the existing Pet Supply Plus store to the end units facing Lake
Cook Road, subject to certain conditions restricting the establishment, operation, maintenance, and
use of a restaurant on the Subject Property; and ( 2) the sign plan for pylon signs; all subject to the
conditions, regulations, and restrictions set forth herein; and
WHEREAS, the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Deerfield have also

relied upon the representations made by Owner in response to questions, comments, and concerns

raised at the June 5, 2017 Village of Deerfield Board of Trustees meeting considering the Petition
as set forth in the Owner' s correspondence dated July 12, 2017 attached hereto on Exhibit C,
incorporated herein, and made a part hereof by this reference; and
WHEREAS, the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Deerfield concur in the
recommendation of the Plan Commission, subject to the conditions, regulations, and restrictions

set forth herein, and have determined that it is in the best interests of the Village of Deerfield that
the Cadwell' s Corners PUD be amended to approve the removal of the restaurant prohibition at

Cadwell' s Corners Shopping Center for the area of the shopping center south of the existing Pet
Supply Plus store to the end units facing Lake Cook Road and the sign plan for pylon signs, in
accordance with: ( 1) the documents listed on Exhibit C attached hereto, incorporated herein, and

made a part hereof by this reference; and ( 2) the following additional conditions restricting and
regulating

the establishment,

operation,

maintenance,

Property ( the " Restaurant Restrictions"):
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and use of a restaurant

on the Subject

a) No restaurant use shall be permitted on the Subject Property, except for the area south
of the existing Pet Supply Plus store to the end units facing Lake Cook Road as legally

described on Exhibit B attached hereto, incorporated herein, and made a part hereof by this
reference.

b) Any restaurant use permitted on the Subject Property shall be considered as a special
use, subject to the procedures, standards, and requirements of Article 13. 11 of the Zoning
Ordinance of the Village of Deerfield.

c) All deliveries to the rear of the building on the east side of the Cadwell' s Comers
Shopping Center (the " Rear Delivery Area") for any permitted restaurant use shall be made
no earlier than 8: 00 a.m. and no later than 5: 00 p. m., Monday through Saturday (" Rear
Delivery Hours").

Delivery vehicles to the Rear Delivery Area arriving at the Subject

Property prior to 8: 00 a.m. shall be required to stage on the front side of the shopping center

building and shall not enter the rear of the building except during Rear Delivery Hours.
Delivery vehicles to the Rear Delivery Area arriving at the Subject Property after 5: 00 p.m.
shall be required to exit the Subject Property and return during Rear Delivery Hours.

Delivery vehicles shall not be permitted to be on the Rear Delivery Area after 5: 00 p.m.
Owner and Tenant shall educate delivery vendors on these regulations and shall provide

signage directing early arriving delivery vehicles to the staging area.
d) Overnight deliveries to the front of the building on the west or south side of the

Cadwell' s Corners Shopping Center ( the " Front Delivery Area") for any permitted
restaurant use are permitted provided that delivery vehicles to the Front Delivery Area shall
enter and exit the Cadwell' s Comers Shopping Center from the Lake Cook Road entrance

and exit. Delivery vehicles to the Front Delivery Area shall not idle, cause excessive noise
e. g., back- up beeper), or remain on the Subject Property for more than sixty ( 60) minutes.
Owner and Tenant shall educate delivery vendors on these regulations.

e) Owner shall construct, develop, maintain, and use a brick garbage enclosure on the
Subject Property at a point furthest from the residential property line, along Lake Cook

Road, in accordance with the Site Plan drawing and Dumpster Enclosure Drawing on
Exhibit C attached hereto, incorporated herein, and made a part hereof by this reference,
and subject to all applicable building codes, sanitary codes, and other applicable laws.
Owner shall require that all dumpsters remain in the garbage enclosure with doors closed
at all times when not in use. Owner shall provide interior and exterior pest control services,

and regularly clean, power wash, and maintain the garbage enclosure area, dumpsters, and
surrounding areas to reduce odors, prevent overflow, and abate potential nuisances relating
to any permitted restaurant use.

f) Owner and Tenant shall keep all exterior areas set aside for collection and deposit of
waste in a clean and slightly condition, shall not suffer or permit the spilling, overflow, or
scattering of waste from such areas, shall not suffer or permit offensive odors to emanate

from such areas to the annoyance of neighboring properties and persons, and shall provide
for the collection and removal of waste materials with such frequency as is necessary to
avoid the creation of any such conditions.
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g) Owner shall respond in good faith to homeowner complaints of any alleged or potential
nuisance, noise, or odor condition relating to the operation of any permitted restaurant use.

h) Owner shall provide and maintain additional landscaping and shrubbery to infill the
clearing in the area bordering the Subject Property and the residential property located at
88 Evergreen Court.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD, LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS,
in the exercise of its home rule powers, as follows:

SECTION 1: That the above and foregoing recitals, being material to this Ordinance, are
hereby incorporated by this reference and made a part of this Ordinance as if fully set forth herein.
SECTION 2: That the President and Board of Trustees do hereby authorize and approve
an amendment to the Cadwell' s Corners PUD Village of Deerfield Ordinance No. 0- 81- 28 ( dated

Apr. 20, 198 1) to remove the restaurant use prohibition on the Subject Property for the area of the
shopping center south of the existing Pet Supply Plus store to the end units facing Lake Cook Road
as legally described on Exhibit B attached hereto and as shown on the Site Plan drawings on

Exhibit C attached hereto, incorporated herein, and made a part hereof by this reference, to the
extent provided herein and subject to the conditions,

regulations,

and restrictions

set forth in

Section 4 of this Ordinance.

SECTION 3: That the President and Board of Trustees do hereby authorize and approve
an amendment to the Cadwell' s Corners PUD for the sign plan for pylon signs as shown on the

Pylon Sign drawings on Exhibit C attached hereto, incorporated herein, and made a part hereof by
this reference, and subject to the conditions, regulations, and restrictions set forth in Section 4 of

this Ordinance and the revised Cadwell' s Corners Pylon Sign Criteria on Exhibit C providing that
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the lower eight ( 8) signs ( lower 8 half panels) have: ( a) all white background; ( b) all black text;
c) no logos; and ( d) one font style.
SECTION 4: That the approval and authorization of said amendments to the PUD are

granted subject to the following conditions, regulations, and restrictions:
a)

That the construction, development, maintenance, and use of the Subject

Property for any permitted restaurant use shall be substantially in accordance with the
documents, materials, and exhibits attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit C, or

in accordance with said documents as modified to comply with applicable building codes
and other applicable laws and ordinances.
b)

Compliance with all representations

submitted and made by Owner to the

Plan Commission and to the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Deerfield.
c)

Compliance with the recommendations

and requirements of the Appearance

Review Commission.
d)

Compliance with the Restaurant Restrictions set forth in the recital of this

Ordinance adopted and incorporated herein by reference.
Compliance by Owner with all applicable provisions of the PUD, as
amended by Ordinance No. 0-96- 26 or as hereafter amended, and with all applicable
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Deerfield.
e)

SECTION 5: That the Village Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to publish this
Ordinance in pamphlet form and to record this Ordinance in the office of the Recorder of Deeds

of Lake County at Applicants' expense.
SECTION 6: That this Ordinance, and each of its terms, shall be the effective legislative

act of a home rule municipality without regard to whether such Ordinance should: ( a) contain terms
contrary to the provisions of current or subsequent non -preemptive state law; or, (b) legislate in a
manner or regarding a matter not delegated to municipalities by state law. It is the intent of the
corporate authorities of the Village of Deerfield that to the extent that the terms of this Ordinance

should be inconsistent with any non -preemptive state law, this Ordinance shall supersede state law
in that regard within its jurisdiction.
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SECTION 7: That this Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its

passage, approval and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law.

PASSED this

21 st

August ,

day of

AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim,

2017.

Seiden, Shapiro, Struthers

NAYS: None
ABSENT: None

ABSTAIN:

None

APPROVED this

21st

day of

August -

22017.

A

Village President
ATTEST:

jg
V llage Clerk

Exhibit

A

The Subject Property is legally described as follows:
PARCELI:

LOT

3 IN JOHN

SOUTHWEST

EAST

OF

A. MALLIN

V4 OF THE

THE

THIRD

SUBDIVISION,

SOUTHEAST '/<

PRINCIPAL

BEING

OF SECTION

MERIDIAN,

A

SUBDIVISION

33, TOWNSHIP

ACCORDING

TO

OF

PART

43, NORTH,

THE

PLAT

OF

THE

RANGE

12,

THEREOF

RECORDED JULY 5, 1963, AS DOCUMENT 1191212 IN BOOK 39 OF PLATS PAGE 6, IN LAKE
COUNTY,

ILLINOIS.

PARCEL 2:

LOT 1 IN ACE HOSTS OF ILLINOIS SUBDIVISION
OF PART

OF THE

SOUTHWEST

V4 OF THE

OF LOT 2 IN JOHN A MALLIN SUBDIVISION

SOUTHEAST %

OF SECTION 33, TOWNSHIP 43

NORTH, RANGE 12, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT
OF SAID ACE HOSTS OF ILLINOIS SUBDIVISION RECORDED APRIL 10, 1970, AS DOCUMENT
1455607,

IN BOOK 49 OF PLATS,

PAGE 23, IN LAKE COUNTY,

ILLINOIS.

Address: 3- 57 Waukegan Road and 250 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield, Illinois.
PINS: 16- 33- 404- 033, 16- 33- 404- 034, 16- 33- 404- 035, 16- 33- 404- 036, 16- 33- 404- 037, 16- 33404- 038, 16- 33- 404- 039.

Exhibit B

The Subject Area of the Subject Property permitting restaurant use is legally described as follows:
THAT PART OF LOT 1 IN ACE HOSTS OF ILLINOIS SUBDIVISION OF LOT 2 IN JOHN A. MALLIN
SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF
SECTION 33, TOWNSHIP 43 NORTH, RANGE 12 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN,
ACCORDING TO THE PLAT OF SAID ACE HOSTS OF ILLINOIS SUBDIVISION RECORDED
APRIL 10, 1970 AS DOCUMENT 1455607, IN BOOK 49 OF PLATS, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT A POINT THAT IS 234. 28 FEET SOUTH OF THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID
LOT (AS MEASURED ALONG THE EAST LINE THEREOF) AND 55 FEET WEST ( AS MEASURED
AT RIGHT ANGLE TO SAID EAST LINE); THENCE SOUTH 03 DEGREES 43 MINUTES 33
SECONDS EAST, 152. 51 FEET TO A POINT THAT IS 54. 91 FEET WEST OF SAID EAST LINE ( AS
MEASURED AT RIGHT ANGLES THERETO); THENCE WESTERLY, 1. 10 FEET PERPENDICULAR
TO THE LAST DESCRIBED COURSE; THENCE SOUTHERLY, 21. 65 FEET PERPENDICULAR TO
THE LAST DESCRIBED

COURSE; THENCE WESTERLY, 72. 90 FEET PERPENDICULAR

TO THE

LAST DESCRIBED COURSE; THENCE NORTHERLY, 21. 65 FEET PERPENDICULAR TO THE
LAST DESCRIBED

COURSE; THENCE WESTERLY,

DESCRIBED

COURSE;

DESCRIBED

COURSE;

THENCE NORTHERLY,
THENCE

EASTERLY,

1. 10 FEET PERPENDICULAR

152. 51 FEET PERPENDICULAR
75. 10 FEET

DESCRIBED COURSE TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING

PERPENDICULAR

TO THE LAST
TO THE LAST
TO THE LAST

IN LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

Exhibit C

Exhibits to an Ordinance Approving the Removal of the Restaurant Prohibition at

Caldwell' s Corners Shopping Center for the Area South of the Existing Pet Supply Plus
Store to the End Units Facing Lake Cook Road and the Sign Plan for Pylon Signs
1.

Cadwell' s Corners Revised Site Plan by Torch Architecture dated July 10, 2017.

2.

Cadwell' s Comers Site Plan by Torch Architecture dated April 13, 2017.

3.

Cadwell' s Corners Dumpster Enclosure Plan dated July 12, 2017.

4.

Cadwell' s Corners Revised Pylon Signage Criteria dated May 31, 2017.

5.

Cadwell' s Comer Pylon Sign Drawings by Doyle Sign Contractors dated May 11, 2017.

6.

Newcastle Properties Correspondence to Village Board dated July 12, 2017.

December 30, 2019
Plan Commission Submission – January 9, 2020 Meeting
Cadwell’s Corners – Brunch Café Special Use and PUD Façade and Color Changes
Request:
Petitioner is seeking Special Use approval for Brunch Café, an approximately 5,100 square foot sit down
brunch and lunch restaurant concept, to be located in the Cadwell’s Corners Shopping Center (the
“Property” or “Center”) at the Northeast corner of Waukegan and Lake Cook Roads.
In addition, the petitioner is seeking an amendment to the Cadwell’s Corners PUD allowing for a change
to the existing façade as well as changes to the color and color patterns of the Shopping Center.
Supporting Materials:
I.

Introduction and Background
Please see enclosed Ownership Letter Exhibit A – page 5.

II.

Brunch Café Special Use
Please see the following:
1.

Tenant Description and Description of Operations – Exhibit B – page 7.

2.

Proposed Floor Plan - Exhibit C – page 8.

3.

Brunch Menu - Exhibit D – page 9

4.

Signage - Exhibit E – page 13.

5.

Restaurant Restrictions - Landlord and Brunch will comply with the Restaurant
Restrictions outlined in Ordinance No. O-17-20 as set forth in Exhibit F – page 16. and as
described in more detail below. Additionally, the Restaurant Restrictions have been
inserted into the executed lease with Brunch Café.
(a) Location within the Center - Brunch will be located in the Southernmost end unit
immediately facing Lake Cook Road within the area designated for restaurant
uses per the Ordinance. Please see site plan Exhibit G – page 17.
(b) Special Use – Requirements follow below:
i. Compatible with Existing Development - The subject use is compatible with
the existing development and will benefit the Village through increased
sales both from the subject use as well as driving traffic to other users in
the Shopping center as well as expanding the dining options available to
Deerfield residents.
ii. Lot of Sufficient Size - The subject PUD Property is of sufficient size for the
subject use.
iii. Traffic - See iv. Parking & Access below.
iv. Parking & Access - Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc. has updated their 2017
Parking and Traffic Impact Study to reflect the current occupancy of the
Center. The report, included as Exhibit N, page 32, concludes that traffic

and parking demands for Brunch can be readily accommodated by the
Center.
v. Effect on Neighborhood - The subject use will not be detrimental or
injurious to surrounding property owners.
vi. Adequate Facilities - The subject property is fully improved and contains
adequate facilities for the intended use.
vii. Adequate Buffering - The proposed location for Brunch is currently
buffered with landscaping and is at the furthest point of the Shopping
Center adjacent to Lake Cook Road and the North Suburban Evangelical
Church. Additionally, the area facing any residential is the back of the
Shopping Center and fully covered by brick.
Brunch expects a maximum of between ten to twelve employees working
at any one time on Premises. Opening typically starts with only four
employees - two cooks, a server and a waitstaff - and then ramps up over
the morning to full staffing levels. The parking area immediately east of the
Brunch / restaurant area lends itself very well to employee parking for this
part of the shopping center (see Site Plan Exhibit G – page 17). Opening
employees will be directed to park to the middle of this area so as to
maintain distance from the nearest neighbors (+/- ten spaces from this area
going south towards Lake Cook up to the dumpster enclosure to be left
open for customer parking). As the morning progresses and more
employees arrive, they will be directed to fill in spaces closer to neighboring
residential so as to minimize earliest morning impact.
Should noise from this parking area impact neighboring residential areas,
employee parking can be directed to the strip of parking just east of the
Just Tires building or along Waukegan Road, well away from any residential
areas.
(c)

Rear Delivery Area - Brunch is obligated to comply with the Rear Delivery Area
restrictions per their lease agreement.

(d) Front Delivery Area - Brunch is obligated to comply with the Front Delivery Area
restrictions per their lease agreement. Bruch anticipates approximately three
deliveries per week on average.
(e) & (F) Garbage Enclosure Area – Landlord will construct the brick garbage enclosure
shown in Exhibit H – page 18 in the location shown on the site plan in Exhibit G –
page 17, at a point furthest from the residential property line.
Brunch will engage directly with Lakeshore Recycling, Deerfield’s master garbage
vendor to handle trash pickup. Consistent with their other locations, Brunch
expects a pickup on Monday, Wednesday and Friday to prevent overflow.
Ownership discussed this schedule with Lakeshore who agrees with this pickup
frequency. They report that they service Max’s Deli in Highland Park which is
similar to Brunch in terms of square footage and use and three times per week is
sufficient to prevent any overflow or over packing of the dumpster. Lakeshore is
prohibited from making trash pickups prior to 6:30 am per their agreement with
the Village. Currently, pickup days vary for other tenants but most pickups occur
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between the hours of 6:30 am and 7:30 am per Lakeshore. Lakeshore is willing
to work with Brunch and ownership on timing of the pickup so as to reduce
disturbances to the neighbors.
Landlord’s existing parking lot sweeper, Program One, will clean and power wash
the garbage enclosure to reduce odors on a to be determined schedule (peak
usage times, seasonality, etc., will be evaluated). Program One will also monitor
the garbage enclosure area for any spillage or overflow. Lakeshore Recycling’s
dumpster washing program will also be utilized so reduce and control odors
emanating from the dumpsters themselves.
Automatic door closing hinges will be used on the enclosure doors to ensure that
they remain closed when not in use. Additionally, rodent sweeps will be placed
under the doors to prevent pests from entering the enclosure and Landlord will
engage one of their existing pest control vendors to monitor the enclosure as well
as the exterior of the restaurant area for pest control. Brunch is obligated per
their lease agreement to maintain a pest control vendor to monitor the interior
of their space.
(g) Homeowner Complaints – A sign as depicted in Exhibit I – page 19 (as currently
existing on the South and West faces of the Center at the rear access points) will
be prominently placed on the garbage corral. Landlord and the Center’s
managing agent will respond in good faith to homeowner complaints.
(h) Additional Shrubbery – During the spring planting season, Landlord will install and
maintain additional landscaping to block access to any clearing areas bordering
the Property and 88 Evergreen Court.
II.

Façade and Color Change
Please see the architect letter, ARC application and building elevations outlining the proposed
changes to the façade and color scheme in Exhibit J – page 12.
1.

Special Use – Requirements follow below:
i.

Compatible with Existing Development - The proposed changes are
compatible with the Existing Development.

ii.

Lot of Sufficient Size - The subject PUD Property is of sufficient size for the
proposed changes.

iii.

Traffic - No impact.

iv.

Parking & Access - No Impact

v.

Effect on Neighborhood - The subject changes will not be detrimental or
injurious to surrounding property owners.

vi.

Adequate Facilities - The existing facilities are adequate for the proposed
changes

vii.

Adequate Buffering - No Impact
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Additional Items of Note to Be Addressed by Petitioner:
I.

Parking Lot Lighting Enhancements
Please see Exhibit K – page 28. Petitioner will be replacing the existing light fixtures with new LED
lights to improve nighttime lighting at the Center. Petitioner is in the process of working with its
lighting vendor to complete a photometric plan to ensure the proposed lighting will comply with
Deerfield lighting standards. Timing on the project is approximately four to six weeks from final
approvals or likely by March 2020.

II.

Barnes and Noble Signage Border – Inconsistent with Other Signage Areas
Please see Exhibit L – page 30. The signage area for the former Barnes & Noble space will be made
consistent with the existing signage areas at the center per ARC directive. This work will be
completed either with the proposed Dollar Tree façade enhancement or prior to painting the center
in April (weather dependent).

III.

Additional Handicapped Accessible Parking Space
Please see Exhibit M – page 31. A request was received from a Village resident to add an additional
handicapped accessible parking space in front of Athletico/ Planet Fitness. Petitioner is in the process
of determining if this row could be restriped to accommodate this space based on current ADA
standards or if the landscaped island needs to be reconfigured with new curbing which will require
a building permit. In both instances and due to the need for consistent, above freezing weather
conditions, work will need to be completed likely in March 2020.

Conclusion:
The petitioner is of the opinion that the proposed use and changes to the appearance are appropriate for
the center and the space and respectfully ask for the Commission’s recommendation.
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Exhibit A

847.685.9800

December 30, 2019

Plan Commission
Village of Deerfield
850 Waukegan Road
Deerfield, Illinois 60015
RE:

Brunch Café Special Use / Cadwell PUD Amendment for Exterior Changes

Dear Plan Commission:
On April 20th 1981, the Village of Deerfield (the “Village”) originally approved the Cadwell’s Corners
Commercial Planned Unit Development (the “PUD”) establishing a Retail Shopping Center, Cadwell’s
Corners (the “Center” or “Property”), on the NE corner of Waukegan and Lake Cook Roads.
Changes to the PUD or involving any of its original conditions or restrictions (as modified) require Village
approval.
Accordingly, Ownership, is hereby asking the Plan Commission to recommend Village Board approval of
the following initiatives:
I.

Brunch Café Special Use
The original PUD prohibited restaurants at the Property. This outright prohibition was modified
by Ordinance No. O-17-20 in August of 2017. Per the Ordinance, restaurant uses are allowed,
subject to compliance with certain Restaurant Restrictions which include, among other
conditions, Special Use approval.
Since adoption of the Ordinance, the Property has suffered from numerous tenant vacancies the
most significant being Fresh Thyme in the anchor position, which discontinued operations in May
of 2018.
Recently, Planet Fitness was approved for a portion of the Fresh Thyme space and a conditional
lease with Dollar Tree has been signed for the remainder. In addition, Ownership has entered
into an agreement, subject to Special Use approval, with Brunch Café who will occupy the
prominent end cap position along Lake Cook Road. Brunch is an established, high-quality
restaurant user specializing in breakfast and lunch dining.
The addition of Brunch, along with Planet Fitness and Dollar Tree, should “stabilize” the Property
within the market which should serve to attract other high-quality tenants and drive daily
customers to the Center, benefiting other shop space tenants as well as the Village as a whole
through reduced vacancy.
Brunch Café currently operates eight locations around the Chicagoland area and in Scottsdale, Az.
An affiliate of Ownership has been Brunch’s Landlord in Niles for over two years and has been
very impressed with their restaurant operation. Of perhaps equal importance for consideration
here, Brunch has fully performed on all of its requirements under its lease with regard to
operating a clean, well run restaurant establishment which has been fully embraced by the
community.
5

NEWCASTLE PROPERTIES L.L.C
1030 West Higgins Road, Suite 360, Park Ridge, Illinois 60068

II.

847.685.9800

New Expanded Entrance Element to Accommodate Dollar Tree
As mentioned, Ownership has entered into a conditional lease with Dollar Tree for the remainder
of the Fresh Thyme space. This lease is contingent upon Ownership expanding the façade
immediately above the proposed Dollar Tree storefront so as to provide more exposure,
commensurate with other larger users at the Property, surrounding shopping centers as well as
other Dollar Tree locations.
Ownership believes that this enhanced entrance element does not detract from or materially
change the overall appearance of the Center, is not out of character with other surrounding
Deerfield centers and does not impact any of the surrounding uses including the residential areas
to the North and East of the Center.

III.

Simplifying Façade and Updating Colors
The Center was last painted for Fresh Thyme in order to tie in with the Fresh Thyme color scheme
and brand the overall Center. While important for Fresh Thyme’s commitment, Ownership
believes the colors and color scheme need to be simplified and updated. This should serve to
Improve the look of the center for customers, neighbors and prospective retailers looking to
locate at the Center.

For the reasons outlined above, Ownership is requesting Planning Commission to recommend Village
Board approval for a Special Use to allow Brunch Café to operate in the Center as well as to make certain
changes to the appearance of the center consistent with the original PUD approval.

Sincerely,

Sean Devine
Asset Manager
Norcor Cadwell Associates, LLC
sean@newcastleproperties.com
847-685-9800 x3

6

EXHIBIT B
Brunch Café Tenant and Operations:
Brunch Café is a successful and growing contemporary breakfast and lunch concept that was founded in
February 2008. The concept is comprised of four owners who each have over twenty years of restaurant
ownership experience as well as a wide range of culinary expertise. Brunch’s mission is to offer the
ultimate breakfast and lunch experience to every guest that comes through its doors with a unique dining
experience.
Brunch restaurants are open daily from 6:30 am to 2:30 pm. Brunch currently has eight operating
locations and two more restaurants slated to open in 2020.
Locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

McHenry
Fox River Grove
Huntley
Roselle
St. Charles
Niles
Kildeer
Scottsdale, AZ
Norridge (opening 2020)
Addison (opening 2020)

Brunch takes pride in maintaining clean, brightly lit restaurants featuring excellent quality food and
service. The menu features traditional breakfast and lunch favorites along with decadent specialty items.
Brunch plans on applying for a liquor license to allow it to serve alcoholic beverages complimentary to its
breakfast and lunch offerings. Diners can of course enjoy a variety of non-alcoholic libations including
coffee and tea as well as assorted fruit juices and smoothies.
The Cadwell location is being designed for seating for approximately 150 customers. Only a minimal
amount of carryout (non-catering) is projected (5%).
Brunch projects annual sales for this location to be between $2,000,000 to $2,500,000.
Brunch receives about three (3) delivers per week. Deliveries are typically made between 6 am and 7:30
am, but are dependent upon the deliverer’s route schedule.
Bruch also features a full-service catering company, providing high quality food for business meetings,
corporate functions and social gatherings and can create custom menus ranging from basic foods to
premium items to service these customers.
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Exhibit C

EXHIBIT D
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11

12

6"

Exhibit E
183.3"

23.2"

59.2" 9.6"
34"

73"

73"

52.86"

115.2"

70.7"

18 ft
15 ft

36"

8"

36"

864"

13

10 ft
15.8"
17.9 ft

38.8"
24.9"

72 ft

6"

67"

67"

8.85" 43.4"

43.4"

15 ft

14

41.1"

4.1"
11.3" 6.5"
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EXHIBIT F
Restaurant Restrictions from Ordinance No. 0-17-20
(a) No restaurant use shall be permitted on the Subject Property, except for the area south of the existing
Pet Supply Plus store to the end units facing Lake Cook Road as legally described on Exhibit B attached
hereto, incorporated herein, and made a part hereof by this reference.
(b) Any restaurant use permitted on the Subject Property shall be considered as a special use, subject to
the procedures, standard, and requirements of Article 13.11 of the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Deerfield
(c) All deliveries to the rear of the building on the east side of the Cadwell’s Corners Shopping Center
(the “Rear Delivery Area”) for any permitted restaurant use shall be made no earlier than 8:00 am and
no later than 5:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday (“Rear Delivery Hours”). Delivery vehicles to the
Rear Delivery Area arriving at the Subject Property prior prior to 8:00 a.m. shall be required to stage
on the front side of the shopping center building and shall not enter the rear of the building except
during Rear Delivery Hours. Delivery vehicles to the Rear Delivery Area arriving at the subject Property
after 5:00 p.m. shall be required to exit the Subject Property and return during Rear Delivery Hours.
Delivery vehicles shall not be permitted to be on the Rear Delivery Area after 5:00 p.m. Owner and
Tenant shall educate delivery vendors on these regulations and shall provide signage directing early
arriving delivery vehicles to the staging area.
(d) Overnight deliveries to the front of the building on the west or south side of the Cadwell’s Corners
Shopping Center (the “Front Delivery Area”) for any permitted restaurant use are permitted provided
that delivery vehicles to the Front Delivery Area shall enter and exit the Cadwell’s Corners Shopping
Center from the Lake Cook Road entrance and exit. Delivery vehicles to the Front Delivery area shall
not idle, cause excessive noise (e.g., back-up beeper), or remain on the Subject Property for more
than sixty (60) minutes. Owner and Tenant shall educate delivery vendors on these regulations.
(e) Owner shall construct, develop, maintain, and use a brick garbage enclosure on the Subject Property
at a point furthest from the residential property line, along Lake Cook Road, in accordance with the
Site Plan drawing and Dumpster Enclosure Drawing on Exhibit C attached hereto, incorporated herein,
and made a part hereof by this reference, and subject to all applicable building codes, sanitary codes,
and other applicable laws. Owner shall require that all dumpsters remain in the garbage enclosure
with doors closed at all times when not in use. Owners shall provide interior and exterior pest control
services, and regularly clean, power wash, and maintain the garbage enclosure area, dumpster s and
surrounding areas to reduce odors, prevent overflow, and abate potential nuisances relating to any
permitted restaurant use.
(f) Owner and Tenant shall keep all exterior areas set aside for collection and deposit of waste in a clean
and slightly condition, shall not suffer or permit the spilling, overflow, or scattering of waste from such
areas, shall not suffer or permit offensive odors to emanate from such areas to the annoyance of
neighboring properties and person, and shall provide for the collection and removal of waste
materials with such frequency as is necessary to avoid the creation of any such conditions.
(g) Owner shall respond in good faith to homeowner complaints of any alleged or potential nuisance,
noise or odor condition relating to the operation of any permitted restaurant use.
(h) Owner shall provide and maintain additional landscaping and shrubbery to infill the clearing in the
area bordering the Subject Property and the residential property located at 8 Evergreen Court.
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EXHIBIT G
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EXHIBIT H
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EXHIBIT I
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EXHIBIT J

Date October 14, 2019
Village of Deerfield (ARC)
850 Waukegan Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
Re:

Cadwell’s Corners
Exterior Renovations
Waukegan Road & Lake Cook Road
Deerfield, IL
Project No. 60015

Dear ARC,
The Owners of Cadwell’s Corners are in the process of replacing the large Fresh Thyme tenant space with two
new tenants. The center was renovated for Fresh Thyme, with a large entry element and painted EIFS
accents throughout the center to tie in with the Fresh Thyme color scheme. The Owners would like to simplify
and freshen up the colors of the entire center and provide individual entrance elements for the two new
tenants.
The new sign band work is limited primarily to the previous Fresh Thyme entry element and the adjacent sign
band. The sign band has been enlarged to give a second tenant an entry element complimentary to the rest of
the center. The details provided on this new entry element will be replicated on the entry element last used by
the library tenant space and currently existing at the Pet Store tenant space.
Painted accents in the EIFS have been simplified throughout the building to be a single color in lieu of multiple
colors. EIFS accents and light fixtures have been added in areas of the new tenants to match the remainder of
the building.

As always, should you have any questions regarding this or any other matter, please do not hesitate to call our
office. Thank you.
Very Truly Yours,
Torch Architecture, Inc.
Rob A Costello
Vice President
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APPEARANCE REVIEW COMMISSION
APPLICATION FOR HEARING

THE VILLAGE OF

DEE�&RI-ELD
PROJECT·
Cadwell's Corners Exterior Renovations

Waukegan Road & Lake Cook Road

Name

Location

C-2 PUD

Zoning District
APPLICATION FOR:
Exterior renovations to sign band and painting

Sign

Building

Landscaping

Other

PROPERTY OWNER·
Norcor Cadwell Associates LLC

l 030 W Higgins Road #360, Park Ridge, IL 60068

Name

Address

Sean Devine

sean@newcastleproperties.com

Home/ Cell Phone #

E-Mail Address

OWNER'S AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE:
Sean Devine

Newcastle Properties, LLC

Name

Firm

l 030 W Higgins Road #360, Park Ridge, IL 60068

630-420--1900

Office/ Cell Phone

Address

#

sean@newcastleproperties.com

E-Mail Address

Fax#

APPLICATION AND REQUIRED REVIEW MATERIALS MUST BE RECEIVED TWO WEEKS
PRIOR]'OTHEAPPEARANCE REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
�
��
Applicant's Signature

A

/\

10/14/19

.
n('\'..J-.-..__

Date
10/14/19

------

>,>\)

Date

Property Owner's Signature

***********'****'**********************************************************************************************************************
(Village Use Only)

Certificate of Approval
Appearance Review Commission
This Certifies that the "Exterior Design Features" Related to the Above Application for the Site Listed has
Been Approved by the Village of Deerfield Appearance Review Commission, Subject to the Conditions
Stipulated in the Minutes Shown Below.
Excerpt of Minutes From
Approval Meeting(s):

Chairman, Appearance Review Commission
Date

Village of Deerfield I 850 Waukegan Road I Deerfield, IL 60015 I Community Development I P. 847.719.7484 I F. 847.945.0287 I www.deertield.il.us
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SIGN A

36” Dollar Tree / 36” Medallion

Type: Individual Channel Letters
Illumination: Internally Illuminated LED
Square Footage: 109.75
To Grade: Top of Sign to Grade = 17’-8 1/4”
Bottom of Sign to Grade = 14’-8 1/4”

78’-6 1/2” Lease Dimension
60’-0”

36’-7”

EQ

31’-5”

180”
25’-4”

EQ

20’-8” to Roof Deck

36”

EQ

EQ

Front Elevation (Southwest)
Scale: 3/32” = 1’-0"

Allowable Square Footage this Elevation:

129.79

Formula:
Actual Square Footage this Elevation:

Client: Dollar Tree
Site #: DL-8325
Address: 35 Waukegan Road
Deerfield, IL 60015

11/04/2019
11/05/2019
11/06/2019
11/21/2019

Original Renderings
Updated Sign A
Updated RRMM 27
drawing. Stacked and Boxed Logo (Sign A)
Updated Sign A

SD
DP
MA
SD

This rendering is the property of Anchor
Sign, Inc. It is for the exclusive use of
Anchor Sign, Inc. and the party which
requested the rendering. It is an
unpublished original drawing not to be
distributed, reproduced or exhibited
without the consent of Anchor Sign, Inc.
Please contact your account manager
with questions regarding this statement.

109.75

Projects:
Comments:

LED MULTI PURPOSE FLOOD LIGHT 240W/300W SPEC
Features:





Exhibit K

Easy to install and operate
Energy saving, long lifespan
Light is soft and uniform, safe to eyes
Green and eco-friendly without mercury

Applications:
 Parking lot lighting, wall lighting, and street lighting
SPECIFICATIONS:
WATTAGE
MODEL #
DLC #
CERTIFICATIONS
VOLTAGE
POWER FACTOR
FREQUENCY
LUMENS
LUMENS EFFICIENCY
KELVIN (CCT)
THD
CRI
IP RATING
BEAM ANGLE (DEGREE)
BASE TYPE/CONNECTION
LENS
MATERIALS
POWER
LED CHIPS
LIFE SPAN (HOURS)
DIMMING COMPATIBLE
LENGTH OF WARRANTY (YEARS)
WORKING ENVIROMENT
SUGGESTED REPLACEMENT FOR
POWER EFFICIENCY

5001 Spring Valley Road
Dallas, TX 75244
Phone: (214) 571-6374, Fax: (214) 571-6285
www.maverickled.com
Sales@maverickled.com

240W/300W
MES-MPFL-240W/MES-MPFL-300W
TLFLF2405YYZZ/TLFLF3005YYZZ
UL DLC
AC90V-305V
0.9
50/60Hz
29,280/38,122
122 LM/W
4000, 5000
7.85
>80
IP65
110° Degrees
SLIPFITTER, ARM MOUNT, TRUNION
STRIPE
STEEL
Internal
Philips LUMLEDS
70,000
Yes
7
-40℃ TO 50℃
750W, 1000W, 1500W
>90%
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Exhibit L

Existing

To Be Made Consistent
30

Athletico
Exhibit M

Planet Fitness

ADA
Handicap
Space
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Exhibit N

Traffic and Parking Study Update
To:

Sean Devine
Newcastle Properties

From:

Bill Grieve

Date:

November 13, 2019

Subject:

Proposed Brunch Café
Cadwell’s Corners
Deerfield, Illinois

In February 2017, Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc. (GHA) conducted a detailed Traffic Impact and Parking Study
for the Cadwell’s Corners shopping center located in the northeast corner of the Lake Cook Road intersection with
Waukegan Road (IL 43) in Deerfield, Illinois (see Exhibit 1). That study contemplated the addition of two restaurants;
Brunch Café and Firehouse Subs.
Since that study was completed, the Fresh Thyme supermarket has closed, and work is ongoing to replace that
approximate 30,900 square foot (SF) space with two businesses: Planet Fitness at 21,600 SF and Dollar Tree at
9,300 SF. Brunch Café is still proposed in the south end of the shopping center with 5,100 SF. Firehouse Subs is
no longer part of the submittal. The site plan prepared by Torch Architecture dated October 23, 2019 is provided in
Exhibit 2.
This Traffic and Parking Study Update compares the traffic generations of the currently proposed uses and
evaluates the results of new parking data collected. The GHA February 2017 study is attached and should be used
for reference. The following summarizes our findings.

Traffic Impacts
The GHA February 2017 study concluded that the Brunch Café’ and Firehouse Subs restaurants would have a
minimal impact on traffic operations at the Cadwell’s Corners access drives on Lake Cook Road and Waukegan
Road. All access intersections would operate per the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) at or better than the
“acceptable” Level of Service (LOS) D and increase in delays would be only about one second or less.
Exhibit 3 compares the traffic generations for the previous Fresh Thyme supermarket and the vacant space that
Brunch Café would occupy with the Planet Fitness and Dollar Tree businesses under construction. The Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) manual of Trip Generation – 10th Edition was used to calculate the weekday morning
and evening and Saturday midday peak hour volumes.
Key Finding. As can be seen from Exhibit 3, the combination of Brunch Café, Planet Fitness and Dollar Tree
generate fewer trips during all three peak hours; 25 fewer trips in the weekday AM, 225 fewer trips in the
weekday PM, and approximately 260 fewer trips during the Saturday midday peak hour. Thus, no physical
changes in access operations, such as adding exit lanes, should be needed.

32

Brunch Café
Cadwell’s Corners – Deerfield, IL

Parking Evaluation
Parking Counts and Results
GHA conducted parking counts at various times throughout the day when Brunch Café will be open from 6:30 AM
to 2:30 PM. The Cadwell’s Corners parking lot was divided into three sections; south (Area A), north (Area B), and
rear (Area C). Exhibit 4 illustrates where the three parking areas are located. Exhibit 5 summarizes the results of
the parking counts, which were made on 9 different days, 4 of which were on Saturdays when it is anticipated that
Brunch Café would be busiest. Pertinent comments include:
•
•

The overall parking lot never had a demand greater than 52 spaces or 18% occupied. The peak demands
occurred from 12-2 PM on Saturday November 2, Tuesday November 5, and Saturday November 9, 2019.
It can be anticipated that the vast majority of Brunch Café customers will want to park in the south lot (Area
A). Of the 97 parking spaces (95 regular + 2 ADA) in the south lot, there were always at least 80 spaces
available. The peak demand occurred on Saturday, November 9, 2019 at Noon when 16 regular and 1 ADA
spaces were occupied.

Parking Calculations and Recommendations
The Village Staff report dated November 8, 2019 was used as a guide to help determine the Brunch Café parking
impacts. Pertinent comments include:
• Brunch Café will require 83 parking spaces that becomes 70 spaces with the 15% reduction that is applied
to the parking standards at Caldwell’s Corners due to shared parking opportunities among the various
businesses. For example, a customer could visit Planet Fitness first then go to Bruch Café afterward.
• The entire Brunch Café parking demand can be accommodated in the south lot (Area A). However, there
is other vacant shopping center that would want to have as much prime parking as possible for their
customers. Bruch Café expects to have 10-12 employees working at any one time. They should be directed
to park in the rear lot (Area C).
• By code, Fresh Thyme required 176 parking spaces that becomes 150 spaces with the 15% reduction. In
comparison, Planet Fitness requires 144 spaces, that becomes 123 spaces with the 15% reduction. Dollar
Tree requires 19 spaces that becomes 16 spaces with the 15% reduction for a building total of 139 spaces.
That will provide an additional 11 parking spaces that can be made available for future businesses that
open in Cadwell’s Corners. Their employees should also be encouraged to park in the rear lot, as there
were always at least 50 spaces available (see Exhibit 5).
Key Finding. The Brunch Café’ parking demands can be readily accommodated in the Cadwell’s Corners
parking lot. In particular, there are plentiful spaces available in the south lot (Area A).
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Briefly concluding, the anticipated Brunch Café traffic and parking demands can be readily accommodated by the
current Caldwell’s Corners access drives and parking facilities. This Traffic and Parking Study Update prepared by:

William C. Grieve, P.E., PTOE
Senior Transportation Engineer
bgrieve@gha-engineers.com
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Exhibit 1

Location Map
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Exhibit 3

Traffic Generation Comparisons
Cadwell's Corners - Waukegan Road @ Lake Cook Road; Deerfield, Illinois
Weekday Peak Hours
ITE
Code
Step 1. Proposed & Planned Uses
Brunch Café
#932
Planet Fitness
#492
Dollar Tree
#814
Totals =

Saturday Peak Hour

Morning (8-9 AM)
In
Out
Sum

Evening (4-5 PM)
In
Out
Sum

Midday (12-1 PM)
In
Out
Sum

9,300 SF

28
14
17

23
14
13

51
28
30

1
51
33

4
39
31

5
90
64

29
34
35

28
35
35

57
69
70

36,000 SF

59

50

109

85

74

159

98

98

196

5,100 SF
30,900 SF
36,000 SF

9
71
80

6
48
54

15
119
134

29
166
195

31
158
189

60
324
384

31
201
232

28
193
221

59
394
453

-21

-4

-25

-110

-115

-225

-134

-123

-257

Units

5,100 SF
21,600 SF

Step 2. Compare to Previous Uses
Retail (Vacant)
Fresh Thyme Grocery

#820
#850
Totals =

Step 3. Increments (Step 1. - Step 2.)

Notes:
1) Source: ITE Trip Genration Manual; 10th Edition
2) Per ITE, Brunch Café could have up to 50% pass-by traffic.
This trip generation discount was not used to ensure maximum traffic impacts were tested.
3) Brunch Café not open during Evening Peak Hour. Hours are 6:30 AM to 2:30 PM.
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Exhibit 4

Parking Areas

Exhibit 5

Parking Lot Demand Surveys
Cadwell's Corners - Waukegan Road @ Lake Cook Road; Deerfield, Illinois

Day / Date / Time
Saturday 10/26/19
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
Monday 10/28/19
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
Tuesday 10/29/19
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
Thursday 10/31/19
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
1:00 PM
Saturday 11/2/19
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
Tuesday 11/5/19
10:00 AM
12:00 PM
2:00 PM
Wednesday 11/6/19
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
Saturday 11/9/19
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
Saturday 11/16/19
8:00 AM
12:00 PM

Type

Area A - South Lot
Supply
Regular = 95
ADA = 2
Occupied Available

Area B - North Lot
Supply
Regular = 172
ADA = 6
Occupied Available

Area C - Rear
Supply
Regular = 64
ADA = 0
Occupied Available

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

10
1
10
1

85
1
85
1

27
0
26
0

145
6
146
6

10

54

9

55

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

6
0
11
0
9
0

89
2
84
2
86
2

26
0
25
0
25
0

146
6
147
6
147
6

14

50

12

52

13

51

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

3
0
8
0
3
0

92
2
87
2
92
2

15
0
18
0
25
0

157
6
154
6
147
6

6

58

10

54

10

54

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

2
0
6
0
11
0

93
2
89
2
84
2

11
0
15
0
28
0

161
6
157
6
144
6

4

60

8

56

10

54

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

10
0
11
0
12
0

85
2
84
2
83
2

24
0
31
0
25
0

148
6
141
6
147
6

12

52

10

54

9

55

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

4
0
12
0
12
0

91
2
83
2
83
2

26
0
29
0
30
0

146
6
143
6
142
6

7

57

11

53

10

54

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

5
0
8
0

90
2
87
2

15
0
16
0

157
6
156
6

13

51

13

51

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

9
0
16
1
12
1

86
2
79
1
83
1

22
0
23
0
31
0

150
6
149
6
141
6

8

56

7

57

9

55

Regular
ADA
Regular
ADA

3
0
14
1

92
2
81
1

6
0
27
0

166
6
145
6

5

59

8

56

38

Total Parking Calculations
Supply
Regular = 331
ADA = 8
Occupied Available % Occupied
47
1
45
1

284
7
286
7

14%
13%
14%
13%

46
0
48
0
47
0

285
8
283
8
284
8

14%
0%
15%
0%
14%
0%

24
0
36
0
38
0

307
8
295
8
293
8

7%
0%
11%
0%
11%
0%

17
0
29
0
49
0

314
8
302
8
282
8

6%
0%
10%
0%
17%
0%

46
0
52
0
46
0

285
8
279
8
285
8

16%
0%
18%
0%
16%
0%

37
0
52
0
52
0

294
8
279
8
279
8

13%
0%
18%
0%
18%
0%

33
0
37
0

298
8
294
8

12%
0%
13%
0%

39
0
46
1
52
1

247
7
240
6
234
6

14%
0%
16%
13%
18%
13%

14
0
49
1

270
8
235
7

5%
0%
18%
13%

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: January 3, 2020
RE: Public Hearing on the Request for a Special Use to Allow a Massage Establishment
in Unit A3 in the Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center at 405 Lake Cook Road (Property
Owner Mosaic Properties and Development and Business Asian Foot Spa)
Subject Property
The subject property is known as Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center. It is zoned
C-2 Outlying Commercial District and is a commercial planned unit development.
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: (across Lake Cook Road) C-2 Outlying Commercial District and I-2B Limited
Industrial District, Kleinschmidt Building and 420 Building
South and East: C-2 Outlying Commercial District, Deerbrook Shopping Center
West: (across railroad tracks) P-1 Public Lands District and C-2 Outlying Commercial
District - Metra commuter rail station, Home Depot, El Tradicional Restaurant,
McAlister’s Deli Restaurant, and the former Peapod.
Proposed Plan
The petitioner is proposing to open a massage establishment known as Asian Foot Spa,
located at 405 Lake Cook Road in Unit A3 in Deerfield Park Plaza. The proposed 2,000
square foot massage spa would offer reflexology and therapeutic massage.
The petitioner’s material indicates that the proposed massage establishment will offer
reflexology, Swedish massage, deep tissue massage, combo massage, and Chinese
Tuina massage. The petitioner is not proposing any changes to the exterior of the
building but will be requesting a wall sign above the tenant space. The massage spa
will employ five full time professional massage therapists. The petitioner’s materials
indicate that there could be up to 10 customers (5 customers getting a massage and 5
customers waiting) in the spa at one time. The business is appointment based, but
walk-ins are welcome. The petitioner is proposing to be open 7 days a week from
10:00AM-9:00PM.
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Zoning Conformance
The petitioners are seeking a Special Use for a reflexology massage establishment at in
Deerfield Park Plaza, Suite A3. Attached are the Special Use standards.
Access
The existing vehicular access points to the Deerfield Park Plaza planned unit
development will not change as a result of the proposed massage establishment. The
main signalized access point is on Lake Cook Road and there are two access points to
Deerbrook Deerbrook Shopping Center, one at the north end by Jewel and National City
Bank for westbound traffic only, and one at the south end that has full cross-access
between both properties.
Parking
There is no specific parking requirement for a massage establishment in the Zoning
Ordinance. According to Article 8.02-E, 8. when required parking is not listed for a use
in the Zoning Ordinance, parking shall be as recommended by the Plan Commission.
The closest requirement in the zoning ordinance for this use is a beauty shop, which
requires 1 parking space for each 150 square feet of gross floor area. A beauty shop is
a similar type of use with clients going to the business establishment mostly for
appointments where the client stays on the premises for a while. When the parking
requirement for a beauty shop is used for the proposed massage establishment at 405
Lake Cook Road (which the Plan Commission believes was an appropriate requirement
for the Reflexology massage spa at 671 Waukegan Road in the former Baskin Robbins
space that was approved last year), a total of 14 parking spaces are required (2,000 s.f.
/ 150 s.f.= 13.33 = 14). If this space were retail, a total of 10 parking spaces would be
required (2,000 s.f. /200 s.f. = 10).
Parking for Deerfield Park Plaza is shared among all the users of the shopping center. A
total of 544 (543.58) spaces are required for the various uses in the shopping center
including the massage establishment.
Proposed Asian Foot Spa (2,000 s.f.): 14 parking spaces required using the
parking requirement of one (1) parking space for each 150 square feet.
Goddard School (10,325 s.f.): 33 parking spaces required when using the
parking requirement of one (1) parking space for each ten (10) students and
one parking space for each teacher/employee.
Retail Uses: 44,172 s.f./200 s.f. = 220.86 spaces.
Deerfield Park District Sachs Rec Center: Requires 49.3 parking spaces (148/3 =
49.3).
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Barking Lot Facility (15,814 s.f.): 24 spaces required when using the parking
requirement of one (1) parking space per employee on the premises plus one
(1) parking space for each ten (10) animals boarded.
PNC Bank: 3,475 s.f./200 s.f. = 17.37 spaces.
Office Uses: 19,667 s.f./250 s.f. = 78.66 spaces (includes 8,000 s.f. Secretary of
State office use).
Jimmy Thai Restaurant: 3,800 s.f. = 63.33
Taco Vida Restaurant: 1,068 s.f. = 13.35 spaces.
Dunkin Donuts & Baskin Robbins Restaurant: 3,396 s.f. = 29.71 spaces.
Parking provided at Deerfield Park Plaza: After the proposed recent renovations at
Deerfield Park Plaza for Goddard, a total of 668 parking spaces are provided.
Parking and Traffic Study
At the November 14, 2019 Plan Commission Prefiling Conference meeting for this
petition, the petitioner requested a waiver of a parking and traffic study. The Plan
Commission agreed to waive the parking and traffic study due to the low parking
requirements for this use.
Signage
Wall signs
Number:
Permitted: For each use occupying a ground floor, one (1) sign facing a public
street, public right-of-way, or parking area.
Proposed: One (1) wall sign is proposed over the tenant space facing the parking
area.
Area:
Permitted: The Zoning Ordinance allows 8% of the area of the wall or 80 square
feet for a front and rear wall whichever is greater.
Proposed: The size of the proposed wall sign (when a box is placed around all of
the sign elements) is 37.5 square feet (12.5’ by 3’) .
Location:
Permitted: Walls signs may be located on the outermost wall of the principal
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building fronting a public street, public right-way, easement for access or parking
area.
Proposed: The proposed wall sign is to be located on the west wall of the
building over the tenant space as indicated in the petitioner’s materials.
Height:
Permitted: Wall signs may not project higher than the parapet line of the roof or
more than 30 feet above curb level, whichever is lower.
Proposed: The petitioner’s plans did not indicate the height of the wall sign but
have acknowledged that they will conform to Village code and the shopping
center’s regulations.
Approved Sign Criteria for Lake Cook Plaza
The sign criteria for Lake Cook Plaza allow wall signs with one line of letters to be a
maximum of 24 inches in height. If two lines are used, the total wall sign height shall
not exceed 36 inches. The proposed wall sign meets these requirements. The
proposed wall sign will be on a raceway requiring ownership and Village approval. A
raceway is a mounting structure (usually a rectangular box) behind the wall sign to hold
the electrical components of the sign. The approved sign criteria notes that tenant’s
sign shall be directly fastened to the façade and raceway mounted signage will require
written approval of ownership and approval of the Village.
Pylon Signage on Lake Cook Road
The petitioner has not indicated if they will have a sign panel on the pylon sign or if
they will comply with Village requirements and the shopping center sign criteria for the
pylon sign for Deerfield Park Plaza.
Appearance Review Commission
The Appearance Review Commission (ARC) will have to review and approve the exterior
signage for the proposed massage spa at an upcoming meeting.
Window Signage
The applicant is planning to follow all of the Village’s regulations regarding window
signage. They have been provided with the window sign regulations.
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Massage Licensing
The Village requires a massage business license for all massage businesses in Deerfield.
Attached is Ordinance O-18-09, which details the massage business license. The
petitioner will have to contact the Village Managers office to let them know that they
will be pursuing a Special Use for a massage business and will need a massage business
license if zoning approval is granted.
Prefiling Conference Minutes
Attached are the November 14, 2019 Prefiling Conference minutes.
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Workshop Meeting
November 14, 2019
Page 4
Commissioner Goldstone asked about the entrances of Planet Fitness and Dollar Tree relative
to the signage. Mr. Devine pointed out the entrances and the proposed signage locations on the
images shared.
Commissioner Bromberg asked Village staff if the Appearance Review Commission has
reviewed this request. Mr. Ryckaert reported that the ARC has already reviewed and approved
this request and they will work with the Petitioners on the final details.
Commissioner Jacoby asked what colors the Planet Fitness and Dollar Tree signs will be. Mr.
Devine replied that he is not sure of the final colors and they will work with the ARC on this as
certain colors are allowed per the PUD sign criteria. Commissioner Goldstone suggested they
present a rendering with proposed signage including colors at the Public Hearing.
Commissioner Schulman asked Mr. Devine to point out the front entrances for Planet Fitness
and Dollar Tree relative to their proposed signs. Mr. Devine pointed out that the Planet Fitness
space is not completely over its wall sign (previously approved by the Village) and stated that
the ARC was fine with the placement of the doors and the signs. He added that Dollar Tree has
a standard layout and chose to have the door in this location to fit their layout.
Commissioner Schulman asked if the building height is also changing, or just the façade. Mr.
Devine replied that the building height is changing but it will be in line with the current step down
portion of the anchor façade and the roofline. The portion where the roofing shows will be
eliminated and the concrete area for signage will be extended.
Mr. Devine next discussed their proposal to update the colors of the center. He displayed an
image of the center today and shared that the paint color scheme was done to match Fresh
Thyme and was approved with that store in 2014. He commented that they are not thrilled with
this color scheme, but it was required by Fresh Thyme. They now wish to update the paint
colors and removed red and green color scheme currently present. The current colors date the
center and they believe updating it will unify the center, freshen up the look and make it more
modern. They will use warm and muted grays to match the brick. Mr. Devine stated that this
request will have no impact on the neighbors, and they believe it will fit in better with the
surrounding centers.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that he is in favor of these requests.
Commissioner Jacoby confirmed that Brunch Café would have two signs, one facing west and
one facing south.
Mr. Devine stated that they will take a deeper look at signage after the ARC’s comments and
before the Public Hearing and will have updated renderings. He added that the ARC also
requested that they remove the border around the main entry facade where the old Barnes and
Noble sign was located to be consistent with the overall design of the center.
Mr. Ryckaert reported that the Public Hearing on this matter would take place on January 9,
2020.
(2)

Prefiling Conference: Request for a Special Use to Allow a Massage
Establishment in Unit A3 in the Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center at 405 Lake
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Cook Road (business owner Asian Foot Spa and property owner Mosaic
Properties and Development)
Sherwin Blitzstein, owner of Deerfield Park Plaza, stated that he is joined by business owner of
Asian Foot Spa, to request a Special Use for a massage establishment. He stated that the
center is at 99% occupancy with this new tenant, although they will soon have another vacancy,
as the Hadassah Resale Shop will be closing before the end of the year. He shared that there
will be no design changes and that the parking area is ideal for the Asian Foot Spa use.
Grace Chang introduced Jim Chang, owner of Asian Foot Spa. Ms. Chang stated that she is a
realtor and is here to help translate for Mr. Chang who is fully comfortable with his command of
the English language. Mr. Change has been in the massage business for 15 years and
currently operates two foot spa businesses, one in downtown Highland Park and one in Vernon
Hills. He is seeking to open his third massage business in Deerfield. Their services are focused
on full body massage and foot massage.
Chairman Berg asked how many customers and employees would be there at a time. Ms.
Chang replied that they will hire five licensed massage therapists at this site, and they will have
six private massage rooms. At their busiest times, they will have up to six customers. Ms.
Chang stated that they would be open 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. seven days a week and their peak
times will be 2 P.M. to 6 P.M.
Chairman Berg stated that the Village has window covering restrictions that the Petitioners will
need to comply with if they need to cover any windows for privacy. Mr. Blitzstein responded that
the Petitioners will comply will all regulations for signage and window coverings.
Commissioner Jacoby asked if the signage would resemble like their current stores in Vernon
Hills. Ms. Chang replied that yes, it will be similar to the Vernon Hills sign. Mr. Blitzstein added
that they would follow the center’s sign criteria.
Commissioner Schulman asked the Petitioners if their other two locations are also named Asian
Foot Spa. Ms. Chang responded that the Highland Park location is also named Asian Foot Spa
and the Vernon Hills location is named Foot Place. Commissioner Schulman commented that
the name could be confusing as they offer full body massages in addition to foot massages and
this might be something to consider.
Mr. Nakahara asked the Commission if they would like more information on parking.
Commissioner Schulman commented that there are over 100 extra spaces for use in this center
and this use will require minimal parking. Mr. Blitzstein stated that currently the Secretary of
State has been using a lot of parking with the implementation of the Real ID travel requirement,
but they do not expect this to last much longer. He added that the Secretary of State has been
very helpful and hired security, opened four more customer stations in the space, starting taking
appointments, and added service hours.
Commissioner Goldstone asked if they plan to complete a parking study. Mr. Blitzstein replied
that they prefer not to complete a parking study as this is not a huge traffic generator and is in
the center in the best location for available parking. Commissioner Goldstone commented that
long term for the mall, they may need more information on parking with the new residential
development behind it as well as Sachs Center parking. Mr. Nakahara stated that parking for
the Sachs center is on the Deerbrook Mall property and that there is additional parking further
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east behind Deerfield Park Plaza. Commissioner Bromberg asked how large the space is that
Hadassah Resale Shop will vacate. Mr. Blitzstein replied that it is 7,500 square feet.
Commissioner Bromberg suggested that a parking study be completed when they have a
potential tenant for that Hadassah space.
Mr. Ryckaert reported that the Public Hearing on this matter would take place on January 9,
2020.
(3)

Prefiling Conference: Request for Approval of a Special Use for a Proposed
Massage Establishment to be located in Suite 119 at 400 Lake Cook Road
(business owner A Plus Massage and property owner Imperial Realty)

Julia Klairmont of Imperial Realty, representing the property owner and building ownership,
stated that Imperial Realty has been leasing the building for the past five years and purchased
the building earlier this year. They are looking forward to making building improvements and
filling vacancies. They would like to update the interior and the exterior façade. Ms. Klairmont
stated that the building is currently 47% occupied. The previous owner has remained a tenant in
the building and had limited resources for improvements and investment in the property. She
added that they are excited to start making updates to lease out more spaces.
Ms. Klairmont reported that A Plus Massage has leased out Suite 119 in the building and
seeking a Special Use. She commented that there is many empty parking spaces at the site as
many tenants are only there part-time. She added that ownership does not think that parking for
his use will have a big impact. A Plus Massage owners Sharon Autman and Rose Wasson have
been tenants at an Imperial Realty building in Mount Prospect and are seeking to expand their
business and move to Deerfield.
Ms. Autman stated that they are excited to move to Deerfield and the great opportunity to
expand their business. She stated that they are currently inside a closed building that does not
allow for signage and it is hard for people to know they are there. They advertise in other ways,
but they are excited to move and improve their visibility with signage.
Ms. Wasson stated that she is part owner of A Plus Massage as well as Business Development
Director. She stated that they currently have eight massage therapists and will expand their staff
when they move to Deerfield. At any given time, they typically do not have all eight therapists
providing services. Ms. Wasson reported that they are open 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. Monday through
Saturday and Sunday 10 A.M. to 7 P.M. Their peak hours are 4 P.M. to 8 P.M. or 9 P.M. She
added that they might consider shortening their Sunday hours depending on the flow of the
business. Ms. Wasson stated that they provide couples massages, therapeutic massage, hot
stone massage, pregnancy massage, cupping, chair massage, and they go into local
corporations and do chair massage. They are also in the process of being validated to provide
care for veterans and accept referrals from Great Lakes Naval Base for therapeutic massage.
Ms. Klairmont shared that A Plus Massage wanted to stay with Imperial Realty as well as move
to Deerfield to expand their business and visibility. With the Commission’s feedback, they would
like to determine what they could add for exterior signage. Ms. Klairmont reported that State
Farm is no longer operating, and this space is available. They are discussing adding the State
Farm space to A Plus Massage’s lease, which would allow for a larger space as well as exterior
signage. However, if they do not take the State Farm space, they would like to consider other
creative ways to add exterior signage and are open to suggestions from the Plan Commission.
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SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
1. Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
3. Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
4. Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
5. Effect on Neighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
6. Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or are being provided.
7. Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
and other visually incompatible uses.
8. If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.
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VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD

LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

ORDINANCE NO.

0-18- 09

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 7 (' BUSINESSES"),

ARTICLE

14

MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS") TO REGULATE MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS

WHEREAS, the Village of Deerfield is a home rule unit of local government under the

provisions of Article VII, Section 6 of the Illinois Constitution that may exercise any power and
perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs including, but not limited to, the
power to regulate for the protection of the public health, safety, morals and welfare; and

WHEREAS, the regulation of massage establishments is a matter of growing importance
affecting the public health, morals, and welfare of the residents of the Village of Deerfield

including, but not limited to, the prevention of such establishments from being used for the
purposes of prostitution and the spread of disease through unsanitary practices and facilities; and
WHEREAS, the corporate authorities of the Village of Deerfield have determined that the

regulations provided herein are in the best interests of the public health, safety, morals and welfare
of the Village of Deerfield;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF

TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD, LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS,
in the exercise of its home rule powers, as follows:

SECTION 1: The recitals to this Ordinance are incorporated into and made a part of this
Ordinance as if fully set forth herein.
SECTION 2: Chapter 7 (" Businesses"),

Article 14 (" Massage Establishments") of the

Municipal Code of the Village of Deerfield shall be hereby repealed and amended as follows:

ARTICLE

14

Massage Establishments and Therapists
See. 7- 78. Definitions.

For the purposes of this Article, the following words and phrases shall have the meanings
respectively ascribed to them by this Section:
1)

Employee means any person over eighteen ( 18) years of age, other than a masseur,
who renders any service in connection with the operation of massage establishment
and receives compensation

from the owner or operator of the establishment or

patrons, including but not limited to, agents or independent contractors.
2)

Massage or massage services means any method of pressure on or friction against,

or stroking, kneading, rubbing, tapping, pounding, vibrating, or stimulating of the
external soft parts of the body with the hands or with aid of any mechanical,
electrical apparatus or by the application of air, liquid, or vapor baths of any kind,
with or without such supplementary aids as rubbing alcohol, liniments, antiseptics,

oils, powder, creams, lotions, ointments, or other similar preparations commonly

used in this practice.
3)

Massage establishment means the premises where any person, business, firm,
partnership, association, corporation or limited liability company engages in or
carries on, or permits to be engaged in or carried on, any massage services.

4)

Massage therapist means any person who is licensed by the Illinois Department of
Financial and Professional Regulation and engages in the practice of massage.

5)

Patron means any person who receives a massage under such circumstances that it

is reasonably expected that he or she will pay money or give other consideration
for such service.
6)

Person means any individual, association, partnership, firm, trust, corporation or
limited liability company.

Sec. 7- 79. Massage Business License Required.

No person shall engage in or carry on the business of massage or otherwise provide a

massage in return for compensation in the Village without first obtaining a massage
business license issued by the Village pursuant to the provisions of this Article for each
and every premise used for the business of conducting a massage business or otherwise
providing massages for compensation by such person.

The applicant for a massage

business license must be at least eighteen ( 18) years of age. The license term shall expire
on December 31 of the calendar year for which it is issued unless sooner revoked as
provided in this Article. The renewal of a license shall follow the same provisions under
this Article as the application, issuance and denial of a license.
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Sec. 7- 80. Application for Massage Business License.
a)

An application for a massage business license shall be filed with the Village

Manager. The application shall be made upon a form provided by the Village and
shall be completed in full and signed by the applicant, if an individual, or by a duly
authorized agent thereof, ifnot an individual, verified by oath or affidavit, and shall
set forth:

The type of ownership of the business, i.e., whether individual, partnership,
corporation, or otherwise.

2.

The name under which the business is to be conducted.

3.

The location and description of the premises or place of business which is to be
operated under such license.

i)

If a leased premises, a copy of the lease shall be provided. The term of such lease
must not end until after the expiration date of the license for which application is
being made.

ii)

The name and address of the owner( s) of the premises, and, if said premises is held
in trust, the names and addresses of all the owners of the beneficial interest of the
trust.

4.

In the case of an individual, the full name, home address with zip code, social
security number, date of birth, sex and a physical description of the applicant,
including height, weight, color of hair and eyes.

5.

In the case of a partnership, the full name, home address with zip code, social

security number, date of birth, sex and a physical description including height,
weight, color of hair and eyes of all partners and any other persons entitled to share
in the profits thereof.
6.

In the case of a corporation, the object for which organized, the names, home

addresses with zip codes, date of birth, social security number, sex and a physical
description including height, weight, color of hair and eyes of all officers, directors,
and all persons owning directly or beneficially more than ten percent ( 10%)

of the

stock of such corporation and the persons acting as managers or assistant managers
or other persons principally in charge of the operation of the business.
7.

The date of formation of the partnership, if a partnership, the date of incorporation,
if an Illinois corporation, or the date of becoming qualified under the Illinois
Business Corporation Act, 805 ILCS 511. 01 et seq., to transact business in Illinois
if a foreign corporation.

8.

A complete list of the name and residence addresses of all masseurs and employees
employed by the business and the name and residence addresses of all managers,
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assistant managers or other persons principally in charge of the operation of the
business.
9.

The business, occupation, employment of applicant, if an individual, for three ( 3)
years preceding the date of application.

10.

Whether applicant ever made an application for a license under this Article, or a

massage business license or similar license to a state or county, city, village or other
unit of local government, and if so, where and when, and if such application was
granted or denied, and if such application was denied, the reasons for the denial.
11.

Whether a license was ever issued to the applicant under this Article or a massage

business license or similar license was ever issued by any state or county, city,
village or other unit of local government, and if so, where and when, and if such

license has ever been suspended or revoked and the reasons for the suspension or
revocation.

12.

Whether the applicant has ever been convicted of a violation of any of the
provisions of this Article or any ordinance of any other Illinois municipality which
regulates massage parlors or the providing of massages, or any Illinois statute
regulating massage establishments.

13.

Whether the applicant has ever been convicted of the commission of a felony under
the laws of this State, or any other state, or under the laws of the United States.

b)

The applicant shall submit a complete set of fingerprints with the application. All

such fingerprinting shall be done by the Village Police Department. Said
fingerprints shall be submitted to the appropriate State and/ or Federal agencies for
processing as available. The cost of fingerprinting shall be paid by the applicant in
addition to any application or license fee.
c)

The applicant shall submit a written authorization for the Village, its agents and
employees to seek information and conduct an investigation into the truth of the

statements set forth in the application and the qualifications of the applicant for a
license.
d)

The

applicant

shall

submit

such

other

information,

documentation

and

identification as the Village Manager or Chief of Police shall deem necessary to
determine the identity of the applicant or to process the application.
Sec. 7- 81. Issuance and Denial of Massage Business License
a)

Upon receipt of a properly completed application for a massage business license,
the Village Manager shall submit the completed application to the Chief of Police

for evaluation. Upon receiving the application for a massage business license, the
Chief of Police shall conduct an investigation into applicant' s moral character and
personal and criminal history.
Is

b)

In the case of an application for a massage business license, the Village Manager
shall cause the premises

to be licensed to be inspected

for the purpose of

determining that the proposed operation complies with all applicable laws,

including building, electrical, plumbing, health, housing, zoning, and fire codes of
the Village, and any other regulations of the Village relating to the public health,
safety and welfare.
c)

The Village Manager shall either issue a license, or notify the applicant in writing
that the application has been denied. The license shall be denied if the applicant
fails to comply with the requirements of this Article or with the requirements of
any other provision of this Code which is applicable to the business and/ or activities

of the applicant. In addition, no license shall be issued to any applicant if.

The proposed operation does not comply with all applicable laws, including but not

limited to, building, electrical, plumbing, health, housing, zoning and fire codes of

the Village; or
2.

The applicant, if an individual; or any of the officers, directors, any person owning
directly or beneficially more than ten percent ( 10%)

of the stock of the corporation,

if the applicant is a corporation; or any of the partners, including limited partners,

if the applicant is a partnership; and the manager, assistant manager or any other
person principally in charge of the operation of the business, has been:
i)

convicted of a felony under the laws of the State of Illinois or any other state, or
under the Federal laws of the United States, within ten ( 10) years of the date of the
application;

ii)

or

convicted of a sex offense as defined in 720 ILCS 5/ 11, or any equivalent law of
any state within ten ( 10) years of the date of the application; or

iii)

The applicant has been convicted of a violation of any provision of this Article; or

iv)

The applicant has had a massage business, masseur or similar license denied,
suspended or revoked by the Village, by a state or by unit of local government
within ten ( 10) years of the date of the application; or

v)

The applicant has been convicted of a violation of an ordinance of any other Illinois
municipality regulating massage establishments or masseurs; or

vi)

The applicant has been convicted of any other criminal offense involving
dishonesty, fraud, deceit or moral turpitude within ten ( 10) years of the date of the
application;

vii)

or

The applicant has knowingly made false, misleading or fraudulent statements of
fact in the license application or in any document required by the Village in
conjunction with the license application; or
51

viii)

The applicant has been overdue on payment to the Village of fees, fines, or penalties
assessed against the licensee or imposed upon the licensee in relation to the sale or
use of pavement

d)

sealants.

In the event that the license is denied for failure to comply with the requirements
of this Article, the Village Manager shall immediately notify the applicant in
writing of the reasons for the denial. If the failure is not cured within ten ( 10) days

after the date on which the Village Manager denies the issuance of said license, the
application shall be null and void.
Sec. 7- 82. License Fee.

Except as otherwise provided by an annual fee resolution, an initial non- refundable
application fee for a massage business license shall be One Hundred Dollars ($ 100. 00),

and the annual license and renewal fee shall be Thirty -Five Dollars ($

35. 00).

All

applicable license fees and any other required fees shall be paid prior to the issuance of any

license.

Sec. 7- 83. Sanitation and Safety Requirements

All licensed premises shall be periodically inspected by the Village Building and Code
Enforcement Supervisor or his duly authorized representative for safety of the structure
and adequacy of plumbing, ventilation, heating, illumination and fire protection.
addition, the premises shall comply with the following regulations:
a)

In

The walls shall be clean and painted with washable, mold -resistant paint in all
rooms where water or steam baths are given;

b)

Floors shall be free from any accumulation of dust, dirt or refuse;

c)

All equipment used in the massage operation shall be maintained in a clean and
sanitary condition;

d)

Soap, towels and laundered sheets must be provided and all such towels, linen and

items for personal use of operators and patrons shall be clean and freshly laundered;
e)

Towels, cloths and sheets shall not be used for more than one patron; provided,
however, heavy white paper may be substituted for sheets provided that such paper
is changed for every patron.

f)

All massage services or practices are prohibited in any cubicle, room, booth or any
area within a massage establishment which is fitted with a door capable of being
locked.

g)

All massage therapists shall wear clean and suitable outer garments whose use are
restricted to the massage establishment, and must wear on such outer garments, at

all times during operation, identification name plates with the license numbers
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provided by the Village.
h)

Separate toilets, dressing room facilities, lockers, steam baths, tubs and showers
shall be provided for each sex.

Sec. 7- 84. Conditions and Restrictions of License.
a)

Supervision. A massage establishment shall have the premises supervised at all
times when open for business. A massage establishment shall have at least one ( 1)
person who has a valid massage therapist license on the premises at all rimes while

the establishment is open for business. The licensee shall personally supervise the
business, and shall not violate, or permit others to violate, any applicable provisions
of this Article. The violation of any provisions by any agent, employee or
independent contractor of the licensee shall constitute a violation of the licensee.
b)

Separate License for Each Premise. Licenses apply only to the premises described

in the application, and in the license issued thereon, and only one location shall be
so described in each license.
c)

Transfer of License. A license shall be a purely personal privilege, effective for a
period not to exceed one ( 1) year after issuance unless sooner revoked as provided

in this Article, and shall not constitute property. No massage business license is
transferable, separate or divisible, and such authority as a license confers shall be
conferred only on the licensee named therein.
d)

Display of License.

The massage business license and all massage therapist

licenses shall be displayed in an open and conspicuous place of the premises to be
licensed.
e)

Books and Records. Every massage business licensee shall at all times keep an
appointment book in which the name of each and every patron shall be entered,
together with the time, date and place of service, and the service provided, as well
as the name of the massage therapist who performed the service provided.

Such

books and records shall be available at all times for inspection by the Chief of Police
or his authorized representative.

f)

Alcoholic Beverages, Marijuana, Opioids Prohibited.

No person shall sell, give,

dispense, provide or keep or cause to be sold, given, dispensed, provided or kept,

any alcoholic beverage, marijuana or opioids on the premises of any establishment.
g)

Hours of Operation. No massage establishment shall be open for business or in
operation during the hours of 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.

h)

The Chief of Police, any duly authorized police officer or a building and code
enforcement officer of the Village shall have the right to enter the premises for the

purpose of inspecting the premises or operations therein.
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G)

The licensee shall undertake all reasonable efforts to ensure compliance with the
provisions of this Article, including but not limited to, cooperation with the

Village' s enforcement of this Article and the implementation of robust managerial
programs aimed at the prevention of prostitution.

Sec. 7- 85. Prohibited Acts and Conditions.
a)

A patron' s sexual or genital area, including the genitals, pubic area, buttocks, anus,
or perineum of any person, or the vulva or breasts of a female, must be covered by
towels, cloths or undergarments when in the presence of a massage therapist or
employee.

b)

It shall be unlawful for any person, intentionally, in a massage establishment, to

place his or her hand upon, to touch with any part of his or her body, to fondle in
any manner, or to massage, the genital area of another person.
c)

No massage therapist or employee shall perform, offer or agree to perform any act
which would require the touching of the patron' s genital area.

d)

No massage therapist shall administer a massage to a patron exhibiting any skin

fungus, skin infection, skin inflammation, or skin eruption unless a physician duly
licensed by the State of Illinois certifies in writing that such persons may be safely
massaged prescribing the conditions thereof.
e)

No licensee, massage establishment, massage therapist, person, or employee of a
massage establishment shall deny, impede, interfere with, prohibit or refuse to
permit an inspection by a police officer or other employee of the Village.

f)

No person other than a massage therapist, as defined by Section 7- 78( 4) of this
Code, shall administer or perform a massage at a massage establishment.

Sec. 7- 86. Suspension or Revocation of License.

In addition to the provisions under Section 1- 26 (" Suspension Or Revocation Of Licenses

Or Permits; Refusal To Issue Licenses Or Permits") of this Code, the Village Manager may
deny, suspend, revoke, or refuse to issue or renew, a massage business license for any of

the following reasons:
a)

Any violation by the licensee of any provision of this Article or other ordinance of

the Village relating to the license, the subject of the license or to the premises
occupied.

b)

Any violation by the licensee of any ordinance or law regulating massage
establishments or massage therapists of any other jurisdiction.

c)

Any denial, suspension or revocation of a massage business license or similar
In

license issued to the licensee, the licensee' s agent, or the massage establishment' s
owner, operator or employee by the Village or any other jurisdiction unit of local
government.

d)

If a massage license is revoked for any cause, no massage business license shall be
granted to any person for a period of one ( 1) year after the date of the revocation
that will allow a massage business to be operated on the premises described in the
revoked license.

e)

Except as otherwise provided by this Section, the provisions of Section 1- 26 of this
Code shall govern the issuance, denial, suspension or revocation of this license.

f)

The Village Manager shall have the discretion to deny, suspend or revoke a license
for a single violation of this Article.

Sec. 7- 87. Exemptions.

Except as otherwise provided herein, the provisions of this Article do not apply to persons
holding a valid certificate or license to practice medicine, nursing, physical therapy,
occupational therapy, athletic trainer, chiropractic, or other healing arts under the laws of

the State of Illinois, or persons working under the direction of any such licensed persons,
or any barber or cosmetologist lawfully carrying on their respective businesses to the extent

authorized under a valid license or certificate of registration issued by the State of Illinois.
This exemption is not intended for, and does not permit, general massage activities as part

of any barber or cosmetologist business beyond that authorized by their State license or
certification.

Sec. 7- 88. Penalties.

Any person found guilty of violating any provisions of this Article shall be fined not less
than Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($ 250. 00) nor more than One Thousand

Dollars

1, 000. 00) for each offense, and a separate offense shall be deemed committed on each

day during or on which a violation occurs or continues. The license of any person found
guilty of violating any provision of this Article may be denied, suspended or revoked.

SECTION 3: If any section, paragraph, clause or provision of this Ordinance shall be held

invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision shall not affect any of the
other provisions of this Ordinance.

SECTION 4: This Ordinance, and each of its terms, shall be the effective legislative act

of a home rule municipality without regard to whether such Ordinance should: ( a) contain terms
contrary to the provisions of current or subsequent non -preemptive state law; or, ( b) legislate in a
0

manner or regarding a matter not delegated to municipalities by state law. It is the intent of the
corporate authorities of the Village of Deerfield that to the extent that the terms of this Ordinance

should be inconsistent with any non -preemptive state law, this Ordinance shall supersede state law
in that regard within its jurisdiction.

SECTION 5: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage
and approval in the manner provided by law; provided, however, that the effective date will not
occur prior to August 1, 2018.
PASSED this

7th

May ,

day of

2018.

AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Seiden, Shapiro, Struthers
NAYS: None
ABSENT: None
ABSTAIN: None
APPROVED

this

7th

day of

May ,

Village Pr , ident
ATTEST:

illage Cler c
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ASIAN Foot SPA
VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
PLAN COMMISSION APPLICATION
FOR A SPECIAL USE PERMIT
Business Location: 405 Lake Cook Road, Unit A3, Deerfield, IL

I. INTRODUCTION
II. SPECIAL USE REQUEST
III. APPLICATION MATERIALS
- FIGURE 1 --- SITE MAP
- FIGURE 2 --- PARKING LOT
- FIGURE 3 & 4 – 2D & 3D FLOOR PLANS
IV. STAFF AND SERVICES
V. SPECIAL USE CREITERIA
VI. SIGNAGE
VII. PARKING TABLE
VIII.CONCLUSION

I. INTRODUCTION
 Proposed business Asian Foot SPA will operate a reflexology and massage therapy
business located at 405 Lake Cook Road, Unit A3, Deerfield, IL with 2000 sqft in the
C-2 Outlying commercial district.
 Jim Chang is the owner of the proposed business, he is an Illinois licensed massage
therapist and currently operating 2 massage businesses in Vernon hills & Highland
Park for 8 years. Jim Chang dedicated his career to professional massage industry
for over 15 years.

II. SPECIAL USE REQUEST
 ASIAN FOOT SPA is seeking a Special Use Permit in the C-2 outlying commercial
district for a reflexology and massage therapy business. The establishment will
consist of approxmately 2000 rentable square feet located on the street level of
405 Lake Cook Rd, unit A3, Deerfield, IL 60015.

III. APPLICATION MATERIALS
FIGURE 1 – SITE MAP

FIGURE 2 – PARKING LOT

FIGURE 3 – 2D &3D FLOOR PLAN
Figure 3 shows a two/three-dimensional floor plan for Asian Foot Spa in the 2000 square
feet of developable space available at 405 lake cook road.
The floor plan includes:
- A Reception area on the right side of entrance of the unit with seating for 4 chairs.
- 12 foot massage tables behind the reception area.
- 4 Private rooms for body massage
- An Employee Lounge for break.
- Two restrooms
- A Laundry Room
- A Utility room

- For the plan, please see EXHIBIT A: 2D & 3D FLOOR PLAN.
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III. Business Service provided
SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Swedish massage is the most popular type of massage in the United States. It involves the
use of hands, forearms or elbows to manipulate the superficial layers of the muscles to
improve mental and physical health. Active or passive movement of the joints may also be
part of the massage. The benefits of Swedish massage include increased blood circulation,
mental and physical relaxation , decreased stress and muscle tension, and improved range
of motion.

Benefits
•
•
•
•

easing muscular strain by flushing out toxins
improving circulation by increasing oxygen flow in the blood
helping to keep ligaments and tendons supple
reducing emotional and physical stress.

Deep Tissue Massage
Deep tissue massage is designed to relieve pain and muscle tension throughout the body. This
type of massage is extremely beneficial because it reaches the deepest layer of muscles, fascia
(connective tissue surrounding the joints) and tendons. The goal in deep tissue massage is to
breakdown adhesions (tense areas within the muscle). Adhesions in the muscle are very
important to address because they cause pain, inflammation and limit motion of the muscles
and joints.

Benefits 
Alleviate pain
Recover from injuries (sports, traumatic, whiplash, falls, etc.)
Increase mobility
Decrease muscle tension
Recover from repetitive stresses (sports, computer use, lifting, etc.)
Improve Posture
Relief from Osteoarthritis
Relief from Fibromyalgia

Combo Massage
A Combination Massage is a massage integrating more than one style or massage modality. It
can combine techniques from Swedish massage, deep tissue massage, reflexology, trigger point
therapy and hot stone. These combinations are used to tailor the massage towards your
personal preferences and specific needs.
Acupressure therapy can be used to relieve pain, fortify the sexual reproductive system, improve
your appearance, relieve tension in the back, and help heal emotional pain for greater health
and beauty.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Helps relieve muscle tension and pain
Reduces stress and anxiety
Promotes sleep
May help relieve symptoms of autoimmune diseases
May help decrease cancer symptoms
May boost immunity

Chinese Tuina
Tuina is the Ancient art of Qigong Style Massage, literally meaning “Pushing and Pulling”, it
utilizes the Acupuncture Meridian System to get profound therapeutic results. While many
modern styles focus exclusively on the physical and anatomical aspects, the Supreme Science
approach considers the science of qi and human touch as critical factors in successful TuiNa
practice.Adhesions in the muscle are very important to address because they cause pain,
inflammation and limit motion of the muscles and joints.

Benefits
The main benefit of tui na massage is that it focuses on the specific problem, whether it is an
acute or a chronic pain associated with the joints, muscles or a skeletal system. This technique is
very beneficial in reducing the pain of neck, shoulders, hips, back, arms, highs, legs and ankle
disorders. It is a very effective therapy for arthritis, pain, sciatica and muscle spasms.

IV. Service & Price list
As a full service reflexology massage spa, Asian Foot Spa will be staffed with up to five
Illinois licensed professional massage theraplist and one receptionist to support the daily
duties. Below table is our service and price list for the public.

Parking Analysis -- NA
As discussed on the first Hearing meeting, NO parking analysis
needed, because there are enough parking lot for Asian Foot Spa
customers.

Special use Criteria
Section 13.11-D Criteria:
1. Compatible with Existing Development
• Asian Foot SPA will conduct normal business activity and is not proposing any
external design or structural changes, ensuring compatibility and continuity with
the existing C-2 Outlying Commercial District.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
• The site plan indicates the space is of sufficient size to fit the needs of Asian
Foot SPA and its expected customers.
3. Traffic
• The location Asian Foot SPA and the frequency and amount of its expected
customers will not have adverse effects on the traffic patterns of the surrounding
businesses.

4. Parking and Access
• The addition of Asian Massage as a special use in the existing strip center will not
create parking hazards, nuisances or inconveniences for the surrounding businesses
or their patrons.
5. Effect on Neighborhood
• As a quality reflexology and massage business, Asian Foot SPA will compliment and
enhance the Village’s diverse mix of retail businesses.
6. Adequate Facilities
• Utilities, access roads, and other necessary facilities have been provided.
7. Adequate Buffering
• No changes will be made to the existing fencing or screening in the shopping
center.

VI. SIGNAGE
Asian Foot Spa will procure signage that conforms to existing signage at the
shopping center, the village’s codes and the landlord’s regulations. The signage will
be consistent with the two existing tenants’ signage.

No Window Signage.

V. Business in other locations
Asian Foot Spa in Highland Park
Started business since 2011, located at 600 Central Ave, Highland Park IL 60035

Asian Foot Spa in Vernon Hills
Started business since 2011, located at 111 E Townline Rd, Vernon Hills IL 60061

VI. Conclusion
Asian Foot Spa will help to encourage, enhance, and facilitate the establishment and
ongoing vitality of the permitted uses in the C-2 Outlying commercial district of Deerfield.
With a location in the heart of the Village, only minutes from main shopping centers,
Asian Foot Spa offers convenience in its location as well as accessibility to all residents
and shoppers. The favorable hours and flexibility in the schedule of therapists is sure to
promote wellness and relaxation through professional and affordable services. The
addition of Asian Foot Spa will increase the diversity of businesses offered in the C-2
Outlying Commercial District, and the residents of Deerfield and shoppers in the C-2
Outlying Commercial District will benefit from Asian Foot Spa’s reflexology and massage
services.
We respectfully ask for a favorable recommendation from the Plan Commission and
thank you for your time and consideration.

MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: January 3, 2020
RE: Public Hearing on the Request for Approval of a Special Use for a Proposed
Massage Establishment to be located in Suite 119 and Suite 100B at 400 Lake Cook
Road (Property Owner Imperial Realty and Business A Plus Massage)
Subject Property
The subject property is zoned C-2 Outlying Commercial District, and was developed in
the early 1970s as a two-story medical and professional building of approximately
34,000 square feet. The subject property is 1.57 acres in size.
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: C-2 Outlying Commercial District - Office Building and Firestone
South: (across Lake Cook Road) C-2 Outlying Commercial District - Deerbrook
East: C-2 Outlying Commercial District - Ifergan Building
West: C-2 Outlying Commercial District – Office Building
Proposed Plans
The petitioner is proposing to open a massage establishment known as A Plus
Massages, in Suite 119 (an interior office space) and Suite 100B (the former State Farm
space) in the 400 Lake Cook Road building. The proposed massage spa would offer
therapeutic massage with spa services in Suite 119, and Suite 100B would be use as
management offices to run the day-to-day operations. Suite 119 is located directly
down the hall from Suite 100B
The petitioner’s material indicates that the proposed massage spa will provide full body
massages, corporate chair massages and facials. The establishment will be
approximately 4,072 square feet with the 2,864 square feet dedicated to massage
therapy and 1,208 square feet used as office space to run the operations. The
petitioner is not proposing any exterior changes to the building, but will be requesting a
wall sign facing Lake Cook Road. The massage spa will employ up to nine Illinois
licensed massage therapists, one receptionist, and one manager to manage the day-today operations. The petitioner’s materials indicate that the maximum number of
employees on site at one time would be 11. Their materials also indicate that there
could be up to 10 customers in the spa at one time. They anticipate their peak times
will be between 5:00PM-8:00PM, Monday through Friday and 12:00PM-6:00PM on
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Saturdays. The business is appointment based, but walk-ins are welcome. The
petitioner is proposing to be open 7 days a week from 9:00AM-9:00PM, Monday
through Friday, and 10:00AM-7:00PM on Saturday and Sunday.
Zoning Conformance
Massage establishments are a Special Use in the C-1 Village Center District. The Special
Use standards are attached. This property is not a planned unit development therefore
any requested variations by the petitioner will be handled by the Board of Zoning
Appeals.
Access
The property has two vehicular access points, one access point off of Lake Cook Road,
and an access point at the north end of the property. The existing vehicular access
points will not be changed with the proposed massage establishment.
Parking
There is no specific parking requirement for a massage establishment in the Zoning
Ordinance. According to Article 8.02-E, 8. when required parking is not listed for a use
in the Zoning Ordinance, parking shall be as recommended by the Plan Commission.
The closest requirement in the zoning ordinance for this use is a beauty shop, which
requires 1 parking space for each 150 square feet of gross floor area. A beauty shop is
a similar type of use with clients going to the business establishment mostly for
appointments where the client stays on the premises for a while. When the parking
requirement for a beauty shop is used for the proposed massage establishment at 400
Lake Cook Road, (which the Plan Commission believes was an appropriate requirement
for the Reflexology massage spa at 671 Waukegan Road in the former Baskin Robbins
space that was approved last year), a total of 25 parking spaces are required (2,864 s.f.
/ 150 s.f. = 19.09 = 20 and 1,208 s.f. /250 s.f. = 4.8 = 5). The remainder of the
34,000 square foot building is office space and 47% of this space is vacant, which
requires 1 parking space for every 250 square feet of gross floor area. A total of 89
parking spaces are required for the office uses and proposed massage use (34,000 s.f.
– 4,072 s.f. for massage establishment = 29,928 s.f. and when 47% of building is
vacant, this leaves 15,862 s.f./250 s.f. = 63.4 for office, and 25 for proposed massage
establishment = 88.4 = 89 parking spaces).
The total parking required for all of the current uses in the building including the
proposed reflexology massage spa is 89 parking spaces and 128 parking spaces are
provided on the 400 Lake Cook Road property including four (4) accessible spaces.
Staff asked Village legal counsel is a parking variation is required at this time with this
Special Use with 47% vacancy of the building. It is our legal counsel’s opinion that a
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parking variation for the proposed A Plus Massage establishment does not need to be
addressed at this time with this Special Use because enough parking is available due to
the 47% vacancy of the building.
Legal counsel advised that when the building is further occupied either by a Permitted
or Special Use (Village is notified of building occupancy through the completion of a
Zoning Certificate of Compliance for a Permitted Use or through the Special Use zoning
process), the property owner should be aware that parking will be calculated for the
Permitted Uses as well as the Special Uses to determine if there is not sufficient parking
for the building. If there is not sufficient parking due to future uses occupying the
building, the property owner will have to seek a parking variation with the Board of
Zoning Appeals (BZA). Legal counsel has also indicated that the property owner has
the option to seek a parking variation for the building independent of this Special Use at
any time or the property owner may wait until a future use (permitted or special use)
triggers the parking variation for the building.
The petitioner’s peak times are between 5:00PM- 8:00PM, Monday through Friday and
from noon to 6:00PM on Saturdays when most of the office uses in this building will be
closed. The building ownership has indicated that there is enough space for parking as
the building is 47% unoccupied at this time.
Traffic & Parking Study
At the November 14, 2019 Plan Commission Prefiling Conference meeting for this
petition, the petitioner requested a waiver of a parking and traffic study due to 47% of
the building being vacant. The Plan Commission agreed to waive the traffic and parking
study due to the building high vacancy rate. The aforementioned Parking section
indicates the Village’s legal opinion on parking for this building.
Signage
The petitioner’s material indicates that the wall sign located at the south elevation of
the building, over their tenant space 100B (former State Farm space), facing Lake Cook
Road, will be 24.58 s.f. in area. The sign falls within the requirements of the Zoning
Ordinance and has been reviewed by the Appearance Review Commission.
Appearance Review Commission
The Appearance Review Commission (ARC) reviewed the exterior signage for the
proposed massage spa at their December 16, 2019 meeting. The ARC discussed the
proposed A Plus Massages sign, attached to the roof (wall) with a raceway. The
Deerfield Appearance Code prohibits raceways unless they are necessary. In this
instance, the building Owners do not wish for their tenants to puncture the mansard
roof for wall signage. There is also limited wall space behind the roof to hide a
raceway. The former State Farm sign used a raceway painted brown to camouflage
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with the roof. The ARC is in favor of using a raceway as long as the raceway color is
brown and approved at a future meeting.
The ARC also thought the proposed sign area was not large enough to catch people’s
attention while driving down Lake Cook Road. The proposed sign area (24.58 SF) is
less than half of what is permitted by the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance, which allows 8%
of the wall area. The Commission members would like the petitioner to return in
January with a larger sign and more detailed sign drawings indicating letter heights and
exact colors used.
Window Signage
The applicant is planning to follow all of the Village’s regulations regarding window
signage. They have been provided with the window sign regulations. Massages will
not be taking place in the office fronting Lake Cook Road (former State Farm office) but
will occur in the space down the hallway (Suite 119) and there is no reason to opaque
the front windows.
Massage Licensing
The Village requires a massage business license for all massage businesses in Deerfield.
Attached is Ordinance O-18-09, which details the massage business license. The
petitioner will have to contact the Village Managers office to let them know that they
will be pursuing a Special Use for a massage business and will need a massage business
license if zoning approval is granted.
Prefiling Conference Minutes
Attached are the November 14, 2019 Prefiling Conference minutes.
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Workshop Meeting
November 14, 2019
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east behind Deerfield Park Plaza. Commissioner Bromberg asked how large the space is that
Hadassah Resale Shop will vacate. Mr. Blitzstein replied that it is 7,500 square feet.
Commissioner Bromberg suggested that a parking study be completed when they have a
potential tenant for that Hadassah space.
Mr. Ryckaert reported that the Public Hearing on this matter would take place on January 9,
2020.
(3)

Prefiling Conference: Request for Approval of a Special Use for a Proposed
Massage Establishment to be located in Suite 119 at 400 Lake Cook Road
(business owner A Plus Massage and property owner Imperial Realty)

Julia Klairmont of Imperial Realty, representing the property owner and building ownership,
stated that Imperial Realty has been leasing the building for the past five years and purchased
the building earlier this year. They are looking forward to making building improvements and
filling vacancies. They would like to update the interior and the exterior façade. Ms. Klairmont
stated that the building is currently 47% occupied. The previous owner has remained a tenant in
the building and had limited resources for improvements and investment in the property. She
added that they are excited to start making updates to lease out more spaces.
Ms. Klairmont reported that A Plus Massage has leased out Suite 119 in the building and
seeking a Special Use. She commented that there is many empty parking spaces at the site as
many tenants are only there part-time. She added that ownership does not think that parking for
his use will have a big impact. A Plus Massage owners Sharon Autman and Rose Wasson have
been tenants at an Imperial Realty building in Mount Prospect and are seeking to expand their
business and move to Deerfield.
Ms. Autman stated that they are excited to move to Deerfield and the great opportunity to
expand their business. She stated that they are currently inside a closed building that does not
allow for signage and it is hard for people to know they are there. They advertise in other ways,
but they are excited to move and improve their visibility with signage.
Ms. Wasson stated that she is part owner of A Plus Massage as well as Business Development
Director. She stated that they currently have eight massage therapists and will expand their staff
when they move to Deerfield. At any given time, they typically do not have all eight therapists
providing services. Ms. Wasson reported that they are open 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. Monday through
Saturday and Sunday 10 A.M. to 7 P.M. Their peak hours are 4 P.M. to 8 P.M. or 9 P.M. She
added that they might consider shortening their Sunday hours depending on the flow of the
business. Ms. Wasson stated that they provide couples massages, therapeutic massage, hot
stone massage, pregnancy massage, cupping, chair massage, and they go into local
corporations and do chair massage. They are also in the process of being validated to provide
care for veterans and accept referrals from Great Lakes Naval Base for therapeutic massage.
Ms. Klairmont shared that A Plus Massage wanted to stay with Imperial Realty as well as move
to Deerfield to expand their business and visibility. With the Commission’s feedback, they would
like to determine what they could add for exterior signage. Ms. Klairmont reported that State
Farm is no longer operating, and this space is available. They are discussing adding the State
Farm space to A Plus Massage’s lease, which would allow for a larger space as well as exterior
signage. However, if they do not take the State Farm space, they would like to consider other
creative ways to add exterior signage and are open to suggestions from the Plan Commission.
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Ms. Klairmont added that in the future they would also like to add a small pylon sign along Lake
Cook Road with management company information as is standard for Imperial’s buildings.
Commissioner Bromberg clarified that the space A Plus Massage has leased out is on the first
floor but does not face Lake Cook Road. Ms. Klairmont added that all building entrances are on
the west side and the doors open to common areas. The only exterior signage is used by the
spaces facing Lake Cook Road.
Ms. Klairmont showed where they would likely propose a small new pylon sign along Lake Cook
Road. She stated that it would be ideal if A Plus Massage takes the State Farm space and can
use that signage. And if so, they may wish to change the height of the existing State Farm and
make the new sign the same height as the second floor windows, centered on the façade.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if they would have to go through the Appearance Review
Commission for these requests. Mr. Ryckaert confirmed and added that if they are requesting
variations they will also have to go before the Board of Zoning Appeals (BZA). Commissioner
Bromberg stated that the Plan Commission would review signage proposals after the
Appearance Review Commission (ARC) and BZA have reviewed them. Ms. Klairmont reiterated
that as the new building owners, they would like to update the exterior and façade to help the
building get fully leased.
Chairman Berg asked if the State Farm sign could be taken down now that the office is closed.
Ms. Klairmont replied that although they are closed their lease term is not yet up so they may
have to wait until the lease is taken over. She added that hopefully A Plus Massage can also
take this space and replace the signage.
Chairman Berg asked if the building is maxed out for exterior sign coverage currently. Mr.
Ryckaert replied that they have the maximum for wall signs on the south side of the building. He
stated that the interior facing, and second floor spaces are not allowed any exterior wall
signage, only the spaces facing the exterior are allowed a wall sign. The Zoning Ordinance
indicates if the wall sign is allowed, including the size and location. The Appearance Review
Commission will review the new wall sign using their factors for evaluation in the Appearance
Code to ensure compatibility and harmony with buildings and surroundings.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that there is not much space for a potential pylon sign
along Lake Cook Road. Ms. Klairmont responded that there is a small one currently there which
they hope to replace. Mr. Ryckaert stated that this small sign was approved as a variation many
years ago.
Commissioner Jacoby suggested they can consider adding an exterior sign on the west side of
the building. Mr. Ryckaert stated that this might be possible even though there is no direct
access to the building from this side and not great visibility.
Chairman Berg asked Village staff about next steps for the Petitioners. Mr. Ryckaert replied that
once their sign plan is complete they should go before the ARC to receive feedback.
Commissioner Jacoby commented that the new business in this building sounds great and that
they just need to finalize a signage proposal and renderings.
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Commissioner Schulman asked how their services are different from a foot spa. Ms. Wasson
replied that foot spa’s do not require the same levels of licensing and are not as in depth. Their
spa provides many more services than a foot spa and is considered to have more medical and
therapeutic benefits.
Chairman Berg asked if they plan to sell any products. Ms. Autman replied that they will not sell
any products, but they may want to add an aesthetician for facials.
Commissioner Keefe asked if they launder their own towels and linens. Ms. Autman replied that
yes, they had a service in the past but now do their own and plan to add washers and dryers to
the new space.
Commissioner Goldstone confirmed that they would be closing their current location and
moving, and not opening this as a second location. Ms. Autman confirmed that they are
relocating to a larger space in the 400 Lake Cook Road building.
Chairman Berg welcomed A Plus Massage to Deerfield and asked them to move forward with
the ARC for signage plans.
Mr. Nakahara asked the Commission if they would like more information on parking for this
petition. Commissioner Jacoby commented that she is fine with no parking study. Commissioner
Bromberg agreed and added that their busy times will be in the evenings when many other
businesses in the building will be closed.
Document Approval
The Commission approved the documents with one correction provided.
Items from the Staff
Mr. Ryckaert reported on upcoming Plan Commission agenda items.
Adjournment
There being no further discussion, Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by
Commissioner Schulman to adjourn the Workshop Meeting at 8:49 P.M. The motion passed
with a unanimous voice vote.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll

Village of Deerfield
2018 Zoning Ordinance Map

Subject Property

Subject
Property

Lake Cook Road

SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
1. Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
3. Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
4. Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
5. Effect on Neighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
6. Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or are being provided.
7. Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
and other visually incompatible uses.
8. If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.
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VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD

LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

ORDINANCE NO.

0-18- 09

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 7 (' BUSINESSES"),

ARTICLE

14

MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS") TO REGULATE MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS

WHEREAS, the Village of Deerfield is a home rule unit of local government under the

provisions of Article VII, Section 6 of the Illinois Constitution that may exercise any power and
perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs including, but not limited to, the
power to regulate for the protection of the public health, safety, morals and welfare; and

WHEREAS, the regulation of massage establishments is a matter of growing importance
affecting the public health, morals, and welfare of the residents of the Village of Deerfield

including, but not limited to, the prevention of such establishments from being used for the
purposes of prostitution and the spread of disease through unsanitary practices and facilities; and
WHEREAS, the corporate authorities of the Village of Deerfield have determined that the

regulations provided herein are in the best interests of the public health, safety, morals and welfare
of the Village of Deerfield;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF

TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD, LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS,
in the exercise of its home rule powers, as follows:

SECTION 1: The recitals to this Ordinance are incorporated into and made a part of this
Ordinance as if fully set forth herein.
SECTION 2: Chapter 7 (" Businesses"),

Article 14 (" Massage Establishments") of the

Municipal Code of the Village of Deerfield shall be hereby repealed and amended as follows:

ARTICLE

14

Massage Establishments and Therapists
See. 7- 78. Definitions.

For the purposes of this Article, the following words and phrases shall have the meanings
respectively ascribed to them by this Section:
1)

Employee means any person over eighteen ( 18) years of age, other than a masseur,
who renders any service in connection with the operation of massage establishment
and receives compensation

from the owner or operator of the establishment or

patrons, including but not limited to, agents or independent contractors.
2)

Massage or massage services means any method of pressure on or friction against,

or stroking, kneading, rubbing, tapping, pounding, vibrating, or stimulating of the
external soft parts of the body with the hands or with aid of any mechanical,
electrical apparatus or by the application of air, liquid, or vapor baths of any kind,
with or without such supplementary aids as rubbing alcohol, liniments, antiseptics,

oils, powder, creams, lotions, ointments, or other similar preparations commonly

used in this practice.
3)

Massage establishment means the premises where any person, business, firm,
partnership, association, corporation or limited liability company engages in or
carries on, or permits to be engaged in or carried on, any massage services.

4)

Massage therapist means any person who is licensed by the Illinois Department of
Financial and Professional Regulation and engages in the practice of massage.

5)

Patron means any person who receives a massage under such circumstances that it

is reasonably expected that he or she will pay money or give other consideration
for such service.
6)

Person means any individual, association, partnership, firm, trust, corporation or
limited liability company.

Sec. 7- 79. Massage Business License Required.

No person shall engage in or carry on the business of massage or otherwise provide a

massage in return for compensation in the Village without first obtaining a massage
business license issued by the Village pursuant to the provisions of this Article for each
and every premise used for the business of conducting a massage business or otherwise
providing massages for compensation by such person.

The applicant for a massage

business license must be at least eighteen ( 18) years of age. The license term shall expire
on December 31 of the calendar year for which it is issued unless sooner revoked as
provided in this Article. The renewal of a license shall follow the same provisions under
this Article as the application, issuance and denial of a license.
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Sec. 7- 80. Application for Massage Business License.
a)

An application for a massage business license shall be filed with the Village

Manager. The application shall be made upon a form provided by the Village and
shall be completed in full and signed by the applicant, if an individual, or by a duly
authorized agent thereof, ifnot an individual, verified by oath or affidavit, and shall
set forth:

The type of ownership of the business, i.e., whether individual, partnership,
corporation, or otherwise.

2.

The name under which the business is to be conducted.

3.

The location and description of the premises or place of business which is to be
operated under such license.

i)

If a leased premises, a copy of the lease shall be provided. The term of such lease
must not end until after the expiration date of the license for which application is
being made.

ii)

The name and address of the owner( s) of the premises, and, if said premises is held
in trust, the names and addresses of all the owners of the beneficial interest of the
trust.

4.

In the case of an individual, the full name, home address with zip code, social
security number, date of birth, sex and a physical description of the applicant,
including height, weight, color of hair and eyes.

5.

In the case of a partnership, the full name, home address with zip code, social

security number, date of birth, sex and a physical description including height,
weight, color of hair and eyes of all partners and any other persons entitled to share
in the profits thereof.
6.

In the case of a corporation, the object for which organized, the names, home

addresses with zip codes, date of birth, social security number, sex and a physical
description including height, weight, color of hair and eyes of all officers, directors,
and all persons owning directly or beneficially more than ten percent ( 10%)

of the

stock of such corporation and the persons acting as managers or assistant managers
or other persons principally in charge of the operation of the business.
7.

The date of formation of the partnership, if a partnership, the date of incorporation,
if an Illinois corporation, or the date of becoming qualified under the Illinois
Business Corporation Act, 805 ILCS 511. 01 et seq., to transact business in Illinois
if a foreign corporation.

8.

A complete list of the name and residence addresses of all masseurs and employees
employed by the business and the name and residence addresses of all managers,
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assistant managers or other persons principally in charge of the operation of the
business.
9.

The business, occupation, employment of applicant, if an individual, for three ( 3)
years preceding the date of application.

10.

Whether applicant ever made an application for a license under this Article, or a

massage business license or similar license to a state or county, city, village or other
unit of local government, and if so, where and when, and if such application was
granted or denied, and if such application was denied, the reasons for the denial.
11.

Whether a license was ever issued to the applicant under this Article or a massage

business license or similar license was ever issued by any state or county, city,
village or other unit of local government, and if so, where and when, and if such

license has ever been suspended or revoked and the reasons for the suspension or
revocation.

12.

Whether the applicant has ever been convicted of a violation of any of the
provisions of this Article or any ordinance of any other Illinois municipality which
regulates massage parlors or the providing of massages, or any Illinois statute
regulating massage establishments.

13.

Whether the applicant has ever been convicted of the commission of a felony under
the laws of this State, or any other state, or under the laws of the United States.

b)

The applicant shall submit a complete set of fingerprints with the application. All

such fingerprinting shall be done by the Village Police Department. Said
fingerprints shall be submitted to the appropriate State and/ or Federal agencies for
processing as available. The cost of fingerprinting shall be paid by the applicant in
addition to any application or license fee.
c)

The applicant shall submit a written authorization for the Village, its agents and
employees to seek information and conduct an investigation into the truth of the

statements set forth in the application and the qualifications of the applicant for a
license.
d)

The

applicant

shall

submit

such

other

information,

documentation

and

identification as the Village Manager or Chief of Police shall deem necessary to
determine the identity of the applicant or to process the application.
Sec. 7- 81. Issuance and Denial of Massage Business License
a)

Upon receipt of a properly completed application for a massage business license,
the Village Manager shall submit the completed application to the Chief of Police

for evaluation. Upon receiving the application for a massage business license, the
Chief of Police shall conduct an investigation into applicant' s moral character and
personal and criminal history.
Is

b)

In the case of an application for a massage business license, the Village Manager
shall cause the premises

to be licensed to be inspected

for the purpose of

determining that the proposed operation complies with all applicable laws,

including building, electrical, plumbing, health, housing, zoning, and fire codes of
the Village, and any other regulations of the Village relating to the public health,
safety and welfare.
c)

The Village Manager shall either issue a license, or notify the applicant in writing
that the application has been denied. The license shall be denied if the applicant
fails to comply with the requirements of this Article or with the requirements of
any other provision of this Code which is applicable to the business and/ or activities

of the applicant. In addition, no license shall be issued to any applicant if.

The proposed operation does not comply with all applicable laws, including but not

limited to, building, electrical, plumbing, health, housing, zoning and fire codes of

the Village; or
2.

The applicant, if an individual; or any of the officers, directors, any person owning
directly or beneficially more than ten percent ( 10%)

of the stock of the corporation,

if the applicant is a corporation; or any of the partners, including limited partners,

if the applicant is a partnership; and the manager, assistant manager or any other
person principally in charge of the operation of the business, has been:
i)

convicted of a felony under the laws of the State of Illinois or any other state, or
under the Federal laws of the United States, within ten ( 10) years of the date of the
application;

ii)

or

convicted of a sex offense as defined in 720 ILCS 5/ 11, or any equivalent law of
any state within ten ( 10) years of the date of the application; or

iii)

The applicant has been convicted of a violation of any provision of this Article; or

iv)

The applicant has had a massage business, masseur or similar license denied,
suspended or revoked by the Village, by a state or by unit of local government
within ten ( 10) years of the date of the application; or

v)

The applicant has been convicted of a violation of an ordinance of any other Illinois
municipality regulating massage establishments or masseurs; or

vi)

The applicant has been convicted of any other criminal offense involving
dishonesty, fraud, deceit or moral turpitude within ten ( 10) years of the date of the
application;

vii)

or

The applicant has knowingly made false, misleading or fraudulent statements of
fact in the license application or in any document required by the Village in
conjunction with the license application; or
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viii)

The applicant has been overdue on payment to the Village of fees, fines, or penalties
assessed against the licensee or imposed upon the licensee in relation to the sale or
use of pavement

d)

sealants.

In the event that the license is denied for failure to comply with the requirements
of this Article, the Village Manager shall immediately notify the applicant in
writing of the reasons for the denial. If the failure is not cured within ten ( 10) days

after the date on which the Village Manager denies the issuance of said license, the
application shall be null and void.
Sec. 7- 82. License Fee.

Except as otherwise provided by an annual fee resolution, an initial non- refundable
application fee for a massage business license shall be One Hundred Dollars ($ 100. 00),

and the annual license and renewal fee shall be Thirty -Five Dollars ($

35. 00).

All

applicable license fees and any other required fees shall be paid prior to the issuance of any

license.

Sec. 7- 83. Sanitation and Safety Requirements

All licensed premises shall be periodically inspected by the Village Building and Code
Enforcement Supervisor or his duly authorized representative for safety of the structure
and adequacy of plumbing, ventilation, heating, illumination and fire protection.
addition, the premises shall comply with the following regulations:
a)

In

The walls shall be clean and painted with washable, mold -resistant paint in all
rooms where water or steam baths are given;

b)

Floors shall be free from any accumulation of dust, dirt or refuse;

c)

All equipment used in the massage operation shall be maintained in a clean and
sanitary condition;

d)

Soap, towels and laundered sheets must be provided and all such towels, linen and

items for personal use of operators and patrons shall be clean and freshly laundered;
e)

Towels, cloths and sheets shall not be used for more than one patron; provided,
however, heavy white paper may be substituted for sheets provided that such paper
is changed for every patron.

f)

All massage services or practices are prohibited in any cubicle, room, booth or any
area within a massage establishment which is fitted with a door capable of being
locked.

g)

All massage therapists shall wear clean and suitable outer garments whose use are
restricted to the massage establishment, and must wear on such outer garments, at

all times during operation, identification name plates with the license numbers
10

provided by the Village.
h)

Separate toilets, dressing room facilities, lockers, steam baths, tubs and showers
shall be provided for each sex.

Sec. 7- 84. Conditions and Restrictions of License.
a)

Supervision. A massage establishment shall have the premises supervised at all
times when open for business. A massage establishment shall have at least one ( 1)
person who has a valid massage therapist license on the premises at all rimes while

the establishment is open for business. The licensee shall personally supervise the
business, and shall not violate, or permit others to violate, any applicable provisions
of this Article. The violation of any provisions by any agent, employee or
independent contractor of the licensee shall constitute a violation of the licensee.
b)

Separate License for Each Premise. Licenses apply only to the premises described

in the application, and in the license issued thereon, and only one location shall be
so described in each license.
c)

Transfer of License. A license shall be a purely personal privilege, effective for a
period not to exceed one ( 1) year after issuance unless sooner revoked as provided

in this Article, and shall not constitute property. No massage business license is
transferable, separate or divisible, and such authority as a license confers shall be
conferred only on the licensee named therein.
d)

Display of License.

The massage business license and all massage therapist

licenses shall be displayed in an open and conspicuous place of the premises to be
licensed.
e)

Books and Records. Every massage business licensee shall at all times keep an
appointment book in which the name of each and every patron shall be entered,
together with the time, date and place of service, and the service provided, as well
as the name of the massage therapist who performed the service provided.

Such

books and records shall be available at all times for inspection by the Chief of Police
or his authorized representative.

f)

Alcoholic Beverages, Marijuana, Opioids Prohibited.

No person shall sell, give,

dispense, provide or keep or cause to be sold, given, dispensed, provided or kept,

any alcoholic beverage, marijuana or opioids on the premises of any establishment.
g)

Hours of Operation. No massage establishment shall be open for business or in
operation during the hours of 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.

h)

The Chief of Police, any duly authorized police officer or a building and code
enforcement officer of the Village shall have the right to enter the premises for the

purpose of inspecting the premises or operations therein.
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G)

The licensee shall undertake all reasonable efforts to ensure compliance with the
provisions of this Article, including but not limited to, cooperation with the

Village' s enforcement of this Article and the implementation of robust managerial
programs aimed at the prevention of prostitution.

Sec. 7- 85. Prohibited Acts and Conditions.
a)

A patron' s sexual or genital area, including the genitals, pubic area, buttocks, anus,
or perineum of any person, or the vulva or breasts of a female, must be covered by
towels, cloths or undergarments when in the presence of a massage therapist or
employee.

b)

It shall be unlawful for any person, intentionally, in a massage establishment, to

place his or her hand upon, to touch with any part of his or her body, to fondle in
any manner, or to massage, the genital area of another person.
c)

No massage therapist or employee shall perform, offer or agree to perform any act
which would require the touching of the patron' s genital area.

d)

No massage therapist shall administer a massage to a patron exhibiting any skin

fungus, skin infection, skin inflammation, or skin eruption unless a physician duly
licensed by the State of Illinois certifies in writing that such persons may be safely
massaged prescribing the conditions thereof.
e)

No licensee, massage establishment, massage therapist, person, or employee of a
massage establishment shall deny, impede, interfere with, prohibit or refuse to
permit an inspection by a police officer or other employee of the Village.

f)

No person other than a massage therapist, as defined by Section 7- 78( 4) of this
Code, shall administer or perform a massage at a massage establishment.

Sec. 7- 86. Suspension or Revocation of License.

In addition to the provisions under Section 1- 26 (" Suspension Or Revocation Of Licenses

Or Permits; Refusal To Issue Licenses Or Permits") of this Code, the Village Manager may
deny, suspend, revoke, or refuse to issue or renew, a massage business license for any of

the following reasons:
a)

Any violation by the licensee of any provision of this Article or other ordinance of

the Village relating to the license, the subject of the license or to the premises
occupied.

b)

Any violation by the licensee of any ordinance or law regulating massage
establishments or massage therapists of any other jurisdiction.

c)

Any denial, suspension or revocation of a massage business license or similar
In

license issued to the licensee, the licensee' s agent, or the massage establishment' s
owner, operator or employee by the Village or any other jurisdiction unit of local
government.

d)

If a massage license is revoked for any cause, no massage business license shall be
granted to any person for a period of one ( 1) year after the date of the revocation
that will allow a massage business to be operated on the premises described in the
revoked license.

e)

Except as otherwise provided by this Section, the provisions of Section 1- 26 of this
Code shall govern the issuance, denial, suspension or revocation of this license.

f)

The Village Manager shall have the discretion to deny, suspend or revoke a license
for a single violation of this Article.

Sec. 7- 87. Exemptions.

Except as otherwise provided herein, the provisions of this Article do not apply to persons
holding a valid certificate or license to practice medicine, nursing, physical therapy,
occupational therapy, athletic trainer, chiropractic, or other healing arts under the laws of

the State of Illinois, or persons working under the direction of any such licensed persons,
or any barber or cosmetologist lawfully carrying on their respective businesses to the extent

authorized under a valid license or certificate of registration issued by the State of Illinois.
This exemption is not intended for, and does not permit, general massage activities as part

of any barber or cosmetologist business beyond that authorized by their State license or
certification.

Sec. 7- 88. Penalties.

Any person found guilty of violating any provisions of this Article shall be fined not less
than Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($ 250. 00) nor more than One Thousand

Dollars

1, 000. 00) for each offense, and a separate offense shall be deemed committed on each

day during or on which a violation occurs or continues. The license of any person found
guilty of violating any provision of this Article may be denied, suspended or revoked.

SECTION 3: If any section, paragraph, clause or provision of this Ordinance shall be held

invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision shall not affect any of the
other provisions of this Ordinance.

SECTION 4: This Ordinance, and each of its terms, shall be the effective legislative act

of a home rule municipality without regard to whether such Ordinance should: ( a) contain terms
contrary to the provisions of current or subsequent non -preemptive state law; or, ( b) legislate in a
0

manner or regarding a matter not delegated to municipalities by state law. It is the intent of the
corporate authorities of the Village of Deerfield that to the extent that the terms of this Ordinance

should be inconsistent with any non -preemptive state law, this Ordinance shall supersede state law
in that regard within its jurisdiction.

SECTION 5: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage
and approval in the manner provided by law; provided, however, that the effective date will not
occur prior to August 1, 2018.
PASSED this

7th

May ,

day of

2018.

AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Seiden, Shapiro, Struthers
NAYS: None
ABSENT: None
ABSTAIN: None
APPROVED

this

7th

day of

May ,

Village Pr , ident
ATTEST:

illage Cler c
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I. Introduction
A Plus Massages is applying for a Special Use Permit in the C-2 Zoning District, to operate a therapeutic massage facility with
spa services in the Village of Deerfield. We are leasing 2 spaces in the 400 Lake Cook Rd space. Suite 100B (the old State Farm
suite) will be used for our management offices to run day to day operations. Suite 119 will be used for our service providers to
perform therapeutic massage and facial services. Sharon Autman Mims is an Illinois licensed massage therapist and began her
career almost 8 years ago as a licensed massage therapist. Working with chiropractic offices and the massage chain Elements
thru her career, she has mastered the skill of therapeutic massage for pain reduction, and many other needs of clients
requiring therapeutic massage. A Plus Massages has been open an operating in Mount Prospect Illinois for the last 3 years.
Proud members of the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce since we began.
We provide our customers with the highest level of customer service while maintaining a corporate environment guided by
high ethics and geared towards excellence. We constantly challenge ourselves and our systems to ensure we stay on the
leading edge of our industry. We are achieving our goals through hard work, attention to detail, customer feedback, and
innovation of our well trained and highly motivated, valued team members who are encouraged and supported to grow with
our dynamic company.
*View over 100 five-star reviews on Google
www.aplusmassages.com

II. Special Use Permit
A Plus Massages is seeking a Special Use Permit in the Village of Deerfield for a therapeutic massage and spa business. The
establishment will consist of approximately 4072 square feet. Suite 119 consist of 2864 square feet which will be used for
massage services. Suite 100B consist of 1208 square feet which will be used for A Plus Massages management offices. Both
suites are located on the first floor of 400 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield Il. 60015

III. Application Materials

Site Map

III. Application Materials

Aerial Parking View (full)

III. Application Materials

Aerial Parking View (back lot)

Parking Lot (Entrance)

III. Application Materials

ENTRANCE

III. Application Materials

Parking Lot (Exit)

EXIT

III. Application Materials

Floor Plans

III. Application Materials

Floor Plans

III. Application Materials
The floor plan of suite 100B (located directly down the hall from suite 119):
2 offices for management staff
The floor plan of suite 119 (located directly down the hall from suite 100B):
Lobby Area Seating 7 to 10 people
5 single massage rooms
2 couples massage rooms
1 room for facials
1 employee breakroom area
1 storage area / with washer and dryer hookup
2 bathrooms
Male and female shower and locker room

Floor Plans (cont.)

IV. Staff And Services
As a full-service therapeutic massage spa, A Plus Massages will be staffed with up to 9 Illinois licensed professional
massage therapist, one receptionist, and one manager to manage day to day operations.

At peak times there could be up to 9 clients receiving massages at a time. The lobby area will be able to hold up to 8
people and will have an extremely relaxing appearance and feel.
Clients will have the choice of 30, 60, or 90-minute massage sessions.
Hours of operation will be Monday – Friday 9am to 9pm / Saturday and Sunday 10am- 7pm
Our therapist will use professional massage oils and lotions at the client’s discretion to promote circulation, release muscle
tension, and other therapeutic or relaxation needs. A Plus Massages will use the professional massage technique
(required by law) called “draping” when working with full body massages. This technique allows for only the portion of
the body being massaged to be uncovered only. Clients will remain under sheet / blanket at all times, and never fully
exposed at our facility. This is the same technique used by other professional massage businesses.
Services include chair massages, full body massages, corporate chair massage, facials.
The use of two suites does not affect the amount of employees and clients at peak times.

IV. Staff And Services (cont.)
MASSAGE TYPE

AREA OF BODY

TIME

PRICE

Chair Massage

Head, Neck, Shoulders

15 minutes
30 minutes

$25
$40

Signature Massage

Head, Neck, Shoulders, back,
legs, feet

90 minutes

$169

Reflexology

Hands & Feet

15 minutes
30 minutes

$30
$55

Deep Tissue Massage

Head, Neck, Shoulders, back,
legs, feet

30 minutes
60 minutes
90 minutes

$55
$109
$149

Swedish Massage

Head, Neck, Shoulders, back,
legs, feet

30 minutes
60minutes
90minutes

$55
$109
$149

Facials

Head and face

30minutes

$50

V. Special Use Criteria
A. Section 13.11-D Criteria:

1. Compatible With Existing Development
• A Plus Massages will conduct normal business activity and is not proposing any external design or structural changes, ensuring compatibility
and continuity with the existing structure.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
• The site plan indicates the space is of sufficient size to fit the needs of A Plus Massages and its expected customers.
3. Traffic
• The location, frequency, and amount of expected customers will not have adverse effects on the traffic patterns of the surrounding
businesses. There is enough signage and traffic controls along Lake Cook Road near Corporate 500 Access Road, near the proposed location.
4. Parking and Access
• As evidenced in our parking table (Section VII), the addition of A Plus Massages as a special use in the existing structure will not create
parking hazards, nuisances or inconveniences for the surrounding businesses or their patrons.
5. Effects on Neighborhood
• As a quality Massage Spa business, A Plus Massages will compliment and enhance the Village’s diverse mix of retail businesses.
6. Adequate Facilities
• Utilities, access roads, and other necessary facilities have been provided
7. Adequate Buffering
▪ Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or
to screen parking areas andother visually incompatible uses.

VI. Signage

VII. Parking Table
There currently are 19 businesses located in the office building with main business hours being 9am to 5pm.
There are approximately 122 parking spaces. There are 4 accessible spaces.

See attached “Aerial Parking View” for photo of large parking lot.
*Realtor will be in attendance to discuss any questions at the Public Hearing meeting on January 9th, 2020.

This information was provided to us by:
Michaela Nunez | Operations Administrator
Imperial Realty Company
4747 West Peterson, Suite 200
Chicago, IL 60646
(P) 773.736.6417 (F) 773.736.6418
mnunez@imperialrealtyco.com
www.imperialrealtyco.com

VII. Parking Table (cont.)
Tenant names:

Sq/Ft

Hours of Operation Type

Dr. Elizabeth Eyles
State Farm
Audiology Assoc of Deerfield
North Shore Academic
My Own Meals
CB&me
Turim financial
REIP inc
Galliani Mulvaney Assoc
Stewart Miller Inc
Kaihara & Aburano
Dr Alan Olthoff
J&J Partnership
AGH Commercial Finance
Accord Hospice
Linda Kroll
Jennifer Lemke
Vera Yanishevsky
Burr Anderson
Dr Mark Will

1874
1208
1935
805
1091
587
850
1011
2874
648
1046
595
757
732
761
490
369
575
830
545

9:30am - 6:00pm medical
9:00am – 5:00pm insurance
8:30am - 5:00pm medical
Management has informed us that there is more
10:00am - 6:00pm medical
than enough space for parking. Assuming our
peak times we be Mon – Friday 5 to 8pm and
9:00am - 5:00pm office
Saturdays 12 to 6pm and having about 7 to 10
Not Available
office
clients visiting us at a time. There is normally
8:30am - 5:00pm financial
not many cars parked in the back-parking lot
which has almost 40 spaces available.
Not Available
medical
7:30am - 1:00pm attorney
EMPLOYEES PARKING: with a plethora of spaces
9:00am - 5:00pm
office
available the parking will be first come first serve
9:00am - 5:00pm
Attorney
to all employees.
8:00am - 5:00pm
medical
Not Available
Not available
Not Available
financial office
9:00am - 5:00pm
medical
Not Available
medical
8:00am - 5:00pm
medical
Not Available
medical
Not Available
medical
9:00am – 5:00pm (M,W,F) medical

VIII. Conclusion
With our location located in the heart of the village, only minutes from main shopping centers, A Plus Massages offers
convenience in its location as well as accessibility to all residents and shoppers. The hours and flexibility of Sharon
Autman’s staff of licensed massage therapist is sure to promote wellness and relaxation through professional and
affordable services. The addition of A Plus Massages will increase diversity of businesses offered to all residents of the
village.
We respectfully ask for a favorable recommendation from the Plan Commission and thank you for your time and
consideration.

IX. Exhibit A: Legal Description

EXHIBIT A
Parcel 1:
That part of the Southeast 1/4 of Section 33, Township 43 North, Range 12, East of the third principal
meridian, in Lake County, Illinois and described as follows: Beginning at the Southwest corner of the
Southeast 1/4 of said Section 33; thence North along the West line thereof 467.03 feet; thence
northeasterly toward a point in the center line of Waukegan Road, 750.0 feet northwesterly of the
intersection of the center line of Waukegan Road with the South line of said Section 22, a distance of
169.18 feet; thence South parallel with the West line of said Southeast 1/4, 544.15 feet to the South
line of the Southeast 1/4 of said Section 33; thence West along said South line 150.0 feet to the place
of beginning, in Lake County, Illinois.
Parcel 2:
The East 20 feet of the South 435.0 feet of the Southwest 1/4 of Section 33, Township 43 North, Range
12, East of the third principal meridian, in Lake County, Illinois.

PINs: 16-33-400-011 (Parcel 1) and 16-33-300-014 (Parcel 2)
Commonly known as 400 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield, IL 60015

X. Exhibit B: Plat Of Survey

XI. Landlord’s Authorization Letter

DRAFT
RECOMMENDATION
TO: Mayor and Board of Trustees
FROM: Plan Commission
DATE: December 12, 2019
RE: Public Hearing on the Request for Approval of an Amendment to a Special Use to
Add Four (4) Pickleball Courts to Deerspring Park (Deerfield Park District)
We transmit for your consideration a recommendation adopted by the Plan Commission
of the Village of Deerfield regarding approval of an amendment to the Deerspring Park
Special Use to add four (4) pickleball courts to Deerspring Park. The Plan Commission
held a public hearing on December 12, 2019. At that public hearing, the petitioners
presented testimony and documentary evidence in support of the request. A copy of
the public hearing and the workshop minutes are attached.
In support of its request, the Plan Commission makes the following findings of fact and
conclusions:
FINDINGS OF FACT
Subject Property
The subject property consists of Deerspring Park and Pool. Deerspring Park is currently
15.79 acres in size and is zoned P-1 Public Lands District. In 2005, the Park District
received approval for an amendment to their Special Use for Deerspring Park to allow
renovations to the pool and parking lot (Ordinance O-05-10 dated April 14, 2005)
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: R-1 Single Family District – single family homes
South (across Deerfield Road): R-1 Single Family District – single family homes
East: R-1 Single Family District – single family homes
West: R-1 and R-3 Single Family District – single family homes
Proposed Plan
The Deerfield Park District is proposing to renovate the northwest section of the park by
removing the existing sand volleyball court and adding four (4) pickleball courts in its
place. The proposed pickleball courts will have a 10-foot high chain link fence with
1
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windscreens around the courts and an asphalt surface. The paved court area will be
9,678 square feet in area and no lights will be added to the courts. The petitioner’s
plans indicate that the majority of pickleball play is in the mornings, generally between
7:00AM – 11:00AM and will not pose a conflict between pool users and pickleball
players as the pool does not open to the general entire public until 11:00AM. The
petitioner’s plans also indicate that the proposed pickleball courts will be located
approximately 327 feet from the nearest home to the east; 248 feet from the nearest
home to the northwest; and 250 feet from the nearest home to the west. The Park
District will not conduct organized leagues on the pickleball courts.
No new parking spaces will be added as part of this project as it is anticipated that the
existing parking supply will accommodate the pickleball players. The petitioner’s plans
indicate that portable benches will be provided as well as a paved path connecting the
courts to the existing paved path running north from the pool complex. The existing
paved path will also be renovated as part of this project as well as the replacement of
seven trees that will be removed due to the construction of the courts. The plan will
also incorporate a newly created 12,000 square foot detention area, located east of the
new pickleball courts, to meet storm water management requirements. The detention
area will be seeded with a native plant mix. No additional signage is proposed as part of
this renovation project.
Noise Assessment of Proposed Pickleball Courts
The petitioner engaged Dr. Thomas Thunder, Audiologist and Acoustical Specialist, to
conduct two sound studies in anticipation of noise concerns. The first report Noise
Assessment of Pickleball Play assessed noise data in order to locate the pickleball courts
to limit the impact on residential neighbors and the second report Noise Assessment of
Pickleball Play in Deerspring Park assessed the noise impact of the proposed pickleball
courts on adjacent properties. The second report concluded that the noise of pickleball
play, coupled with the location of the courts from the residential properties, would not
present an impact to its neighbors. Mr. Thunder’s explanation of the noise generated
by the proposed is explained on page 2-3 of the Noise Assessment of Pickleball Plan
report and page 2-3 of the Noise Assessment of Pickleball Play in Deerspring Park
report.
Access
The vehicular access points to the property will not be changed. There is vehicular
access from the south at Deerfield Road and from the north at Margate Terrace. The
north/south access road is two way, while the traffic flow within the parking lot is one
way.
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Zoning Conformance – P-1 Public Land District
There are no Permitted Uses in the P-1 Public Lands District. All uses allowed in the P-1
Public Lands District are Special Uses. The proposed changes to Deerspring Park
require an amendment to the existing Special Use for the park. Attached are the
Special Use standards. In the P-1 Public Lands District, there is a provision in the
Zoning Ordinance that allows flexibility in the regulations for public facilities. Article
7.06-B Modification of Regulations states “Because of the difficulties involved in
balancing the need for control of land development impacts and the need for provision
of public facilities, such uses may depart from the strict conformance with bulk
standards and other requirements of this ordinance. Departure from any requirement
specified in this Ordinance shall be granted only upon approval of the Village Board
subject to the procedural requirements for Special Uses set forth in Article 13.”
Bulk Standards in the P-1 Public Lands District
Minimum Yards
Required: Front yard (at south end of the park) - the building must be set back from
the front lot line a distance at least equal to that of the adjacent zoning district
requiring the greatest front yard (which is R-3 single family residential district). The R3 single family residential district requires a 25' front yard.
Proposed: No changes at the south end of the park.
Required: Side Yards (to east and west) – No side yard required except a side yard
adjoining a residential district shall be at least 10 feet.
Proposed: No changes to the east and west sides of the park.
Required: Rear Yard (to north) - A rear yard adjoining a residential district shall be at
25 feet.
Proposed: The proposed pickleball courts will not be in the rear yard setback, and is
approximately 65 feet from the north property line.
Maximum Lot Coverage
Allowed: The total ground area occupied by the principal and accessory buildings shall
not exceed forty (40) percent of the total lot area.
Proposed: Approximately 8%
Maximum Building Height
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Allowed: The maximum building height allowed is 35 feet to the top of the roof.
Proposed: The existing building will not be changed as part of the renovations to the
park.
Parking
The Zoning Ordinance requires 256 parking spaces based on the requirement of one (1)
parking space for each 5,000 square feet of gross land area for a public park,
playgrounds, and athletic fields, and one (1) parking space for each 75 square feet of
water area for a public swimming pool. The pool would require 118 spaces (8,850/75 =
118) and the 15.79 acre park would require 137.5 spaces for a total of 256 parking
spaces (118 spaces for the pool and 137.5 for the park = 255.5 = 256 spaces).
Deerspring Park currently has 70 parking spaces and 5 accessible spaces for a total of
75 marked parking spaces on site.
In 2005, the Deerspring Park was granted a parking exception/modification as part of
their renovation plan to provide 109 spaces (an increase of 52 spaces at the time) in
lieu of the required 256 spaces because Deerspring Park is not a heavily programmed
park. The swimming pool operation is only 12 weeks and a large portion of the 15.79acre park is made up of a heavily wooded area. There are no athletic fields that attract
a large number of participants, the tennis court users tend to park on one side of
Margate Terrace, and the sand volley court is used on a random, unprogrammed basis.
The 2005 plan also included 25 landbanked spaces that would be created if necessary.
These landbanked spaces are located on the east side of the existing north/south
access road.
Staff has asked the Police Department if there have been any parking complaints along
Margate Terrace and Lions Drive (at the north end of Deerspring Park where patrons
could park). Parking is prohibited on the south side of Margate Terrace/Manor Drive
along the north end of Deerspring Park. Since 2014, there were two complaints (both
in 2017) that had to do with on-site parking because of a swim meet.
Traffic and Parking Study
The petitioner has engaged a traffic consultant, Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc., to
conduct traffic and parking analysis, dated November 11, 2019 for the proposed
pickleball courts in Deerspring Park.
Table 1 on page 2 of the petitioner’s study summarizes the hourly and total daily
historical pool attendance for the calendar years, 2017-2019. The pool does not
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typically open to the general public until after 11:00 AM with the highest average daily
usage occurring between 11:00 AM and 3:00 PM. COHO swim club usage and adult
swim occurs from 8:00 AM – 11:00 AM. Table 2 on page 4 estimates trip generated
from the proposed pickleball courts. Trip generation rates published by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) in the 10th Edition of the Manual Trip Generation were
used to determine the anticipate traffic from the proposed recreational use. The ITE
data does not contain data specific to pickleball so site traffic was estimated using the
closest ITE land use, tennis courts, since it provided similar characteristics. Table 1
estimated the number of new peak hour trips during the weekday morning, weekday
evening, and Saturday midday peak hour. Table 2 indicates that the proposed
pickleball courts will generate approximately 17 two-way vehicle trips during the
weekday morning, evening and Saturday peak hour (9 entering and 8 exiting) and a
daily total of 122 trips. Based on the operational characteristics of pickleball, the
weekday evening peak demand is anticipated to be lower than the weekday morning
trips as most play occurs during the morning timeframe and completed prior to noon.
The study indicates that the pickleball courts are anticipated to have little effect on the
operations of the area roadway network. However, in order to facilitate traffic on-site,
the following should be considered as indicated in Part V of the Traffic and Parking
Study: re-apply the one-way pavement markings (arrows), indicating counterclockwise
traffic flow within the drive aisles of the Deerspring Park parking lot area. This could be
supplemented with signage (Do Not Enter) to further enhance this flow. This will also
serve to minimize pedestrian conflicts within the parking lot, as well as drop-off
operations.
The petitioner projected peak parking demand for the existing and proposed
development by referencing the ITE Parking Generation 5th edition, historical Deerspring
Pool attendance data, and aerial photography data (2015-2019) as indicated in Table
5, 6 and 7 on pages 5-7 of the study. Based on the parking analysis, study concluded
that the existing parking supply is adequate to accommodate the anticipated parking
demand for the proposed use on a typical day and the proposed use's peak demand is
not anticipated to coincide with the adjacent (pool) use. The study indicated that peak
parking demand during the limited scheduled events (i.e. COHO Swim Club) in
Deerspring would exceed the available off-street parking supply although the adjacent
street parking supply is sufficient to accommodate this infrequent overflow parking
demand.
Landscape Plan
The petitioners are proposing changes to the existing landscaping on the property in
conjunction with the proposed pickleball courts. The petitioner’s plans indicate that they
will be replacing a tree for every tree that is being removed. The petitioner’s Planting
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and Landscape plan indicates the location, number, type and size of the proposed
plantings to be replaced on the property ranging from 12 to 16 feet in height. The
existing tree inventory and plantings that will be removed in the renovation area is also
shown on the Planting and Landscape Plan.
Storm Water Drainage and Utilities
The petitioners will be providing storm water detention for the proposed renovations.
The plan will incorporate a newly created 12,000 square foot detention area located
east of the new pickleball courts, to meet storm water management requirements. The
detention area will be seeded with a native plant mix. There is an existing inlet located
in the detention area. The Park District’s civil engineer testified regarding the proposed
storm water management plan to accommodate the new pickleball courts. See pages 6
and 7 of the Public Hearing minutes for details on the proposed storm water plan. Final
engineering will have to satisfy Village storm water requirements to be approved by the
Village Engineering Department. To obtain additional information about the proposed
use and to assist the Village in its evaluation of the application, the Village’s Director of
Public Works and Engineering has determined that an outside qualified civil engineering
firm will review the Park District’s storm water plans. The results of the review were
not available for the Public Hearing.
Fire Department
The Deerfield Bannockburn Riverwoods Fire Department submitted a letter dated,
October 22, 2019, which indicated that they have reviewed the proposed construction
of the pickleball courts and do not have any issues with the proposed project and is
recommending approval of the project.
Bike Facilities
Bicycle facilities must be indicated on the petitioner’s plan as required by the Zoning
Ordinance. Ordinance 0-02-09 required that where appropriate, all developments in the
P-1 Public Lands District (as well as the C-1, C-2, and I-1 District), have to provide for
bicycle storage, safe and smooth internal circulation, and connections to adjacent
developments and bike paths. Deerspring Park has an existing bike storage area to the
north of the existing building and there is an existing path from both Deerfield Road
and Margate Terrace to the building. The petitioner’s plans do not indicate additional
bike racks are planned as a result of this proposed project.
CONCLUSIONS
Compatible with Existing Development
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The Plan Commission finds that the proposed pickleball court improvements are
planned so that it will be compatible with existing development in the area and will not
impede the normal and orderly development and improvement of surrounding
properties. The Plan Commission finds the proposed improvements will not have an
adverse impact on surrounding properties. They believe the size and location of the
improvements are appropriate. The Plan Commission finds there is a need for the
proposed pickleball courts and it is well planned. The Plan Commission finds the
petitioner has been sensitive to the surrounding residential properties and the
renovations will not have a negative impact on the surrounding properties. The Plan
Commission believes the proposed renovations will be compatible with the site.
Lot of Sufficient Size
The Plan Commission finds the lot is of sufficient size for the proposed improvements.
The Plan Commission finds the proposed plans for the property are appropriate and
reasonable, and the property is of sufficient size for the proposed renovations. The
Plan Commission finds the proposed plans for the property are appropriate and
reasonable, and the property is of sufficient size for the proposed renovations.
Traffic
The Plan Commission finds that the proposed improvements will not have an adverse
traffic impact in the area. The Plan Commission heard testimony from the traffic and
parking consultant. The Park District anticipates that the improvements to the north end
of Deerspring Park will increase the level of activity as a result of the pickleball courts.
The petitioner testified that pickle ball is typically played in the morning hours. The
Plan Commission believes the addition of the pickle ball courts will lead to an increase in
multi-generational use of the park and the activities that will be staggered throughout
the day that will be reflected in staggered vehicular traffic.
Parking and Access
The Plan Commission finds that the parking for the Deerspring Park pickleball courts will
be adequate and the parking will work well. The level of activity at the park will slightly
increase as a result of the renovations. The Plan Commission believes the number of
spaces provided can accommodate the new activity and parking will be adequate.
The Plan Commission finds the access to Deerspring Park works well. The Plan
Commission believes that the vehicular access to the facility, that already exists and will
remain in its current configuration, is safe.
Effect on the Neighborhood
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The Plan Commission finds that the approval of the proposed improvements will not be
significantly or materially detrimental to the health, safety, and welfare of the public or
injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or
impair property values in the surrounding areas. The Plan Commission finds that the
proposed pickleball courts fit in well with the existing surrounding neighborhood and
will not have a negative effect on the neighborhood. The Plan Commission considered
the possible impact the pickleball courts may have on the adjacent residential
properties. The Plan Commission heard testimony from the Park District sound expert
and finds the pickleball courts are located a sufficient distance from the homes. The
Plan Commission finds the acoustic study provides data that the sound from pickleball
play will have minimal impact on the surrounding properties. The Plan Commission
believes there is a need for the proposed improvements and they are well planned with
sensitivity to the surrounding residential properties. The Plan Commission is pleased
that no lights are proposed as part of these renovations.
Adequate Facilities
The Plan Commission finds that adequate facilities will be available to service the
proposed Deerspring Park renovations. The proposed improvements will be reviewed
by a third party engineering firm to assist the Village in its evaluation of the proposed
storm water drainage plan. The Plan Commission is confident that the storm water
drainage plan will work for the subject property and recommends improving the storm
water drainage plan. The petitioner’s storm water plans will be addressing the impact of
the pickleball courts, but the Plan Commission is recommending that the Park District
consider increasing the capacity of the retention pond so that the existing drainage
system is improved over what it is today.
Adequate Buffering
The Plan Commission finds that the existing buffering on the subject property is
adequate to buffer the subject property from the residential properties. There will be a
need for some tree removal to accommodate the proposed detention improvements but
the Plan Commission is pleased that the Park District is replacing the trees one for one
with higher quality trees. The petitioner testified that this plan calls for preserving as
many of existing trees in the park as possible and mitigating for tree removal.
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RECOMMENDATION
Accordingly, it is the recommendation of the Plan Commission to approve the Deerfield
Park District’s request for an Amendment to a Special Use to add four (4) pickleball
courts to Deerspring Park subject to the recommendations of the engineering firm that
will review the Park District’s engineering plan regarding the installation of the four (4)
pickleball courts, and to encourage the Park District to improve the capacity of the
retention pond so that the existing drainage system will be improved over what is there
today, be approved.
Ayes: Silva, Bromberg, Keefe, Goldstone, Berg (5)
Nays: None (0)
Respectfully submitted,
Larry Berg, Chairman
Deerfield Plan Commission
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RECOMMENDATION
TO: Mayor and Board of Trustees
FROM: Plan Commission
DATE: December 12, 2019
RE: Request for a Text Amendment to the I-1 Office Research and Restricted Industrial
District to Allow a Private Preschool as a Special Use in this District; Approval of a
Special Use for Phase I and II for Guidepost Montessori School at 1085 Lake Cook
Road; a Text Amendment for Signage for a Private Preschool; and an Amendment to a
Planned Unit Development (Deerfield 1085 LLC. and Higher Ground Education)
We transmit for your consideration a recommendation adopted by the Plan Commission
of the Village of Deerfield on the request of the petitioners for a Text Amendment to the
I-1 Office Research and Restricted Industrial District to allow a private preschool as a
Special Use in this district; Approval of a Special Use for Phase I and II for Guidepost
Montessori School at 1085 Lake Cook Road; a Text Amendment for signage for a
private preschool; and an Amendment to a Planned Unit Development. The Plan
Commission held a public hearing on December 12, 2019. At that public hearing, the
petitioners presented testimony and documentary evidence in support of the request. A
copy of the public hearing and workshop minutes are attached.
In support of its request, the Plan Commission makes the following findings of fact and
conclusions:
FINDINGS OF FACT
Subject Property
The subject property consists of 4.97 acres of land at 1085 Lake Cook Road. The
vacant, former Hellenic American Academy elementary and middle school building was
approved in 2005 (Ordinances O-05-13, O-05-14, and O-05-15). Prior to the Hellenic
American Academy, the property was a State Farm auto claims center (approved in
1991 by Ordinance O-91-26). The property unfortunately ended up in bankruptcy
court, and the property went to auction in June of 2019.
The subject property is zoned I-1 Office, Research, and Restricted Industrial District.
The original development was approved as a two lot planned unit development (PUD) in
1991 by Ordinance O-91-26, Lot 1 is located to the south at 1095 Lake Cook Road and
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is the Rochelle Zell Jewish High School (approved in 2004 by Ordinances 0-04-64, 0-0465, and 0-04-66). Lot 2 is the subject property.
The Comprehensive Plan indicates that this property is appropriate for an institutional
use as that has been the use of the property since it was developed in 2005 with the
Hellenic Academy.
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: (across Lake Cook Road): R-3 Single Family Residential District - single
family homes
South: I-1 Office, Research and Restricted Industrial District - Rochelle Zell Jewish
High School
East: P-1 Public Lands District - Regional Storm Water Detention Basin
West: I-1 Office, Research, and Restricted Industrial District - Deerfield Business
Center (6 single-story office buildings)
Proposed Guidepost Montessori School
The petitioners are proposing a 20,465 square foot Guidepost Montessori school to be
located in the former Hellenic American Academy building at 1085 Lake Cook Road.
The petitioner’s plans indicate that the school will be developed in two phases. Phase I
will be 11,416 square feet on the south side of the building. During Phase I, the 9,049
square feet on the north side of the building will be vacant. Phase II will occupy the full
20,0465 square foot building and open as enrollment dictates, approximately three to
four years after Phase I. The petitioner anticipates 93 students (6 weeks – 6 years)
and 19 staff members in Phase I and a total of 220 students (6 weeks – 6 years) and a
total of 42 staff members when the school is at full capacity.
The proposed Guidepost Montessori School does not have set start or dismissal times.
The plans indicate that students arrive between 7:00AM – 8:30AM and leave
approximately between 3:00PM – 6:00PM. The petitioner’s material indicates that
arrivals and departures will vary based on parent and other schedules. The children will
be placed into classrooms by age group.
The main entrance to the Montessori school will be on the east side of the building. As
the children are of a young age, parents will park their vehicles in the parking lot east
of the building and walk their children into the building through a keypad entry access
at the main entry door. All doors are to remain locked at all times. The petitioner’s
material indicates that based on their experience at their other schools, approximately
30% of the students are siblings, and consequently, travel to and from school in a
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single vehicle rather than each child in a separate car.
With the exception of site maintenance, replacement of the existing playground
equipment, and new wall and ground signs, there will be no exterior modifications or
expansion to the existing building. Playground equipment will be replaced in Phase I.
The infant playground adjacent to the building will have bollards and a sunshade.
The petitioner does plan extensive maintenance and remodeling to the building interior.
For the sake of avoiding redundancy, please see the petitioner’s plans for more detailed
information on Guidepost Montessori school operations.
Zoning Conformance
The petitioners are seeking a Text Amendment to allow a preschool open to the general
public in the I-1 Office Research and Restricted Industry District as a Special Use; , a
Text Amendment to the Sign Ordinance to Allow Signage for a Private Preschool in the
I-1 Office, Research, and Restricted Industrial District; and an Amendment to the
Planned Unit Development. The petitioners are also seeking approval of a Special Use
for the Guidepost Montessori School at 1085 Lake Cook Road. The Special Use
standards are attached.
The petitioner has indicated that the development of this property will be done in two
phases. At the October 24, 2019 prefiling conference, the Plan Commission inquired if
both phases of Guidepost could be approved at this time or if the applicant would need
to comeback for approval of Phase II. Staff indicated that Guidepost would not have to
come back unless there were changes to the plans that warranted the applicant to
return. Since Phase II is within the footprint of the building and the traffic study takes
into account Phase II, it can be approved now.
The property is currently zoned I-1 Office, Research and Restricted Industrial District.
At the present time, a preschool is not a Permitted or Special Use in the I-1 Office,
Research and Restricted Industrial District. If a proposed use is not listed as either a
Permitted or a Special Use in a zoning district, it is not allowed. In order to allow the
proposed use in the I-1 District, a text amendment would have to be made to the
Zoning Ordinance for a preschool to be allowed as a Special Use in the I-1 Office,
Research, and Restricted Industrial District. Recall that the Greek School was an
elementary and middle school and that use is a Special Use in the I-1 District, which
was added to the I-1 District in 2005 when the school was approved. The Plan
Commission shall not recommend the adoption of a proposed text amendment unless it
finds that the adoption of such a text amendment is in the public interest and is not
solely for the interest of the applicant. The proposed text amendment is written to
apply to the subject property and is as follows:
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Add number 26 to Article 6.01-C Special Uses in the I-1 District:
26. Private Preschool
A private preschool provided such use is developed as part
of a Planned Unit Development, the parcel upon which the use is developed shall
include a minimum of 4.5 acres, and such Planned Unit Development is located
adjacent to Interstate Highway 94 (also known as the Edens Spur).
I-1 PUD Requirements
The setbacks, lot coverage, open space, site landscaping, parking lot lighting and
access points in this development are not changing. Signage will be added for the new
use, and the playground equipment will be replaced. The proposed use will occupy this
existing building with interior renovations.
Parking
The required parking for a nursery school and childcare center open to the general
public is one (1) parking space for each teacher and employee, plus one (1) parking
space for each ten (10) students. Based on the child care center parking requirement
and full capacity of the Montessori school after Phase II development (42 staff and 220
students), a total of 64 spaces would be required (42 + 220/10 = 64 spaces).
The 1085 Lake Cook Road property currently has a total of 129 parking spaces including
5 accessible parking spaces according to the petitioner’s Title Survey by Thomson
Surveying Ltd., dated September 3, 2019. No parking spaces will be lost with the re-use
of the existing building.
Vehicular Access to the Subject Property
Access to and from the subject property is provided by the signalized intersection at the
Lake Cook Road and Pine Street intersection. North and south traffic movements
through the Lake Cook Road and Pine Street intersection are allowed by the Cook
County Highway Department (which has jurisdiction over Lake Cook Road), but the
north and south movements through this intersection are still prohibited by the
Deerfield Municipal Code.
Access is also provided by an existing east-west frontage road to the south of Lake
Cook Road that extends from the subject property west to the AMLI apartment
development. The frontage road is a private road that is maintained by the property
4
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owners that access this road.
Access to the proposed Guidepost Montessori School will be from the existing
north/south drive on the west side of the property. Additionally, the access to the
Rochelle Zell Jewish High School is from this existing north/south road, and also the
access to the BJBE synagogue is from this same north/south drive. An access
easement for ingress and egress exists between the two parcels in this development.
Inbound traffic (traffic entering from Lake Cook Road) on the north/south access road
does not stop at the intersection with the frontage road, but the remainder of this
intersection is under stop sign control. The proposed access point to the Guidepost
Montessori School off the north/south access road will not be changed.
Traffic flow on the subject property will be a two-way circulation pattern. Vehicles will
enter and exit at the north access point.
Traffic and Parking Study
The petitioner’s traffic consultant, Gewalt Hamilton Associates (GHA), conducted a
traffic impact study dated November 21, 2019, for the proposed Guidepost Montessori
School at 1085 Lake Cook Road. GHA conducted traffic counts at the subject site on
Tuesday, November 5, from 6:00-9:00 AM and from 2:00-6:00 PM. The study indicates
that peak hours occurred between 7:45-8:45 AM and 3:45-4:45 PM (Peak hours were
selected based on the Pine Street intersection with the Frontage Road to ensure the
Guidepost Montessori School traffic was accurately considered.). The study noted no
unusual activities (e.g. roadway construction, emergency vehicle activity or inclement
weather) were observed during counts that could impact traffic volumes or travel
patterns in the vicinity. The traffic consultant ensured that the Rochelle Zell Jewish High
School was operating a normal schedule before conducting our counts and confirmed
temple BJBE operations on the date of the counts. Traffic generation analysis was
expanded west along the Frontage Road to the Birchwood/Embassy Way intersections
and included both phases of the proposed Guidepost Montessori School.
Exhibit 6 on page 10 tabulates traffic generation for both phases of the proposed
Guidepost Montessori School. Since there is no published data for Montessori Schools,
Guidepost collected arrival and departure data at three of their other facilities and
provided that information in terms of a percentage of the students that arrive and
depart during the morning and afternoon / evening hours. Based on the arrival and
departure information, approximately 28.6% of the students are expected to arrive
during the morning peak hour (7:45-8:45 AM) and 12.6% are expected to depart the
facility during the evening peak hour (3:45-4:45 PM). The report indicates that
5
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carpools account for up to 25% of students. The proposed Montessori School is
expected to generate between 54 morning and 24 evening Peak Hour trips during
Phase I, and 126 morning and 56 evening peak hour trips during Phase II without
accounting for siblings carpools. The study also indicates that all inbound and
outbound traffic will be directed to utilize the north entrance and not conflict with
RZJHS traffic along the Pine Street extension during morning arrival and afternoon
departure periods.
Part B of Exhibit 6 on page 10 provides the anticipated distribution of the site traffic of
the development. Anticipated distribution was based on existing site travel patterns,
access driveways and the operational characteristics of the adjacent street system.
Exhibits 7A, and 7B on pages 12 and 13 illustrate the site traffic during the weekday
morning and evening peak hours for site traffic during Phase I and Phase II
respectively. The trips were based on the traffic characteristics summarized on Exhibit 6
(traffic generation and trip distribution) and assigned to the area roadways.
Capacity analyses are a standard measurement that identifies how an intersection
operates. Part A of Exhibit 10 on page 18 lists the analysis parameters, as published in
the Transportation Research Board’s (TRB) Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 6th
Edition. Operations are measured in terms of Level of Service (LOS). The concept of
LOS is defined as a qualitative measure describing operational conditions within a traffic
stream and their perception by motorists and/or passengers. A Level of Service
definition provides an index to quality of traffic flow in terms of such factors as speed,
travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, comfort, convenience, and
safety. Intersection capacity analyses were used to analyze the intersections for the
weekday morning and evening peak hours. Park B of Exhibit 10 on page 19
summarizes the intersection capacity analysis results and queues. Key observations and
comments are included on page 16 and 17 of the petitioner’s traffic impact study.
Analyses from the traffic impact study concludes that the increase in project sitegenerated traffic has minimal effect upon the operations of the area roadway network
during the morning peak hours but will have more noticeable impacts during the
evening peak hours, even with the implementation of the following recommendations.




All peak hour Montessori School traffic will utilize the east leg of the Pine Street
at Frontage Road intersection for ingress and egress to the site.
No inbound traffic from the Pine Street extension will be permitted.
Only right turns out of the site access onto the Pine Street Extension will be
permitted from the Guidepost site during non-peak hours.
6
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The traffic study notes that the approach taken in estimating the impacts of the site
traffic overstate the impacts, but represent a conservative approach to determining the
impacts. Given the result of operations, it is very likely that Guidepost Montessori
parents will strategically adjust their afternoon and evening pick-up times to minimize
both their own delays and as a result reduce the impact of the development on the area
roadways.
The petitioner’s study acknowledged that based on the Village Zoning Ordinance for this
use of one (1) parking space for each teacher and employee, plus one (1) parking
space for each ten (10) students at full capacity (Phase II - 42 staff and 220 students),
a total of 64 spaces would be required. (42 (1/Staff) + 220 students /1 per 10 students
= 42+ 22 = 64 spaces). The study indicates that the 1085 Lake Cook Road property
currently has 129 parking spaces including five accessible parking spaces, which is more
than sufficient to meet the Village’s requirement.
Signage
A text amendment is needed to the Zoning Ordinance for the signage for a preschool
use in the I-1 Office, Research, and Restricted Industrial District because the existing
regulations for the former Hellenic American Academy school doesn’t apply as they are
for an elementary and middle school and not a preschool, therefore the text
amendment is needed.
The petitioners are proposing two (2) wall signs and one (1) double-faced ground sign
for the Montessori school. One wall sign will be on the north elevation and one wall
sign will be on the west elevation. Both wall signs will be 1.46’ tall and 14.26 wide
(20.82 square feet) when a box is placed around the sign elements. The wall signs will
be externally illuminated with gooseneck lights above the sign.
The monument sign will be located south of the frontage road as indicated on the site
plan. The text of the monument sign will identify the name of the school with logo.
The monument sign is proposed to be 5.46’ tall and 6’ wide (32.76 square feet) when a
box is placed around all the sign elements, with aluminum and stucco finishes. The
ground sign will be externally illuminated with in-ground spot lights.
Proposed Text Amendment:
Add Number 13 to Article 9.02-C:
13. Signage for private preschool facilities located in the I-1 Office, Research, and
Restricted Industrial District
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a. Number and Content
(1) Wall Sign
Not more than two (2) wall signs shall be permitted for a private preschool. Said sign
shall only indicate the name and logo of the school.
(2) Ground Sign
Not more than one (1) on-site ground sign shall be permitted for a private preschool.
Said signs shall only indicate the name and/or address of the school and logo.
b. Area
(1) Wall Sign
The maximum surface area shall not exceed 21 square feet in area.
(2) Ground Sign
The maximum surface area shall not exceed 33 square feet in area.
c. Location
(1) Wall Sign
The wall sign may be located on the wall of the principle building, which fronts on a
private road or any entranceway to the private preschool.
(2) Ground Sign
An on-site ground sign may be located in a required front yard provided it does not
cause a safety problem for entering and exiting vehicles and pedestrians.
d. Height
(1) A wall sign shall not project higher than the roof deck or sixteen (16) feet from
grade on the wall of the building on which it is placed, whichever is lesser.
(2) Ground Sign
An on-site ground sign shall project no higher than 5’ 5-1/2” feet above grade.
e. Illumination
(1) Wall Sign
A wall sign may be illuminated.
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(2) Ground Sign
An on-site ground sign may be illuminated.
Responding to Neighbors Concerns
At the October 24, 2019 Prefiling Conference meeting, the Plan Commission discussed
an email from the Rochelle Zell Jewish High School (RZJHS), dated October 24, 2019
regarding their concerns of the proposed Montessori School Special Use at 1085 Lake
Cook Road. The letter outlined traffic (arrival and departure times) concerns coinciding
with RZJHS arrival and departure times; routing of inbound and outbound traffic at the
south access drive for the proposed Montessori School; a proposed monument sign at
the south access drive west of the 1085 Lake Cook Road building and future expansion.
The petitioner has reached out to RZJHS and addressed their concerns by sending their
traffic impact study detailing arrival and departure times for the Montessori School;
proposing to route all inbound and outbound vehicular traffic for the Montessori School
traffic to the north access drive only; eliminating the monument sign at the south
access drive; and reiterating that any expansion for this Special Use will remain in the
existing building footprint.
Fire Department
The Northbrook Fire Department (which has jurisdiction south of Lake Cook Road)
reviewed the site plan for emergency vehicle accessibility and did not have any issues.
CONCLUSIONS
Request for approval of a Text Amendment for a private preschool in the I-1
Office, Research and Restricted Industrial District
The Plan Commission is in favor of amending the I-1 Office, Research, and Restricted
Industrial District to allow the proposed use as a Special Use in this district. At the
present time, an elementary and middle school is a Special Use in the I-1 District but
this educational use does not fall into this category, so a Text Amendment is needed.
The Plan Commission finds the use is appropriate for the 1-1 Office, Research, and
Restricted Industrial District as a Special Use, and believes it is in the public interest to
allow this use. The property was previously used for an elementary and middle school
and they believe the proposed use is appropriate for the I-1 District as a Special Use.
The proposed school fills a need in the community for this type of educational facility.
The Plan Commission finds the use is appropriate in this location and the proposed text
amendment for the preschool has been written to apply to the subject property, as was
9
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the text amendment for the Hellenic Academy was when this school was approved.
Request for Approval of a Special Use for a Private Preschool
Compatible with Existing Development
The Plan Commission finds that the proposed private preschool is planned so that it will
be compatible with existing development in the area. The Plan Commission finds that
the proposed private preschool will not impede the normal and orderly development
and improvements of surrounding properties. The Plan Commission finds the proposed
school will be an asset to the community. One of the uses designated in the
Comprehensive Plan for this property is institutional use. An institutional use (a private
preschool) is proposed for this property, and an education use (the Rochelle Zell Jewish
High School) also occupies the property to the south. The Plan Commission believes
these two uses will be compatible and will work well together.
The Plan Commission finds the private preschool is a good use of the property which
was previously used as a school. They find that the proposed use would not have an
adverse impact upon on the surrounding area or the Village. The Plan Commission
believes that the proposed private preschool would be a benefit to the Village. The Plan
Commission finds that the proposed use will be compatible with the surrounding uses.
The Plan Commission is in favor of granting both Phase I and Phase II for the private
school. The Plan Commission believes that since Phase II is within the footprint of the
building, the applicant has provided details on the future Phase II enrollment, and the
traffic study takes into account Phase II, this future phase can be approved now
without the applicant having to come back through the zoning approval process for
future approval.
Lot of Sufficient Size
The Plan Commission finds that the lot on which the subject property is located is of
sufficient size for the proposed use. They find that the proposed school should not be
injurious to the use and enjoyment of other property in the immediate vicinity nor
should it diminish or impair property values in the neighborhood. They find that the
proposed lot will work well for the Montessori school
Traffic
The Plan Commission finds that the proposed Montessori preschool will not add a
significant amount of traffic to the peak hour traffic on the adjacent roadway, and at
the Lake Cook Road and Pine Street intersection. There is currently some confusion
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with no left turn arrow signals for traffic heading eastbound and westbound on Lake
Cook Road leading to some delays, but the school’s impact on the intersection will
minimal. The property was previously used as a school and the Plan Commission
believes the traffic flow for the new preschool will work on the subject property.
Parking and Access
The Plan Commission finds that the number of parking spaces on the subject property
is adequate and the educational use will not have an adverse impact on parking in the
area. They find that the intensity of the activities on the subject property will not
adversely impact parking. The number of parking spaces on the subject property
exceeds the requirements of the zoning ordinance, including Phase II.
No changes are proposed to the existing vehicular access points on the subject
property. The Plan Commission believes that the means of ingress and egress will
safely handle the traffic generated by the proposed Montessori school in both phases.
Vehicles will enter and exit from the north access point, which is the east leg of the Pine
Street and frontage road intersection.
Effect on the Neighborhood
The Plan Commission finds that the establishment of this use will not be significantly or
materially detrimental to the health, safety, and welfare of the public or injurious to the
other property or improvements in the neighborhood or should not impede the normal
and orderly growth of surrounding properties. They find the use is suitable for the
subject property. Office buildings are located to the west, a regional stormwater
retention basin to the east, a major thoroughfare (Lake Cook Road) to the north, and
an educational institutional use (Rochelle Zell Jewish High School) to the south. The
Plan Commission finds that the proposed Montessori school will not be significantly or
materially detrimental to the health, safety, and welfare of the public or injurious to
other property or improvements in the area. They find that the use will not create a
negative impact on surrounding properties. The Plan Commission finds that the school
will fit nicely into the neighborhood.
Adequate Facilities
The Plan Commission finds that adequate facilities are available to service the proposed
school. The parking lot, utilities, landscaping, and access points are already in place on
the property. All improvements are privately owned and maintained.
Adequate Buffering
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The Plan Commission finds that the existing buffering on the property is adequate to
buffer the subject property from abutting properties.

RECOMMENDATION
Accordingly, it is the recommendation of the Plan Commission to approve the request
for a Text Amendment to the I-1 Office Research and Restricted Industrial District to
allow a private preschool as a Special Use in this district; approval of a Special Use for
Phase I and II for Guidepost Montessori School at 1085 Lake Cook Road; a Text
Amendment for signage for a Private Preschool; and an amendment to a Planned Unit
Development.
Ayes: Bromberg, Goldstone, Keefe, Silva, Berg (5)
Nays: None (0)
Respectfully submitted,
Larry Berg, Chairman
Deerfield Plan Commission
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PLAN COMMISSION
VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
Minutes
The Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield called to order a Public Hearing at 7:35 P.M. on
December 12, 2019 at the Village Hall, 850 Waukegan Road, Deerfield, Illinois.
Present were:

Larry Berg, Chairman
Al Bromberg
Jennifer Goldstone
Bill Keefe
Justin Silva

Absent were:

Blake Schulman
Elaine Jacoby

Also present:

Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner
Daniel Nakahara, Planner
Benjamin Schuster, Assistant Village Attorney

Chairman Berg swore in all who plan to testify before the Commission.
Public Comment
James Sinkovitz of 316 Oxford Road shared that the retaining wall on the south side of
Deerspring Park is in disrepair and is splitting open. He commented that the grounds of the park
are not being taken care of.
PUBLIC HEARING
(1)

Public Hearing: Request for Approval of an Amendment to a Special Use to Add
Four (4) Pickleball Courts to Deerspring Park (Deerfield Park District)

Chairman Berg reported that the Village Engineering Department will have a third party
consultant review the Petitioner’s storm water engineering plans for this matter. The Plan
Commission will hear the applicant’s presentation and accept public testimony at this meeting.
The Commission will then choose to continue the matter to allow for review of the third party
analysis or will vote to issue a recommendation to the Village Board. As part of this
recommendation, the Commission can recommend that the third party analysis be presented to
the Village Board and considered along with the Plan Commission recommendation.
Chairman Berg asked for proof of publication from the Petitioner. The Petitioner provided the
certified mailing receipts to the Commission. Mr. Ryckaert reported that the legal notice was
published in the Deerfield Review on November 21, 2019.
Jeffrey Nehila, Director of the Deerfield Park District addressed the Commission and introduced
Dan Creaney, Civil Engineer, Dan Brinkman, Traffic Consultant from Gewalt Hamilton, Ben
Kutscheid from Studio Avenue Architects and Dr. Tom Thunder from Acoustic Associates.
Mr. Nehila showed a video clip from NBC news explaining the sport of pickleball and its rising
popularity. The video stated that pickleball is the fastest growing sport in the country in recent
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years. It is played with a paddle and whiffle ball on a shorter version of a tennis court and
attracts older players.
Mr. Nehila provided an overview of what departments of recreation have recently done to
address the growing popularity of pickleball. He commented that many recreation agencies
have been watching pickleball evolve over the years to determine if it is a fad or something
worth investing in for their communities. The initial response by many agencies including the
Deerfield Park District was to put pickleball lines on tennis courts. In Deerfield there are
pickleball lines on tennis courts at Deerspring Park, Briarwood Park and Mitchell Park. These
lines fit inside of a tennis court and are a way to provide a service but at the same time do not
meet the demand and popularity of pickleball. Pickleball players want dedicated pickleball courts
which is also the recommendation of the USA Pickleball Association. Many recreation agencies
have recently converted tennis courts to pickleball courts. Four pickleball courts fit into two
tennis courts. This is a common solution across the country when there is an excess of tennis
courts or existing tennis courts are not used on a regular basis. Mr. Nehila reported that
Deerfield has a total of eight tennis courts and in looking at National Park and Recreation
Association standards, the most liberal recommendation is one court per 2,000 residents. For
Deerfield this would be nine tennis courts and they currently have eight. Given this, the Park
District decided to maintain the tennis courts as is. They are all used and have programs on
them and the need for them has been shown to be warranted. Mr. Nehila summarized that
these are some of the reasons why they are currently proposing new pickleball courts.
Mr. Nehila shared background information on the planning of the Jewett Park renovation. The
Park District completed an extensive planning phase to look at how to renovate Jewett. This
project was heavily focused on because Jewett is Deerfield’s central park and the Park District’s
headquarters. They got involved with many known park user groups and affiliates including
skateboarders and baseball and soccer associations, as well as the public. One thing that they
learned through this feedback was that Jewett is not a multi-generation park and there is
nothing for older residents, especially the 50 and older crowd. The initial park renovation plans
included three pickleball courts on the north end of Jewett. The renovation plans were split into
two different phases so that the entire park was not under construction at once. The first phase
is currently underway, and the second phase was programmed to occur in 2024, which included
the north side with the exception of the pickleball courts. Mr. Nehila reported that local
neighbors objected to the pickleball courts and their major opposition was the potential noise
and proximity to homes. Due to this, the Park District elected to pull the pickleball courts from
phase one and reevaluate them. Mr. Nehila stated that conversations relating to removing the
pickleball courts from the Jewett Park plans can be referred to in the Village Board meeting
minutes. He reiterated that sound was the major opposition and it became clear to the Park
District that sound would be an issue wherever they wanted to propose pickleball courts. He
commented that they wanted to figure out where to put them. Mr. Nehila noted that the Park
District completed ambient sound studies at Deerspring Park and at Jewett Park. As part of this
sound study they recorded active pickleball play in Northfield to see what the sound decibel
level was against the ambient sound. Mr. Nehila stated that the formerly proposed north end of
Jewett was much closer to homes than where they are currently proposing at Deerspring Park.
He added that they worked to identify locations and sites where courts would have no effect on
local neighbors.
Mr. Nehila stated that many recent comments received have been relative to where courts could
be proposed instead of Deerspring and that he will provide a summary of how Deerspring was
selected. Over the past year the Park Board has had a lot of discussion and examination of
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potential pickleball court sites. He reported that the Park Board meeting minutes on February 7,
2019, March 7, 2019, April 4, 2019, June 20, 2019 and August 15, 2019 all include discussion of
potential pickleball court locations. The Park Board wanted to pursue pickleball courts
somewhere in Deerfield but knew that a sound study should be completed and so they began
looking for a consultant to complete this and Park District staff began evaluating their park
inventory. On March 7, 2019 staff presented a list of possible locations to the Park Board. Mr.
Nehila reported that any park space around schools and shared with school District 109 was
ruled out due to concerns about parking and conflicting times for pickleball use and school use.
The Park Board was presented with four possible locations, which included Jewett Park,
Woodland Park, Deerspring Park and Briarwood Park. Mr. Nehila reviewed the pros and cons of
each site that was considered. At Jewett a pro would be giving the park a multigenerational
activity in the center of Deerfield. However, a big con was the noise issue. At Woodland there is
a high level of park use from sports affiliates including Pegasus and AYSO soccer as well as
Deerfield youth baseball and softball. The Park District works with these groups which are all
growing in participation to determine field use space which often overlaps. They determined that
all field space used for baseball and soccer was needed and the only area left not dedicated to
these sports is used by a lacrosse organization and they did not want to take away that
opportunity as this program is also growing. They chose to reserve that space for these
reasons. At Briarwood, they discussed converting some tennis courts or adding new pickleball
courts, but one major con was adding 16 more cars to street parking because there is no off
street parking at this location. Briarwood was eliminated for this reason.
At Deerspring Park, they looked at the area north of the pool where the sand volleyball court is
currently located for adding pickleball courts. Mr. Nehila added that the sand volleyball court is
not heavily used. This led them to completing a sound study at Deerspring Park to evaluate the
noise. Mr. Nehila reported that proximity to homes was the most beneficial point at this location
as it was a greater distance than at Jewett. He stated that it was not an arbitrary selection
process to narrow down the location and chose Deerspring Park for the proposed pickleball
courts.
Mr. Nehila stated that for this application, they first met with Village Engineering staff in August
and the Engineering Department was adamant to make sure that they did not add to the storm
water drainage issue in that area and in the surrounding neighborhood. Mr. Nehila stated that
the Park District hired an engineer for this project to address this and he will later discuss the
plans to address storm water further.
Mr. Nehila described the proposed pickleball courts stating that they will have 10 foot high chain
link fencing with wind screens on them. Pickleball players prefer wind screens because wind
can influence the ball used more so than a tennis ball. The paved area will be 9,678 square feet.
They will also improve the path north to the pool and north to Manor Drive by paving it and
making it wider. Mr. Nehila reported that they presented their efforts to meet the Special Use
criteria at the Prefiling Conference and are now presenting at the Public Hearing. He
commented that at the Prefiling Conference the Plan Commission recommended completing a
parking and traffic analysis which is now complete and will be presented. He added that when
Deerspring Pool was renovated in 2005 local residents were concerned about parking and the
loss of trees. Due to this history and sensitivity to trees, they did not look at wooded areas of
Deerspring Park for pickleball courts.
Mr. Nehila stated that in the traffic study they looked at the effect that the courts would have on
traffic and parking and if there would there be an overlap of pool users and pickleball users.
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The Park District did not want to have to go back and ask for additional parking spots, which
could raise concerns about loss of trees. Mr. Nehila stated that pickleball is traditionally played
in the morning and prime time for the pool was looked at to see if there would be an overlap of
heavy traffic and parking. They determined that they do not think there will be a problem as the
pool gets busy in the afternoons and pickleball is played in the mornings. He added that they
plan to begin allowing pickleball play at 7 A.M.
Mr. Nehila reported that they reviewed the past three years of pool data and determined that
peak times at the pool are lunch time through the afternoon hours. With pickleball play in the
mornings and the pool getting busy in the afternoons, they do not feel this will create a traffic or
parking issue. They also looked at the distance from the homes to the proposed site for the
courts. They feel that the distances were adequate as far as a sound relationship noting that the
distances to the three closest homes is between 248 and 327 feet from the site. Mr. Nehila
added that they will not have lights on the pickleball courts. He added that the Deerspring Park
property continues north of Manor Drive with a small green strip.
Mr. Nehila showed the proposed site plan pointing out the storm water detention areas and
added trees. He also displayed an image with a sample of the chain link fencing around the
courts commenting that it will be much like what is used for tennis courts and backstops in
Deerfield. He showed an image of the 10 foot high fence with windscreen stating that pickleball
players prefer a 10 foot fence over an 8 foot fence to help contain balls in the court. Mr. Nehila
showed images of existing pickleball courts in Gurnee, Buffalo Grove and Northfield pointing out
that there is much buffering. He stated that in Northfield tennis courts were converted to
pickleball courts as there was a greater need for pickleball.
Dr. Tom Thunder addressed the Commission stating that he is an audiologist and sound
engineer who completed the noise study for the Park District. He commented that pickleball is
an up and coming sport and he does not think this will be the first time that he addresses this
type of noise. For the noise study the first thing they did was compile solid sound data from the
sources. He stated that pickleball noise is different than tennis. Tennis uses string rackets and
balls that both have resiliency and create a thud noise. Pickleball is a hard paddle and a
wiffleball which creates a ping effect that some people might object to. Dr. Thunder reported that
they collected pickleball sound data from Northfield with six active courts and 20 to 25 players.
After analyzing the recordings, they determined that pickleball play yields 55 decibels of sound
at a distance of 70 feet, which is close to conversational level. This was the time average level
or Leq which correlates best with high impact sounds such as pickleball. Using this data, they
projected out what the decibel level would be of pickleball play at the nearest residence. At a
distance of 120 feet, the sound would drop to 50 decibels. He explained that with added
distance the sound spreads and dissipates and the intensity drops by six decibels per doubling
of distance. When you move from 120 to 240 feet in distance, the sound drops to 44 decibels,
which is around what it would be at the closest home. Dr. Thunder explained they studied
background noise, also known as ambient noise, to determine the impact of the pickleball sound
level based on the environment. For example, pickleball play next to an elevated train would not
be heard, but in a rural area it could be heard from several hundred feet away. They monitored
ambient sound for a 24 hour period in the area. Dr. Thunder showed a graph of the ambient
sound pointing out that the noise level varies throughout the day. Some peak sounds were lawn
mowing and tree trimming, birds on the mic, wind in the middle of the night, and birds chirping in
the morning hours. They determined that the ambient noise level is 51 decibels.
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Given this data, they determined that at the distance of the neighbors’ homes from the proposed
courts, pickleball play noise will drop below the ambient noise level and will not have an impact.
Dr. Thunder commented that Deerfield’s Ordinances state that there shall be no loud or raucous
sounds and not disturb the health, peace, or residents. Scientifically, loud or raucous is
considered twice as loud as ambient noise. He commented that at Jewett pickleball play would
not be below ambient noise. Dr. Thunder reported that the State of Illinois has a regulation that
limits noise emissions to a one hour average of 55 decibels and this would meet that standard,
as well. In summary, from a state and local regulatory standpoint and including the acoustics
analysis with background noise, Dr. Thunder stated that the pickleball play would not present an
impact.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if buffering or the existence of vegetation between the courts
and the homes would an impact on the noise. For example, if there were no trees would there
be a difference in the sound level? Dr. Thunder replied that yes, trees add some sound buffering
but he took the more conservative route by projecting the sound level given the distance, not
considering trees or sound that the atmosphere absorbs. He added that grass absorbs more
sound than pavement and this was also not taken into consideration.
Commissioner Keefe asked if the Leq measurement penalizes impact sound or places a greater
emphasis on impact sounds. Dr. Thunder replied that Leq puts a greater emphasis on impulse
or impact sounds such as pickleball noise making it an ideal measurement.
Dan Brinkman, traffic consultant from Gewalt Hamilton reported that he conducted the traffic
and parking analysis for the proposed pickleball courts at Deerspring Park. He collected data in
October when the pool was closed for the year and there was not a lot of traffic and parking
demand. However, the Park District had great data for pool attendance which was used as well
as aerial photos in the summer that parking counts were taken from. There was one date from
July 2018 during a swim meet where all parking was taken, however this was the only time that
it was above 40 percent from the counts taken. Mr. Brinkman stated that they project the
pickleball courts will add a total of 17 cars in and out during the peak morning hours, which is
not a significant difference. Additionally, they will be taking out the volleyball court, which adds
up to 12 cars when in use which is similar. Mr. Brinkman reported that their projections for
parking are within the Village Ordinance requirements for parking demand and required spaces.
Mr. Brinkman stated that as Mr. Nehila had mentioned, in 2005 when the park was renovated,
the Park District was granted a variation for parking and 25 space have been land banked to
save trees. Mr. Brinkman summarized that based on this information, with the exception of swim
meets, the 4th of July (the pool’s free admission day), there is enough parking to accommodate
pickleball courts at Deerspring Park and there will not be a huge traffic impact. He stated that as
seen in Northfield, pickleball players start early and finish by noon and do not play in the
evening. He added that with the loss of the sand volleyball court, it is a wash for traffic and
parking with no significant impacts.
Ben Kutscheid of Studio Park Avenue reviewed the plan for landscaping and trees. He stated
that the park is P-1 zoning and not subject to the Village Tree Ordinance, however if they were
they would exceed the requirement for trees. Mr. Kutscheid reported that they will be removing
trees in order to accommodate the storm water detention area. The trees to be removed are
three cottonwoods, two elms and two locusts. All of these per the ordinance are classified as C
trees which is the lowest quality tree possible. And all trees have a quality level of three. The
existing trees to be mitigated was 20.3 caliper inches. The seven replacement trees that they
are planning to add will be the highest quality standard of A quality and 21 caliper inches, which
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is greater than the mitigation factor required. In addition to the tree replacement, they are
planning to improve the detention basin and area around it with native plantings. They will plant
a prairie mixture with pollinator plants. He added that the storm water detention area and
landscape plans were incorporated and designed together, and they are honoring and
exceeding all Village tree standards.
Dan Creaney, civil engineer, addressed the Commission stating that he was hired to complete
the storm water management plan and ensure that it is engineered accordingly. He commented
that the Village informed them that they must not to contribute to existing storm water issues or
add excess water. Chairman Berg reported that the storm water management plans are
currently under review by a third party. This review should be complete in a week. Mr. Creaney
reported that when he was first called in to look at Deerspring Park he was made aware that this
is a sensitive drainage area. Water crests over Lions Drive from the west to the east and drains
where the proposed pickleball courts will be located. He stated that they looked at the detailed
topography of this area to learn the elevations of the road and park to plan for the potential
detention area. They reviewed this to determine the best plan for conveyance and storage. He
stated that approximately 10 acres drains to that point and they wanted to be sure to
accommodate the water as well as handle additional runoff from the new pickleball courts. Mr.
Creaney reported that a swale or broad ditch between Lions Drive and the pickleball courts will
pick up what comes over Lions Drive and route it around the courts to the detention area. The
proposed detention area will be on the north and on the east side of courts. The courts are
designed to drain directly into that area, as well. The detention area capacity is designed to
accommodate up to a 100 year storm. Any water over this will leave the area and follow the
same drainage path as it currently does. The natural overland flow path heads east and ends at
the northeast corner of the park. Mr. Creaney commented that the Village is reviewing his plans
and he is very confident that the third party review will determine that they will accommodate
storm water effectively.
Commissioner Bromberg confirmed that today water flows west to east and sits in the northeast
area of the park. Mr. Creaney stated that some water may sit there but some may continue to
the east. The topography shows that some water goes around the park to the north and some
goes around the park to the south. The overflow paths for anything beyond what the detention
area holds will remain the same. Commissioner Bromberg asked how the detention area will
empty. Mr. Creaney replied that it is a dry facility except for during rain events. After a storm it
will drain to an existing storm sewer. Commissioner Bromberg asked if the storm water situation
in the area will be better, worse or the same with this plan than it currently is. Mr. Creaney
replied that it will be the same and water will be detained for up to a 100-year storm event.
Commissioner Silva asked if there is a way to improve the situation instead of keeping it the
same. Mr. Creaney relied that the detention basin could be made deeper for added capacity
which would improve the situation.
Commissioner Keefe asked where the existing storm water sewer is located. Mr. Creaney
replied that it runs from the west of Lions Drive to the east and continues on the east side of the
tennis courts, which is where the new detention area will be. Commissioner Keefe asked where
this sewer drains to. Mr. Creaney replied that it drains to the river. Commissioner Keefe
confirmed that not all storm water flows overland to drain, and the sewer does currently catch
some water. Mr. Creaney added that the existing storm sewers do not handle all the water all
the time, only some of the water. The sewer starts as a 12-inch sewer and increases to 15
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inches to 18 inches to 24-inch pipe. Across Lions Drive it is a 12 inch pipe and once it reaches
capacity the water will find an overland flow path.
Commissioner Goldstone asked if it is possible to make the detention basin deeper. Mr.
Creaney replied that it is possible, and the Park District may be open to that discussion. He
stated that they first wanted to show that they will not have an adverse impact on the current
situation. However, there is the potential to make it better and they can discuss this further.
Mr. Nehila summarized that they tried to cover everything that the Commission suggested at the
Prefiling Conference as well as the Special Use criteria and detailed information on noise, traffic
and drainage.
Commissioner Bromberg asked Mr. Nehila if Brickyards Park was considered. He replied that all
parks were considered, and the Park Board narrowed it to these four. At Brickyards the big open
space is all used for athletic fields and there is not extra room for pickleball courts unless some
field space was used. It would also be very close to the neighbors to the west. At Brickyards
they looked at the basketball court but determined that they did not want to remove the
basketball court which is heavily used by college students in the summer.
Commissioner Silva asked Dr. Thunder if he had a recommendation on mitigating the noise
from the pickleball courts. He replied that for sound mitigation the wind screen could be
replaced with a more impervious surface that absorbs more sound. Mr. Nehila added that there
is a product they looked at with a quarter inch thick rubber material that hangs in sheets to the
fencing to mitigate sound. However, there is no proven claim and no laboratory data on how
many decibels this would reduce the sound. Dr. Thunder commented that to predict the sound
reduction with a product like this he would factor in distance and height and estimates that it
would reduce the sound by six to eight decibels. He added that ideally a product should be
tested by a sound laboratory and have supporting data before being considered.
Chairman Berg stated that the Plan Commission and staff would like to clarify the October 24th
Prefiling Conference minutes that indicated that Mr. Nehila was planning to meet with the
neighbors prior to the Public Hearing. He stated that the Plan Commission minutes are not a
transcript of the meeting, but a detailed summary. The recording was reviewed, and Mr. Nehila
did not state that he was going to meet with the neighbors. The Village clarified with him that his
intent was to communicate to the neighbors through the Public Hearing notification procedure
which requires a mailing to property owners 250 feet from the exterior boundaries of Deerspring
Park. There is no requirement for a neighborhood meeting, but it was recommended by staff
and the Plan Commission that Mr. Nehila meet with the neighbors.
Chairman Berg opened public comment on this matter.
Brett Sterling of 237 Landis Lane commented that his major concern with this proposal is water
retention and existing flooding in the area. He stated that it is well noted that all properties have
flooding around the culvert. He is also concerned that the storm water detention will be right
next to pool where there are children with exposed skin in the summer. Sitting water would
create mosquito breeding conditions and there is frequently West Nile virus reported in the area,
which is a big concern. He commented that it is a choice to put children at risk and he does not
want that choice.
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Scott Sartel of 246 Landis Lane stated that he had three major concerns. He commented that
four courts seems excessive and he questioned whether basketball or paddle might appeal to
more residents than pickleball. He stated that the loss of greenspace in this location is a big
deal as it is currently the only dry space in the park to play catch or fly a kite. And as previously
mentioned by others, there is a major issue with flooding and drainage. He stated that he lives
close and is at the park three to four times a week. Although he is not in the 250 foot range as
required for public notice, he commented that it would have been nice to be notified of this and
be included in the process. He stated that he did not receive any outreach from the Park District.
Andy Fine of 960 Meadowbrook stated that he would read a letter written by Alisa Klein of 231
Ramsay Road. He read that Ms. Klein is troubled by this proposal and that she objects to the
noise much like the Jewett Park neighbors did. She knows that noise studies have been
conducted and claim that the noise will not be problematic, but she believes this is
misinformation. Pickleball noises are not easily measurable and quantifiable and she believes
that the numbers represented are not accurate. An article written by acoustic and noise control
experts claims that in pickleball, due to the short duration of impact, a time average
measurement such as Leq and Lmax fail to represent the perceived loudness of impact. The
measurement used does not take into account the abnormalities above or below the average.
Mr. Fine read that the article suggests that courts should be 500 to 600 feet from properties or
other noise sensitive areas. In Northfield the courts were placed in a location that is more
central to the the community and is surrounded by a Park District building, Willow Road and
green space. It is 600 to 700 feet from homes. Ms. Klein also objects to replacing permeable
land with almost 10,000 square feet of impermeable space, as it is well known that storm water
is a problem in the area. Mr. Fine added that he has recently seen several deer at the site of the
proposed courts and the addition of courts would ensure that there would not be wildlife there
anymore.
Linda Fine of 866 Fair Oaks Avenue stated that she owns the house on the corner of Manor and
Meadowbrook, and she moved there in 1993 because of the proximity to Deerspring Park. Her
family chose Deerfield for the schools and she fell in love with this house next to the park and
the thought of walking to the pool with her kids, walking her dog in the meadow, and flying a kite
with her kids so close to home. She stated that they were very lucky to be able to buy that
property and Deerspring Pool was the clincher for them. She commented that the thought of
driving down Lions Drive and seeing the opaque fenced in pickleball courts would be like
looking at a small prison. She commented that it will be visually unappealing and will lower
property values in the area. She commented that the meadow at the park is small already and
now they are asking to take half of it with these four courts. She added that she feels bad for the
people that want to play pickleball in Deerfield, but the Park District can’t offer everything for
everyone when they don’t necessarily have the space to. She stated that the meadow is
precious along with its berms, swales, deer, and all trees. She commented that the trees to be
removed are fully mature, wonderful, majestic trees that she does not consider to be low grade.
David Unger of 1009 Meadowbrook stated that he lives in the house that would be the closest
distance to the pickleball courts at 240 feet. He commented that he agrees with all comments in
opposition of the courts so far and would like to add to them. He commented that Highland Park
just reported pickleball participation statistics showing that 1.7 percent of residents played
pickleball. In Deerfield that would be 323 people. He questioned whether they need four courts
for such a small number of people who would be potentially playing. He added that tennis
participation has dropped from 20 percent in 2015 to 10 percent in 2019 and maybe Deerfield
does not need as many tennis courts as they thought. He suggested that the Park District could
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convert tennis courts at Mitchell to pickleball courts as an alternative. He added that he is not in
favor of the loss of green space or of having every activity at Deerspring Park behind a fence.
He stated that the green space there is the only place to toss a ball or fly a kite and the only
space free for everyone as not everyone plays tennis or pickleball or has a pool pass. He
agrees that the noise will be an issue and that the article cited suggests courts should be 350 to
500 feet away from homes. He believes there are some areas in Jewett Park east of the parking
lot on Hazel where the Christmas tree lot is that could be considered for pickleball courts. Or
other parks including Clavey Park may have more space. He commented that although the Park
District eliminated areas near schools, the Northfield pickleball courts are located at a school.
Mary Anne D'Onofrio of 330 Margate Terrace stated that she has lived in Deerfield and had her
company here for 33 years. She has lived and worked in Deerfield long enough to know that the
rules and regulations for construction have changed many times. She commented that the
Village has flooding problems all around the Deerspring Park area and has even called in the
army corps of engineers to ask for help. She commented that there is a report stating that the
Village has overbuilt and not much can be done about this now besides dredging the rivers and
adding huge reservoirs and basins. She stated that it is not logical to add more pervious surface
in an area with so many problems with storm water already and she does not think the pickleball
courts fit in this location. She commented that the Park District owns Lions Drive and there is no
storm sewer on this street. Ms. D’Onofrio referenced the Village Ordinances, which has a
disclaimer on liability of the Village. She contends that if the Village knowingly adds water to a
problematic area such as this area, then there is a potential problem for the Village. She
commented that the planned detention basin is only about a foot deep, but they will be adding
another 9,678 square feet of pervious area. There will be more water than what can be
contained, and it will go somewhere and will not evaporate quickly. She added that on the other
side of the park there would be a problem with trees but would be able to connect to storm
water sewers on Deerfield Road which should be considered.
Carl Rosenthal of 1326 Gordon Terrace commented that he loves his community and is here to
advocate for pickleball which he has been playing for four years and is a marvelous game. He
shared that he also spoke last year supporting pickleball at Jewett although he now believes
Deerspring Park may be better fit. He shared that the game of pickleball does not single out any
type of people. Anyone can play; young, old, tall, short, no priority is given to any type of person.
Pickleball has great camaraderie and is an amazing socialization for people of various skills. He
stated that he is blessed to not only play it but also teach it. He teaches pickleball through
different local park districts and he always smiles to see new players learning and building their
confidence. He commented that tennis is on the downfall and is not a consideration for many
people who are able to play pickleball. He believes the pickleball courts will be a positive thing
for the community. As a Deerfield resident, he has to play in other communities, and some have
built new courts since last year’s meeting proposing courts at Jewett. Northbrook has added six
courts at Stonegate Park, Highland Park added two at Woodridge Park and six at Centennial
due to the demand for it. He stated that pickleball is a fun and marvelous game. He believes
that noise and storm water can be dealt with and mitigated and that the pickleball courts will be
positive for the community. He does not want to travel to Northfield or Buffalo Grove to play
pickleball, he wants to play here in his own community.
Susie Kessler of 1015 Knollwood Road stated that she is also an avid pickleball player and
wants to play in Deerfield. She stated that she disagrees with the comment that the courts will
look like a prison. They are similar to tennis courts and the current open land is not that
attractive. Adding the foliage suggested along with the courts would improve the appearance.
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She commented that she would like to be able to walk to play pickleball and these courts would
allow that. She commented that no one has mentioned the noise from the pool and that must be
loud, as well. Ms. Kessler thanked the Plan Commissioners for the volunteer work that they do.
She added that she also appreciates that the Deerfield Park District has really studied the
issues in this proposal.
Sheila Hunt of 879 Brand Lane commented that she agrees with comments made in regard to
water concerns and appearance in this project. She commented that there is frequent flooding
on the east side of Brand Lane where a great deal of water flows and this project will add to
that. She commented that if their storm water solution is going to leave the problem the same
then they are not helping anything. She also questioned if four courts are necessary and
whether they can share tennis courts and schedule playing times. Regarding parking, she
commented that there are No Parking signs on Brand Lane because people park there for the
pool, but the parking study was completed in October when the pool was closed. She also
questioned why schools cannot be considered if pickleball is played in the summers when
schools are not in session.
Karen Chiapetta of 1030 Waukegan Road stated that she is here as a patriot of Deerspring Pool
where she has been going for 20 years. She commented that she is sad that they would be
losing the majestic view of the meadow from the pool. She stated that the pool is a very relaxing
place before and after campers and pickleball noise would affect pool participants negatively.
She stated that she enjoys relaxing at the pool and talking with friends and this will be a sad end
to that.
Larry Fradin of 1141 Kenton Road commented that he is here to advocate for the health of
pickleball players. He has been playing pickleball for a year a half and has dropped 15 pounds.
When the outdoor season begins he will be 82 and one of the oldest players in the area. He
commented that he needs the exercise and pickleball is good for him and many others. He
added that he will be able to walk to the proposed courts at Deerspring and would not use the
parking.
David Strauss 1040 Lampton Lane shared that he has lived across the street from the pool for
20 years and he is a strong proponent for pickleball. He supports comments made from those in
favor of the pickleball courts and he disagrees with many comments made in opposition to
them. He shared that he is in the park virtually every day and he knows that water heads down
his street and down Manor Drive towards his house. He believes he is an authority on how the
park is used and where storm water goes. He commented that opponents to the pickleball
courts are basing their opinions on fear and not on facts. He has talked to some of them and
many have never seen or heard the game of pickleball before, yet they are afraid of the noise.
He commented that he trusts the fact based work that the Park District has done for this
proposal. He plays pickleball and hears it and asks those against this proposal to go to local
courts and stand 300 feet away and listen. He stated that it is tough to be against it when you
have never experienced it. He added that he also loves the green space and does not
necessarily want it to be eliminated but it is a balancing act. He stated that pickleball is a
phenomenal sport and the green space is rarely used. He commented that he is willing to give
up the green space for the game of pickleball. He added that the houses closest and most
affected by the courts are buffered by trees. He also stated that Walden Park is close by for an
alternative green space for the neighborhood.
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James Sinkovitz of 316 Oxford Road commented that he has never seen anyone playing
pickleball at the tennis courts at Deerspring that are also lined for pickleball. He strongly objects
to adding new courts as well as to the water retention pond. He stated that he asks that the Park
District withdraw this application or that the Plan Commission reject it. He commented that it is
on public record that the Deerfield Park District is exceeding their budget and it is a waste of
taxpayer money to add these courts. He commented that pickleball lessons at Sachs earns
$23,000 a year for the Park District and this plan will make them pay for pickleball instead. He
added that the plan to remove five healthy trees and also that the existing storm sewers all
exceed capacity after rain, and this will add to the problem. He stated that the retention area will
harbor mosquitos and that the removal of green space in one of northeast Deerfield’s only parks
is also negative. He also believes that if this plan moves forward a sound barrier would
eventually be needed which would be very expensive. Additionally, with the current state of the
environment, this plan will assist in the destruction of this planet with the removal of trees and
greenspace as well as the demolition and the use of construction materials. Not to mention the
loss of a viable and mature eco system. As stated by Go Green Deerfield, this plan will destroy
one of the few remaining fragments of Deerfield Park District open land when pressures on
wildlife are already so great for human amusement. It is a violation of the mission of the
Deerfield Park District. In conclusion, this plan will also stomp all over Deerspring Pool which is
sacred.
Ron Meibach of 1406 Country Lane shared that he is a 30-year Deerfield resident and also a
pickleball player and supports the proposal for the four new courts. He commented that people
might be overreacting, and this is not the end of the world or the planet. He hears their concerns
about noise and storm water drainage and believes they can be addressed. He commented that
he would like to improve the drainage issue for residents, and that a larger detention area
should be considered to compromise. He believes the courts will be an asset for the Deerspring
Park neighborhood.
Peter Levy of 920 Brand Lane stated that he has been a resident for 35 years and wants to add
comments in opposition of the courts. He commented that in the pictures shown of courts in
surrounding towns, there were no homes that could be seen close by. He stated he lives
halfway between Deerspring Park and Deerfield Road and he can hear noise from the tennis
courts. He knows that a noise study was completed but that is the reality. He stated that he has
a hard time wrapping his head around it that if there was a noise problem at Jewett with homes
on one side of the courts, how can there not be here homes on three sides of the courts at
Deerspring. He commented that the noise consultant stated that the pickleball noise doesn’t
quite reach the level that it would be annoying at the distance of the homes. But it is just under
and close to where it would be a noise violation. He also commented that the pictures of the
detention basin did not show the tennis courts or trees which did not help reference the location.
Rebeca Soldwisch of 1009 Meadowbrook Lane commented that she is very concerned about
drainage relative to this proposal. She believes that she is the only person present who knows
how high the creek gets as all the water comes through her neighborhood. They flash flood
regularly, about three or four time a years which is very serious. She commented that she is not
anti-pickleball, she just does not want anything that will make their drainage situation worse as it
is already bad. She does not understand why they have to take the brunt of other people’s
enjoyment. Drainage problems will be made worse and they will lose the only green space they
have left that the they all enjoy.
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Mr. Nakahara reported that as alluded to in public comment, the Village received numerous
emails and 60 petitions total regarding this matter which were included in the Plan Commission
meeting packet. Chairman Berg added that the Commissioners read these prior to this Public
Hearing.
Chairman Berg stated that the Plan Commission has concluded public testimony and will meet
in an open workshop to deliberate their recommendation on this matter. He stated that a written
recommendation will be made to the Village Board who will take final action on this matter. He
stated that this portion of the meeting is open to the public, but no new testimony will be taken
unless requested by the Commission.
(2)

Public Hearing: Request for a Text Amendment to the I-1 Office Research and
Restricted Industrial District to Allow a Private Preschool as a Special Use in this
District; Approval of a Special Use for Phase I and II for Guidepost Montessori
School at 1085 Lake Cook Road; a Text Amendment for Signage for a Private
Preschool; and an Amendment to a Planned Unit Development (Deerfield 1085
LLC. and Higher Ground Education)

Chairman Berg asked for proof of publication from the Petitioner. The Petitioner provided
certified mailing receipts to the Commission and Mr. Ryckaert reported that the legal notice was
published in the Deerfield Review on November 21, 2019. The affidavit will be turned in
tomorrow by the applicant.
Dave Hene of Location Finders International reported that he represents the owner of the
property at 1085 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield 1085 LLC. He is joined by Elizabeth Salata,
Director of School Success at Higher Ground Education, Dan Brinkman, Traffic Consultant with
Gewalt Hamilton, and Robert Soos, Project Architect with Soos Architects. Mr. Hene reported
that their proposal asks for a text amendment to allow a private preschool as a Special Use and
a text amendment for signage for a private preschool. The property is zoned I-1 Office,
Research and Restricted Industrial. The parcel is just under five acres and the building is
approximately 20,000 square feet.
Ms. Salata reported that as the Director of School Success at Higher Ground Education, her
priority is their schools. Guidepost Montessori is the largest Montessori provider in the country
and their mission is to mainstream Montessori education. They serve infants through middle
school aged children, but the Deerfield location will be six weeks through six years. She
supports all Chicagoland schools which includes one in Naperville and three in Chicago in the
West Loop, Magnificent Mile and Wicker Park. All are newly opened and thriving. Across the
globe they have 43 school locations operating. They are continuing to grow internationally and
have one school in Vienna and one in China. Their Montessori preschools are daycare options
for parents and unlike and other preschools they are open year round with limited days off for
parents’ convenience and to provide children the Montessori experience throughout the year.
They hire and train their own staff and incorporate green spaces and natural elements in
classrooms including natural lights and plants, as nature is part of the curriculum from infants
through elementary school. They also incorporate a lot of large classroom environments with
lots of area to explore for children.
Mr. Hene showed site plan at the corner of Lake Cook and Pine next to Rochelle Zell Jewish
High School. Surrounding the site to the the northeast is a business center, as well as R-3 and
P-1 zoned areas across Lake Cook Road. The existing site is just under five acres and the
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building was formerly used as a preschool that closed a few years ago. There are two existing
playgrounds, a storm water detention facility and parking lot. Mr. Hene showed photos of
existing building and grounds pointing out that it is in disrepair and in need of work. The parking
lot and building will be repaired, and the landscaping will be refreshed. They will also remove
the existing playgrounds and install two new playgrounds in these locations. The playground
closer to the building will have an added sunshade as well as bollards for traffic control. It is not
in the path of traffic but is right next to it and they want to ensure maximum safety. The work will
be done in two phases. Phase 1 will include renovation of 11,000 square feet on the south side
of the building and Phase 2 will be the rest of the building. The completion of Phase 1 will allow
for 93 students and 19 staff in the building and the completion of Phase 2 will allow for a total of
220 students and 42 staff members.
Mr. Hene displayed the site plan and reviewed the basic traffic flow for entering and exiting.
They expect parents dropping students off to enter the property from Frontage Road, park, and
enter the building via keypad with a secured access code. Visitors must be buzzed in. There is
no drop off and pick up time and parents can do so when convenient. Most drop offs will occur
between 7 A.M. and 8:30 A.M. and pickups between 3 P.M. and 6 P.M. Around 30 percent of
children are siblings and will come together in one vehicle. Shared carpooling may also
sometimes occur.
Mr. Hene explained that they are not planning to make exterior modifications to the building
(except for wall signs) or expand the site, they plan only repair and renovate. The interior will be
extensively remodeled to create the Montessori experience for their students. While Phase 1 on
the south side is being completed, the Phase 2 portion of the building will be empty and vacant.
They expect Phase 2 to be completed and the building to be fully built out and occupied within
three to four years.
Commissioner Bromberg asked where the main entrance is located. Mr. Hene pointed out with
the main entrance and the reception desk on the site plan. He then showed images of the
building elevations as well as the playground and possible playground equipment to be
installed. He stated that there will be no changes to the building height or footprint.
Mr. Hene reviewed signage plans. They originally planned to have two freestanding monument
signs and are now planning one. They changed this after learning that the neighboring Jewish
High School was concerned that people will travel further to find their location because of the
Guidepost sign, and they agreed with this. They are no longer proposing a new ground sign and
will only replace the former sign at the Frontage Road and Pine Street. Mr. Hene showed
images of this signage as well as two other wall mounted signs that will be externally
illuminated.
Dan Brinkman of Gewalt Hamilton Associates reviewed the parking and traffic study. A traffic
study for this area was first completed for the high school when it originally opened and then
updated in 2013 for the neighboring Deerfield Business Center. There is also an ongoing study
for the Village regarding the intersection of Pine and Lake Cook Road. Mr. Brinkman stated that
he completed a traffic impact and parking study for development of both phases and was careful
to coordinate with the neighboring temple and high school to consider holidays and higher traffic
times. He reported that traffic at the intersection at the Frontage Road and Pine Street peaks in
the morning due to the high school, along with Lake Cook Road traffic during rush hour. There
is another higher traffic time in the afternoon due to a possible shift change at Walgreens, and
there is a large amount of westbound traffic in the afternoons on Lake Cook Road, as well. The
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two highest peak times are around 7:45 A.M. and 3:45 P.M. Mr. Brinkman shared that he
studied potential traffic to be generated by the Montessori school from data provided by
Guidepost. They project that during the morning peak hour, about 26 percent of students will
arrive between 7:45 A.M. and 8:45 A.M. with about 30 percent arriving together in one vehicle.
Mr. Brinkman noted that the Montessori school is not like a typical school with set start times
and dismissal times, it will have flexible drop off and pick times. Additionally, drop offs and pickups will park and come in and there will be no long car line queuing up. Mr. Brinkman stated that
the site has twice as much parking as they will need at full occupancy and his only
recommendation relative to parking is to have staff park further away so that the closest spaces
can be used for the fast turnover of parents dropping off and picking up. Parents will all enter
and exit from Frontage Road. During peak hours no one will use the access drive out to Pine,
however it may be used during off peak hours for deliveries. At this drive exit there will be signs
stating right turn only to head back to the Frontage Road and Pine Street intersection.
Commissioner Bromberg asked Mr. Brinkman to show the traffic flow for entering and exiting the
property. Mr. Brinkman showed this flow going in and out onto the Frontage Road and reiterated
that there will be no line up of cars. Mr. Brinkman stated that through the year 2025 and with the
addition of Guidepost Montessori, he does not expect any material change in the level of traffic
service at Lake Cook and Pine. The only exception to this would be eastbound traffic in the left
turn in the morning rush hour. That (queuing) line can get long today and could get longer with
school drop offs, but he does not expect it to be more than two or three cars. He commented
that Lake Cook Road and Pine Street intersection is a unique operation as Lake Cook Road has
turn arrows and Pine Street does not. This matter was reviewed at length on behalf of the
Village and the County was asked to improve it. The County believed changing the operation
would not give cars on Pine Street any more time and the current operation still exists.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that coming out of this development going north and
making a left to head westbound on Lake Cook Road, no one knows who has the right of way.
Mr. Brinkman agreed and commented that this could be better. Mr. Brinkman concluded that
Guidepost Montessori would add some traffic and the delay at the light from Pine Street could
increase by a couple of seconds. The longest delay will be the approach leaving the Montessori
school, but it will not be a huge increase. He commented that this is a complementary use to the
neighboring high school, and Montessori parents can adjust their timing as needed based on
traffic.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that it should be simpler to improve the long delays at the
light from Pine Street. Mr. Brinkman stated that traffic leaving the school approaching this light is
at service level of C and with the addition of the school; it will stay a C with a two to three
second delay and will likely add one car, which is not a significant impact. He added that there is
more than sufficient parking at the site for this use and staff can be pushed to the perimeter to
leave the closer spaces for parents. He summarized that this is different than a typical school
with the flexibility on timing and that almost a third of siblings will arrive together. Drop offs and
pickups will be spread out with high turnover. Overall regarding parking and traffic impact, the
existing roadway and circulation can accommodate both phases without significant impacts.
Mr. Hene reviewed the project in regard to the Comprehensive Plan and the Special Use
standards. There are two sub areas in the Comprehensive Plan that pertain to this property.
One section encourages institutional and other non-residential uses that do not have a
significant number of school children and can improve the neighborhood. Their request is an
institutional use like the neighboring high school and the former use of this property. Mr. Hene
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stated that the Village’s I-1 zoning district is creative and provides for a broad range of uses that
integrate well. Mr. Hene stated that their project will improve the neighborhood and the property.
The new play equipment will all be earth tones. Traffic access and volume will also be
compatible with the neighboring high school. Mr. Hene summarized that they believe this use
will be compatible with the neighbors in the I-1 district as well as neighboring residential uses to
the north. It will have low traffic impact, sufficient parking, and will be a high quality development
with a large amount of open space and greenspace and attractive landscaping. Mr. Hene
commented that they believe Guidepost Montessori will have a positive effect on the
neighborhood and bring life back into the empty building.
Mr. Ryckaert reported that he has been in contact with Lynn Schrayer, Vice President of
Development at the neighboring Rochelle Zelle Jewish High School and she shared that they
reviewed the materials and they support the use.
Chairman Berg stated that the Plan Commission has concluded public testimony and will meet
in an open workshop setting to deliberate their recommendation on this matter. He stated that a
written recommendation will be made to the Village Board who will take final action on this
matter. He stated that this portion of the meeting is open to the public, but no new testimony will
be taken unless requested by the Commission.
There being no further discussion, the Public Hearing adjourned at 10:19 P.M.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll

DRAFT
PLAN COMMISSION
VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
Minutes
The Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield called to order a Workshop Meeting at 5:30
P.M. on December 12, 2019 at the Village Hall, 850 Waukegan Road, Deerfield, Illinois.
Present were:

Larry Berg, Chairman
Al Bromberg
Jennifer Goldstone
Bill Keefe
Justin Silva

Absent were:

Blake Schulman
Elaine Jacoby

Also present:

Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner
Daniel Nakahara, Planner
Benjamin Schuster, Assistant Village Attorney

WORKSHOP MEETING
(1)

Plan Commissioner Training: Active Shooter Training at 5:30 p.m.

Commander Andy Kupsak conducted Active Shooter Training with the Plan Commission.
(2)

Plan Commissioner Training: 5:45 p.m. – 7:15 p.m.

Assistant Village Attorney Benjamin Schuster conducted Plan Commissioner Training.
Commissioner Goldstone moved, seconded by Commissioner Bromberg for the Plan
Commission to go into a recess at 7:25 P.M. The motion passed with a unanimous voice vote.
(3a)

Discussion on Special Use to Add Four (4) Pickleball Courts to Deerspring Park

Commissioner Silva commented that he reviewed this matter and listened to testimony trying to
determine if the proposal meets the Special Use standards. He stated that it appears that most
standards are met, and he is comfortable with the traffic study completed. He commented that
he would really like to see the storm water detention area further improved even though it will be
more expensive. He suggested that options to further improve drainage can be considered with
the Village Engineer and he would like to see that. Relative to noise, he would like to see some
potential option’s for including screening that would lower the decibel level if it were in the
budget, helpful to neighbors, and would not be an eye sore. Overall he finds that they meet the
standards, and he feels there are some solutions to major concerns shared that the Park District
should consider.
Chairman Berg added that with the Village of Deerfield Public Works Director and an outside
qualified civil engineer reviewing the storm water drainage plans, and if the Plan Commission
takes action on this matter and if it were to be favorable, the Commission could suggest to the
Village Board that whatever recommendations are made by the outside engineering firm should
be adopted.
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Commissioner Bromberg asked the Petitioner where exactly the retention area is relative to the
pickleball and tennis courts. Mr. Creaney replied that the retention area will be north and east of
pickleball courts and west of the tennis courts, between the pickleball courts and tennis courts.
Commissioner Bromberg asked why the south end of the park was not considered even though
it is heavily wooded. Mr. Nehila replied that he wants people to understand that there was a lot
of thought given to this and they determined this was the best location for pickleball courts. He
stated that Mr. Unger was helpful and suggested that they add the courts south of the pool in
the wooded area, however proximity to homes here was too close and the loss of the trees was
too great of a concern.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that there is a clear need for pickleball courts in Deerfield
as it is a fast growing sport and they do not have any. He stated that it is for amusement as
commented, but so are baseball and soccer fields and pools and people are in favor of these.
He commented that the Petitioner has addressed all of the issues and done a thorough job on
studying the noise issue. He stated that he agrees with Commissioner Silva that if something
can be done to make the drainage situation better than it is today then that would be desirable.
He added that he drove by and on Lions Drive near where the current volleyball court is today,
you cannot see the homes to the east and west because the trees and bushes are so thick even
with no leaves this time of year. He stated that he supports this petition.
Commissioner Keefe commented that his major concern is storm water drainage and he is
confident that the outside engineer will evaluate it correctly and come up with a solution. He
commented that the overall it sounds like the new drainage plan will be improvement although
there will be water in the detention area at rare times, it will not be continuous. He stated that he
is generally in favor of the petition.
Commissioner Goldstone commented that she agrees with Commissioner Silva and the other
Commissioners. She feels that it is an opportunity to improve the drainage situation and she
hopes that the outside engineer considers this with his recommendation instead of keeping it
the same. She commented that the noise can be addressed, and she also supports the project.
Chairman Berg commended the Park District in completing their due diligence and for their level
of professionalism demonstrated. He agrees with his fellow Commissioners that whatever can
be done to improve the storm water drainage in the area should be strongly considered by the
Park District. Additionally, as members of the public indicated, even though they may not want
fences, the pool and tennis at Deerspring Park are already fenced in, and he does not see it as
objectionable to fence in the pickleball courts, but he does ask the Park District to use their best
judgement to landscape the area and make it as aesthetically pleasing as possible. He believes
that overall this project will be an improvement to the park. He stated that if a vote is taken and
is favorable, he recommends that the Village Board consider the report that will be received by
the third party engineer.
Commissioner Bromberg motioned, seconded by Commissioner Goldstone, to approve
Deerfield Park District’s request for an Amendment to a Special Use to add four (4) pickleball
courts to Deerspring Park subject to the recommendations of the engineering firm that will
review the Park District’s engineering plan regarding the installation of the four (4) pickleball
courts and to encourage the Park District to improve the capacity of the retention pond so that
the existing drainage system will be improved over what is there today, be approved. The
motion passed with the following roll call:
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Ayes: Silva, Bromberg, Keefe, Goldstone, Berg (5)
Nays: None (0)
Mr. Nakahara reported that this matter will go before the Village Board on January 21, 2020.
(4a)

Discussion on a Text Amendment, Special Use and Signage for a Private
Preschool for Guidepost Montessori School at 1085 Lake Cook Road, and an
Amendment to a Planned Unit Development

The Commissioners were in favor of the use, which fits well on the property and believed it
would be a nice addition to the community.
Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by Commissioner Goldstone to approve the request
for a text amendment to the I-1 Office Research and Restricted Industrial District to allow a
private preschool as a Special Use in this district; approval of a Special Use for Phase I and II
for Guidepost Montessori School at 1085 Lake Cook Road; a text amendment for signage for a
Private Preschool; and an amendment to a Planned Unit Development (Deerfield 1085 LLC.
and Higher Ground Education). The motion passed with the following roll call:
Ayes: Silva, Bromberg, Keefe, Goldstone, Berg (5)
Nays: None (0)
Document Approval
Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by Commissioner Goldstone to approve the
documents. The motion passed with a unanimous voice vote.
Items from the Staff
Mr. Ryckaert reported on upcoming Plan Commission agenda items.
Adjournment
There being no further discussion, Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by
Commissioner Goldstone to adjourn the Workshop Meeting at 10:22 P.M. The motion passed
with a unanimous voice vote.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll

